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IN visiting the antiaircraft'troop units in Korea I was not
able to obsef\'e personally .the units in action because my
presence there was at a time when the UN Forces were in
the initial stages of the roll-up and all units were advancing
so rapidly that it was difficult to be on the spot when some-
thing broke loose. Usually when I arrived at a command
post or battery location I would be informed that the unit
had received word of some enemv block somewhere far in ad-
vance and had started after it. 'In pursuing the advancing
UN units it was normal to meet them on their wav back
with a "mission accomplished" smile on their faces ..

But when I could finally pin down the outfits somewhere
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olso serves as Antiaircraft Officer
of the United Notions Force in
Korea. Some day we sholl cele-
brate his return to the U.S.A.

In 1940 Lieutenant Colonel
Morquat returned to the States
110m a routine tour 01 duty in the
Philippines. On that duty he hod
been actively engaged in training
the Philippine Army. Before he
hod settled at his new station,
General MacArthur had him re-
coiled to the For East. His record
on Bataon and Corregidor, his
escape to Australia, and his trek
bock again, still as one of the
original members of the MacArthur
stafl, and also as commander of
the for-flung 14th Antiaircraft
Command, require no further i1-
lurnination to our readers. In the
occupation force he serves as Gen~
eral MacArthur's Chief of the Eca.
nomic and Scientific Section. He
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AUTO~ lATIC Artiller,,! The Red Koreans were the I There have been reams and reams written under the title
first to use that appellation' for our antiaircraft. They had/r• "Antiaircraft Artillery in Ground Defense Roles," predicated
no kind feelings about it; their efforts were frustrated by its upon the basic assumptions of the authors. In most instances
accuracy and rapid fire volume; so, they decried the devas- these treatises open with some reference to "in ground de-
tating effects of both the "air and automatic artillery." fense roles command rests with so-and-so." In Korea no one
\Vith the same sense of values, but a different viewpoint, ,bothered about who was in command so long as the enemy
the Republic of Korea troops promptly adopted the same I effort was frustrated. TIle campaigns never will be recorded ~
name. The U. S. Army forces concurred and proceeded to as classical examples of formal orders delineating command
initiate the antiaircraft as a pennanent member of the In- authority.
fantry-AmlOr-ArtilIery team. Your antiaircraft troops are n t e combat areas I found antiaircraft functioning
proud of their relationship with these Army forces who con- smoothly as a component of the division artillery command t
~ribu~edso significant~y towa~d steI~ming the power ~tudded setup and I found field artillery units functioning just as ~
mvaslOn and launchmg a IIghtnmg counteroffensive un- effectively under antiaircraft group headquarters. Perhaps I
surpassed in history. in the field of academic research there will still remain areas

The antiaircraft artillery troops have exerted prodigious of disagreement as to command functions in the UN action,
efforts in support of these brilliant achievements. \Vhen but in the operational experience in Korea there was no
the final story is written of General MacArthur's magnif- doubt of the effectiveness of antiaircraft in ground support
icent triumph in that tiny peninsula, contiguous to the under any type of command control that existed during the
heart of the Communist orbit in the Far East, there wiII be respective situations.
a splendid chapter on the troops of a service which expected The Antiaircraft School doctrines have proven sound

~ its enemy in the air but found him on the ground. fundamentally. Before Korea a predominant question was
Doctrine r r' at the SECONDARY mission of how "close" can you get in "close support"? Actually in

antIaIrcra t artillm is t ~CQsc...sup.~rl..Qf...g(Qun orces. terms of physical location, sometimes the antiaircraft was
~.n' [orea it wa~ demonstrate(~ ;hat ther~ i: no ''talmaf\~'' or ?isposed in front of ~he m.ass?f the Forces, ~~d sometimes

secondary mISSIOn.there ISUNE mlsslo~ t at IS to m the rear. The mam pomt IS that the antlalIcraft troops
sl~l~nemy "Wherever and whenever he ape-ears. were always \VITH the inFantry, absorbing its shocks on

- the deFensive and spearheading its advances on the offensive,
participating in its infantry-air support actions, and integrat-
ing well in the newly developed InFantry-Armor-Artillery
team.



l I found out that the antiaircraft units had tested and provenf their worth in every type of ground combat even remotelyr suggested in the school texts. In the bitter defensive war-
,I fare that characterized the early stages of the campaign as
'" the UN Forces were driven back to the Pusan Perimeter,

the guns and automatic weapons covered retirements, pro-
tected retreat across rivers, established perimeter defenses in
delaying actions, participated in local counterattacks to

~ release surrounded units-all with extreme valor and great
effect. \Vhen our forces began to move northward and gain
the momentum that carried them into North Korea and to-
ward the Communist borders, the antiaircraft performed

with outstanding effect in road marches into enemy territory,
river crossings, reduction of the potent enemy road blocks,
destruction of strong points, interdiction of communication
routes, counterbattery and advances through strongly held
municipalities.

Although not employed in large-scale amphibious opera-
tions, U. S. 1\ larine commanders who had directed their
troops in the magnificent landing operations spoke of the
efficacy of the use of antiaircraft artillery in ground sup-
port roles in amphibious warfare to supplement the ground-
air teamwork in which the Naval units excel.

Now let me review the operations of some of the antiair-

i
I

I

A Lull in the Battle.
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Left to rigbt-Gen. Pace, CG 1st ROK Div., Co!. Shea, CO
15th Reg. 1st ROK Div., Co!. W. H. Hennig, CO 10th AAA

Corps Div. Arty. 1st ROK Div. at Sinwon, Korea.

craft artillery oun oroanizations-all 90mm mobile mounts. /:) /:)

-in the Korean \Var. Colonel \ViIliam H. I-lennig, com-
manding the 10th AAA Group, had the 68th and 78th
Gun Battalions in his command and later functioned as
"Divart)'" Headtluarters for the HOK First Division, wlth
the 9th Field Artillery Battalion (155mm howitzers) at-
tached. The First HOK Division, as was characteristic of
most of the South Korean indigenous units, had plenty of
knowledge of the terrain but with only rifles, light automatic
weapons and a few mortars, they had been unable to display
any significant effectiveness. They needed trucks and artil-
lery and when rh<:y got a few trucks and the troops of the
10th AAA Group, they started rolling. The ROK First
Division troops became so convinced of the value of the
firc'S 01' the 10th Group artillery, both 90mm guns and 155-
mOl howitzers. that they would advance and overnm an
area infested with enem)' troops immediately after the artil-
lery fire had lifted. In one instance the fire of a batten' was
su;pended temporarily, but the HOK troops advanced 'with-
out command as soon as fire ceased and overran the enemy
anyhow. The opposition encountered was quickly wiped
out merely because of their confidence in. artillery support.

Here are some official records of operations of the 78th
AAA Gun Battalion commanded by Lt. Co!. Thomas \V.
Ackert during the period 14 to 30 S~ptembcr, 1950, in sup-
port of the First ROK Diyision.

"DlIring tl,is period 2,263 rowlds were expended
destroying many tanks, artillery pieces, ammunition
dumps, mortars and miscellaneous enemy eqllipment.

"The group and battalions operated fire direction
centers (FDC). Ground observers from the 1st ROK
Division and an L5 observer, Major Sorenson, KMAG,
6th ROK Division, assisted gre:ttly in the adjustlllellt
of fire. Grollnd observers trallsmitted corrections to 1st
ROK Division HeadqIlarters wllere they were tra11S-
lated and relayed to the grollI' FOe. The group FDC
ill tIlm relayed tile corrections to the battalion FDC.
In olle illstance two batteries fired 180 roullds on a
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troop concentration using both fuze quick and time
fire. The following mowing ROK grollnd troops Ol'er-
ran ti,e area ami reported 203 dead mId 33-1 ~'orth
Koreans captllred. One P\ \ T reported, "too lIllldz artil-
len sl,ell." In another instance a total of 56 rOlwds
ll':re fired at IS.7 50 yards range at a battalion troop
C01zcentratioll. A patrol reported 250 casllalties as a
result of AAA fire.

'Three hllndred fift)-eigllt rounds were firea on a
troop C011centration in the HOJ\I-DONG area at tIle
e;;\ireme range of the gUllS. It resulted ill a complete
rout of the enemy who retired leavillg behind 150
killed, 11l11l1erOllSwOllllded, alld C011siderabie military
eqllipmellt. Gelleral Farrell mzd Major Sorellson lzighly
praised the pillpoilltillg of the 901ll1ll fire. The ROK's
alld captllred prisoners bod, referred to tlze alltiaircraft
as the 'Alltomatic Artillery.' "

The 10th 1\A1\ Group played a major role in the rapid
advance of the 1st ROK Division, and General Pace, di\.j-
sion commander. expressed extreme satisfaction with the
support rendered by the group.

THE 68th AAA Gun Battalion (90mm), Lt. Co\. Hav-
mond C. Cheal, commanding, supported the 1st Caval~'
Division (Inf), 24th Infantry Division, 27th British Bri-
uade and the 2d Battalion. 7th Cavaln', all in the ground
/:) .. ~
support role. During this period the battalion destroyed five
artillery pieces, three tanks. inflicted 1,750 enemy casualtiC'5.
dispersed 21 enemy formations and silenced nine enemy
guns. The battalion materially assisted in the advance o{
the supported units and in their securing assigned objectiv~,.

J\'luch of the fire of the 90mm guns was at long range in
oreIer to clear the mask between the gun emplacements and
the targets. The 155mm Howitzer units took care of the
hostile elements on the reverse slopes within range. This
was the pattern of the antiaircraft artillery ground fire
throughout the campaign-n,2t replacillg other types of

Lefl 10 rigbt-Maj. Kyle F. Davis and Lt. CoI. Forrest L.
Martz, 10th AAA Group with General Marquat.

ANTIAIRCRAFT JOURNAL



artillery but supplementing it within the limitations of the
antiaircratt weapons chl:ifacteristics.

Captain \V. F. Rawcliffe, liaison officer with the First
ROK Division from the I Corps, U. S. Army, commanded
by General Frank i\lilburn, acted as guide for visits to sev-
eral units of the battalions, all of 'which were on the march
,,-hen contacted in the vicinity of POUN and CHO:\lGTU.
Lt. Col. F. L ~Iartz, l\1ajo; K. F. Davis and ~hjor Zed
Harris gave vivid accounts of the activities of the yarious
units of the command. They described in detail the terrinc
slaughter of stubborn ene~y defenders in the "\\'alled
City" north of SINWON as a result of air attack with na-
pal~ bombs and artillery nre; and also how two artillery
battalions assumed positions flanking a strongly defended
hill holding up the First Cavalry advance and laid down
a terrific barrage which permitted the ROK and Cavalry
units to crack this resistance and move rapidly northward
in pursuit of the fleeing enemy. All artillerymen in this
group were enthusiastic about the effectiveness and accuracy
of fire adjustment by the L-5 liaison plane personnel.

NOW for some reports on action by automatic weapons
units:

In the X Corps area, commanded by General Edward
M. Almond, the 50th AM Automatic Weapons Battalion
(SP), commanded by Lt. Co1. Charles S. O'Malley, was
moving forward with the Cavalry units to wipe out pockets
of the enemy in the Seoul northern outskirts. They had not
vet seen action. The 15th MA AW Battalion (SP), in
~upport of the Seventh Division, however, had experienced
three days of intense activity with the 31st Infantry, com-
manded by Col. Richard P. Ovenshine in the ANGYANK-
RI area. They accompanied tanks and infantry in aHacks
against road blocks and enemy pockets which were well
supported by automatic weapons and light artillery. Lt. Co1.
Robert W. Hain, commanding the battalion, Capt. Ransom
B. Cubbage, commanding Battery B, 1st Lt. Joseph J. Kubi-
Ius, Battery B executive, 2nd Lt. Thomas Holt and WOJG
Raymond J. Hartsock all reported the three days of high
pressure activity during which Battery B alone fired 125,-
000 rounds of caliber 50 ammunition and 2,400 rounds of
40mm ammunition.

The 40mm weapons were employed to good advantage
to take out one strong position on top of a low hill over-
looking the route of advance of our troops. The full track
weapons were moved to an adjacent hill well located for the
purpose and with sudden enfilading fire they caught the
defensive crews and their weapons in emplacements and
wiped out all eight of them. The 40mm fire was so intense
and fast that the defenders of the hill were killed before
they could flee from their weapons.

During the various types of action within this brief period
the enemy launched a "banzai" or suicide charge at the ad-
vancing U. S. forces from a neighboring hilL A single
M-16, quad caliber .50 machine gun mount broke up the
chaIge, killed 100 by actual count and caused the remainder
to 8ee In disorder, many being wounded.

It was found that antiaircraft automatic weapons units
in support of tank advances are extremely effective. The
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tactics generally employed In this type of action will be
discussed later.

THE Second Infantrv Division was the only U. S. unit
that brought a full organic antiaircraft artill~ry battalion
into combat with it. Three.of the other divisions had onlv
one A\V batterv each. In another case one AA\ battalio~
was furnished from the rheater but it had not trained with
the supporting infantry. Major General Laurence B. Keiser,
commanding the Second Division, and Brig. General Joseph
S. Bradley, \\'ho commanded the famed 'Task Force Brad-
ley" during the early phases of the campaign, both praised
the actions of the antiaircraft artillery liberally. Brig. Gen.
Loyal M. Haynes, Division Artillery commander, and his
executive, Cot \\'. R. Goodrich, had directed the training
of the 82nd AAA AW Battalion (SP), commanded bv Lt.
CoL Walter Killilae, and were enthusiastic over the team-
play that had been developed. General Haynes has strong
convictions about the employment of assigned antiaircraft
artillery units under division artillery control rather than by
permanent attachment to the infantry. The way he handles
this control justifies his position. There are other com-
manders in the U. N. Korean Forces who feel that direct
attachment to the infantry works better, but in no other case
had there been opportuu'ity for the organic AAA battalion
to train for combat with its parent infantry division, which
mayor may not, have a bearing on their opinions.

olonel Paul L. Freeman, commanding the 23rd In-
antry, which has made a glorious record, prefers the 40mm

antiaircraft guns to the quad caliber .50 mounts for infantry
dose support and cites many instances of magnificent per-
formance. Captain K. L. Boullion, commanding Battery B
of the 82nd AAA AW Battalion (SP) has established a
fine record in combat with his organization.

The Second Division claims to have used its organic
antiaircraft artillery in practically every type of ground ac-
tion. The division was in the thick of the fighting when our
forces were retiring before superior armor and numbers of
hostile troops, and it spearheaded the early advances when
the roU-up began.

FROM official records a few of the many operations of the
82nd AAA AW Battalion (SP) under Lt. CoL Killilae
follow.

"Task Force Bradley was assigned the mission of securing
an airstrip at POHANG-DONG. It consisted of the 3d
Battalion, 9th Infantry; Battery C, 15th FA Battalion; Tank
Co., 9th Infantry; Co. A, 2d Engineer Battalion; and Battery
A, 82nd AM AW Battalion (SP).

"The Task Force left KYONG-SAN on August 10. Com-
pany K, comprising the advance party, was ambushed near
ANGANG-NI. While Company K engaged the ambush
the main body was able to push thm supported by the
superior fire, delivered from the road, of its antiaircraft auto-
matic weapons and the tanks.

"General Bradley directed Company I to return to AN-
GANG-NI to extract Company K which was pinned down.
Company I also was pinned down about three miles from
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Company K as it became apparent that the enemy was in
considerable strength and had ample machine guns and
mortars. The Task Force commander then directed Bauerv
A of the 82nd AAA A\V Battalion to send t\\"o ~1-16s to
the rescue of the two companies. The crews had to shoot
their way thru the enemy. The devastating fire of these
two quad 50s, under the respective commands of Sgt. Icl.
R. E. Stone and Sgt. E. Owens. relieved pressure on the
remnants of the two infantry companies permitting them
to withdraw e,'entuallv-but with heavy losses. In the en-
counter with the ene~y Pfc Compto~, Pyt Aycoth, and
Pvt Neelv were wounded. and Pvt \Vhitmire was injured.
All members of the gun crews were recommended for the
Silver Star award by the Task Force commander.

"Shortl\' after its arrival in Korea the battalion was
plunged i~to a perimeter defense situation. On August 21
the battalion CP was established in the vicinity of Ch'omak-
tong in a narrow ,'alley between a road and a low elongated
hill forested with second-growth pine trees.

"At 0435 August 25 an undetemlined number of guerril-
las attacked the CP from two sides-the road and the hill.
In the bivouac area were Battery A and Headquarters Bat-
tery. Explosions from grenades and light mortars occurred
in the motor pool area. Small arms fire from rifles and
machine guns streamed into the bivouac area for thirty
minutes.

"There followed about forty minutes of intermittent fir-
ing by the enemy, during which time whistle signals were
exchanged between guerrillas on the hill and those along
the road. The enemy had become arrogant and confident of
victory, taunting the Americans to come out and surrender.

"At about 0550 Battery A and Headquarters Battery let
loose with weapons that had been moved into position under
enemy fire. The tracers from the 1',,1-16sstreamed into the
road, paddies and hillside, creating an impressive, if eerie,
pyrotechnic effect. \\Then the firing ceased the guerrillas
had fled, leaving many dead and wounded.

"On several occasions the battalion employed, with excel-

Ilent results, indirect fire with the i\'1-16s and M-19s on
enemy concentrations. This method of fire was particularly
effective at night after a registration during daylight hours.

"Indirect firing with the M-19 using fuze bursts at self-
destruction point was employed against troop concentration
areas and proved to be effective. This type of fire is pos-
sible only at the extreme range of the ammunition. Infantry
observers reported 40mm indirect fire to be quite satisfactory.
On one occasion the 23d Infantry reported that a fuel dump
beyond a ridge was ignited by 40mm fire.

"Elements of the battalion, from single weapons to bat-
teries, were used in close support missions with infantry,
field artillery, armored, and engineer units. Specific mis-
sions included defensive and offensive fires against enemy
personnel; neutralization and destruction of enemy machine
guns, mortars, and light artillery; support of infantry ele-
ments from squad to battalion size on combat patrols; rein-
forcement of armored units: establishment and defense of
friendly road blocks; attack of enemy road blocks; perimeter
defense of division, division artillery, regiment and battalion
CPs and defense of air strips."
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Left to rigbt-Capt. August Koenig, Capt. Thomas H. O'Day,
Lt. Co!. Trov A. Barker of the 76th AAA A\X' Bn. (SP), Gen-
eral Marqua't, with Capt. Theodore P. Carter, 933d AAA A\X'
Bn. and Capt. George H. Pallman, 76th AAA A\X' Bn. (SP).

IN order that there be no misunderstanding, it should be
made a matter of rcrord that antiaircraft troops in Korea
have not been entirely divorced from air defense. The first
hostile shots fired by LI. S. Anny troops in the Korean \Var
came from the guns of "Detachment X" in defense of the
Suwon airstrip on 29 June 1950. This was the day that
General IvlacArthur first came to Korea with his staff to set
up the blueprint for the United Nations Force participation.
He landed on the Suwon strip. Four enemy Yak fighters
attacked the strip with bombs and strafing. The four mul-
tiple caliber .50 machine gun mounts went into action and
one plane was shot down and another crashed after having
been hit. A night attack on the strip was driven off by
antiaircraft fire.

"Detachment X" consisted of three oHlcers and thirty-four
enlisted men under command of Capt. Frank J. 1\ lcCabe.
all volunteers from the 507rh AAt\ A\\1 Battalion for early
service in Korea.

The 76th AAA AW Battalion (SP) has been defending
the "K" strips. It is commanded by Lt. Col. Charles L. An-
drews with Lt. Col. Hoy A. Barker (recently promoted) as
executive. Captains \\Tilliam J. Sandercock. T. H. Day,
A. Koenig, G. N. Tallman, all of'the 76th Battalion, and
Theodore P. Carter, commanding Battery f\, 933rd AAA
A\\T Battalion, were contacted with their units in air de-
fense roles in critical areas. 111eir main difficulty was in
displacing forward at the rate that the Fifth Air Force ad-
vanced as the North Koreans were being driven back.

Here are some interestino observations on matters of tacti-o
cal employment.

In march formations the antiaircraft automatic weapons
half tracks with the caliber .50 quad mounts and the twin
40mm mounts were recognized as assets from the early
stages of the Korean combat. At first the tremendous fire-
power of the multiple caliber .50 units made the half
tracks appear suitable for use as points in the advance guard
forward of the tanks and infantry. These units are prac-
tically unarmored and became victims of land mines, autO-
mati~ weapons and antitank weapons in road blocks.

VARIOUS combinations of AA-Armor-Infantry employ-
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Prime mover of the 10th AAA Group.

ment were tried and the one which met the greatest popular-
in' was to permit a tank to lead, followed by two AAA
t;ack or half track units and then a tank, accompanied by
infantry. The tank in the lead can absorb counter-tank
action, 'can take automatic weapons fire from ahead which
the antiaircraft is not prepared to resist and, unless a track
is cut, is better prepared to withstand road mines than any
other vehicle. The vulnerability of the tank is from the
side and rear where it carries lighter armor, so the hostile
forces nonnally attempt to attack from these angles. YVhen
an enemy rocket unit opens fire it depends upon surprise
and the (ime lag before it can be located to pennit the crew
to "zero in" on the tank and put it out of action.

In the svstem under discussion, as soon as it is discovered
that bazooka fire is coming from a given general locality the'
antiaircraft automatic weapons sweep the area with tremen-
dous fire volume and consistently disperse or destroy the
hostile bazooka clement. It is surprising how many actual
records there are of antitank weapons being disabled and
crews killed when the location had not been pinpointed by
our troops. Also in this type of road formation a column
may be halted bv an obstacle in the road fo~ the purpose of
pe;mittino banz..~i charges before the barrier can be removed.
The mul~iple caliber .50\units are deadly against mass
charoes of this nature.

I::>

In reducino the enemy duo in on hills, the 40mm andI::> ,I::>

caliber .50 weapons were superb. These weapons were able
to keep an entire hilltop where the machine guns. light
artillery and rockets were emplaced, under neutralization by
their rapid bursts of tremendous firepower. Then the infan-
try advanced to take the hill while the enemy was under
cover. On one occasion a twin 40mm unit was rushed to the
top of a very conveniently located adjacent hill where it was
able to place enfilading fire into six emplacements at. such
a rate that disabled weapons and dead personnel were found
in all six dug-in areas when the infantry rcached the hilltop.
The latter experienced no opposing fire.

This situation was exceptional, of course, since the loca-
tion of the adjacent hill area made the whole attack possible.
It did suggest, however, the possibility of using the full
track vehicles to rush a hill which was being neutralized by
other automatic weapons units of the friendly forces. The
mechanical unit can negotiate a normal slope at a rate much
faster than infantry and once on top can use its fire power
or run down the elements defending the hill while the
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friendly infantry is advancing. The antiaircraft automatic
weapons are helpless in such a hill climb if the enemy on top
has automatic, antitank or rocket weapons since they cannot
fire forward in sufficient depression to co\'er their own ad-
\'ance. Thev must be used with an automatic weapons bar-
raoe neutrafizino the hill until the rush is under way. The

I::> I::> •

half tracks cannot climb hills of this nature or move over-
land at a rate sufficient to keep up with the infantry. These
factors suggest the mounting of the quad caliber .50 on full
track vehicles and the redesion of antiaircraft automatic

I::>

weapons mounts to permit firing forward at greater angles
of depression. I\ lore armor protection for crews is a pressing
need for this and all other occasions.

IN Korea the use of automatic weapons from the Ranks of
river crossing zones to neutralize the fire of defending auto-
matic weapons proved most effective. The reverse was true
in defending against river crossings by the enemy not
equipped with the same type of automatic gunfire. In an
advance across a river the tactical employment should en-
visaoe the ra!)id convevino of the automatic weapons units

b ~ b .
to the other side of a river to neutralize the defending hIll
masses and the reserve positions once friendly troops are
across and movino on the defenses.

I::>

In the early stages of the defense of a position. the auto-
matic weapons were used in the forward defense lines with
the infantry. The high silhouet.te of these weapons and
the fact that the enemy rccOQnized their devastating fire, I::> ~

power made them targets of hostile mortars and howitzers.
The friendly infantry did not relish this type of employment
of antiaircraft since it drew fire on the key defense areas and
caused the infantry to evacuate. The most effective use of
the automatic weapons in this type of action was found to
be the emplacement of the weapons with protective sand-
000 revetments to the rcar of the forward friendly clements

'I::> '
and to employ overhead fire. It is necessary to move the
weapons frequently, especially at night, since the enemy
locates the gun sites and blasts them with howitzer or mor-
tar fire by coordinate fire at night.
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The full track personnel carriers. although scarce. proved
valuable in transporting command and communications per-
sonnel in fire swept areas. They should carry better annor
protection. In the case of a 90mm gun battery, the radio
in these command track vehicles was used to control fire
from ground spotters in Forward positions and in addition
could communicate the progress of the entire infantry and
artillery action to the battalion headquarters located at the
di,'ision CP, thereby keeping the division commander con-
tinuously informed concerning the ground action develop-
ments. This radio contact could be developed to include
air spotting from liaison planes if the proper frequency radio
sets can be installed. The assignment of fire missions by the
infantry to the supporting antiaircraft artillery batteries via
the radio channels proved most satisfactory.

It was considered that white phosphorus ammunition For
40mm weapons could be used to designate hostile ground
targets to the attacking air and for anti-personnel fire as well.

COLONEL Killilae and his commanders found that
when the enemy target is fixed it is frequently more effective
to use only a single weapon of the multiple mount units.
\\'here precision fire is demanded against a target that can-
not move they merely cut out the excess firing elements and
went to work with a base piece.

\"here the enemy is not pinpointed, however, a quick
sweep of the area within which he is known to be operating
makes the hostile emplacement untenable and the ammuni-
tion, both caliber .50 and 40mm, has enough power to cut
through brush and fragile revetments and reach its objective.
This saturation fire is loudly praised by many infantry colo-
nels who recognize the great superiority of automatic weap-
ons fire in bursts at frequent intervals (made continuous
by alternating bursts from various weapons) for the purpose
of neutralizing a defensive fire unit or area. Seldom did
hostile troops remain within a saturated area.

Close support air attack is a most effective means of de-
stroying emplaced or masked weapons. However, emplace-
ments hidden from the air prove devastating to advancing
infantry and these guns can be sprayed by the automatic
weapons as they appear even if the close support airplanes
have left the scene. Also it may be too much to expect that
friendly strafing planes will be available at all times and at
all places immediately when required.

IT is not the intention of this article to cover all of the
uses to which antiaircraft automatic weapons were put in
the ground support role but merely to mention some of the
most prominent types of employment and the development

\

of new teamwork. The antiaircraft organizations must be
warned against acceptance of many of the special situations
in Korea as a general condition calling for radical changes

J in design, organization, or employment.
As a matter of fact the Korean incident has proven again

the adequacy of the basic designs and procedure doctrines
and these require the integration of minor adjustments only
to fit conditions of this particular type of warfare. The Ko-
rean hills with their scrub vegetation are ideal for infantry
defense purposes and are difficult to attack. Their acces-

S

----......
sibility to air observation via liaison plane and the absence
of heavy trees tend to make them most vulnerable to air
attack. The ability of the .'Jorth Koreans to infiltrate from
the hills and to hand-carry equipment and supplies off the
road introduces another special problem. This is different
fighting from the swamp and tropical forest combat of
\ Vorld \ Var II in the Pacific Area and from the rapid mass
movement in the European Theater. The modem United
States arnlY must be able to fight in all environments and
against all types of enemy, and overemphasis of anyone
tactical pattern is dangerous.

'\Tamillg also HIIISt be soullded to alltiaircraft Imits
agaillst overloadillg tlleir orgtllli:::.ntiolls. Trallsportatioll
is scarce ill large-scale amphibious movements alld air
trallsport, alld oversized orgtlllizatiOlls are 1/ot accom-
modated ill lligh priority. III Korea the logistical prob-
lems of keepillg railroads operatillg, or restori1lg them
after our air force has wiped tlwm out while ill the
IUlI/ds of tile e1lemy proved serious. Road repair over
long distmlces is I/Ot accomplislled ill a sllOrt period of
time either. So tile telldellcy to add to T/0 & E
equipmellt eFer)' item that might fit allY special case
HlIlSt be avoided. Ti,e refinements should be l,eld to
the irreducible lI/illilllllJll COllsistellt witl, efficiellt per-
formmlce.

IN summary, I repeat that the Antiaircraft units in the
United Nations Forces in Korea have covered themselves
with glory and have performed their missions in accordance
with the highest traditions of the Artillery. They have earn-
ed the confidence of the Infantrv commanders and the Ar-
mored Force units with which rllev have served in oround, 0
support roles. For the second time in recent m<xlern warfare
the Antiaircraft in ground roles has been unequivocally ac-
cepted as a tremendous asset to the Infantry-Annor-Artillery
team. The proven tactics should be integrated in all aca-
demic texts and used extensivel" in war oames and tactical, 0
exercises. These matters should be tauoht not only in theo ,
AntiaircraFt and Guided Missile School at Fort Bliss but at
all basic and advanced tactical institutions. There should
no longer be a need For reindoctrination on the battlefield
in principles of combined employment of Antiaircraft with
Annor and Infantry in ground support roles.

In Action Near Pohang Dong.
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GROUND DEFENSE OF THE
ANTIAIRCRAFT BATTERY

By Captain Donald L. Ducey, Arty.

DURING \Vorld \Var II an Airborne Automatic \Veap-
ons Battery was Hown in 'to protect a forward airfield against
hostile air attack immediately upon its capture by our forces.
By nightfall all of the emplacements had been dug in and a
guard system established as local security against hostile
ground action. However, during the night the enemy in:
filtrated through the defenses and massacred every man at
twO weapons positions. \ Vhether the failure was due to
faulty training, faulty planning, or faulty execution is im-
material here. It is to prevent such occurrences that we
establish an effective, coordinated local securitv sYstem for
our AAA units operating wherever there is a iJOs~ibility of
enemy action. If, by chance, any of us have ever overlooked
this necessity, the recent events in Korea should serve to re-
fresh us adequately.

The type and complexity of the local security system will
vary. If the unit is operating in the communication zone
all that may be necessary is security against sabotage; where-
as, in the combat zone adequate security against ground at-
tack by an enemy force is required. The problem in the
combat zone is discussed in this article.

1\ study of the employment of Infantry units engaged in
a perimeter defense is pertinent. (Reference: F. 1\1. 7-10)
The ftQ.c.rloctrine of defense dictates the organization of
a battle position to be held at all cost, and the use of a cover-
ing force to delay and disorganize the attacking enemy and
deceive him as to the true location of the battle position. The
subordinate elements need to understand the implications
of holding a battle position at all costs. If one withdraws on
its own initiative, the enemy may penetrate at that point
and roll up the Hanks and rear of the entire position.

The mission of the defense, whether it be manned bv
infantry or antiaircraft, is to stop the enemy by fire in fron't
of the battle position, to repel his assault by close combat if
he reaches it,. and to eject him by counterattack if he suc-
ceeds in entering the battle position. This mission, together
with the doctrine of defense, forms the basis for the princi-

Captain Donald l. Ducey was commissioned in the CAC in 1942 and
immediately went to the CBI theater with an airborne antiaircraft AW
battery. There he organized, trained, and fought with a Chinese anti.
aircraft battalion and later fought with Chinese infantry. He was in-
tegrated into the Regular Army in 1946 and now serves as an instructor
in the AA and GM Branch, The Artillery Sch.aol.
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pIes of defensive combat which illustrate the key points ill
the establishment of a defense.

THE seven principles of defense and their application to
a local defense by AA are:

Defellse of Key Terrnill. The best method of establishing
a defense is to organize key points and cover the intervals
between and approaches thereto by fire. The selection of
these key points will be based on the commander's evalua-
tion of the terrain.

Orgmzizntioll ill Depth is essential if the integrity of the
defense is to be maintained. Any position can be penetrated
if the attacking force will pay the cost; however. if the de-
fense has depth the penetration can be limited by the forces
to the rear and a counterattack launched to eject the at-
tacker from the position.

M Iltllal Sllpport. \ VealJOns and clements of a defensive
position are located so that they will be mutually support-
ino across the front and from front to rear. Elements are soo
located that they can support the adjacent element on either
/lank by fire. 1\-1 utual support in depth is necessary so that
if a penetration of the main battle position is made the at-
tacker will immediatelv come under fire from units to the
rear before he can reo;ganize.

All-Arollnd Defense. A defensive position is organized
to meet an attack from any direction; however. the extent
of all-around defense depends on individual needs and local
conditions. A unit operating independently would have
greater need for all-around protection than a unit as part
of a larger force.

Coordillated Fire Plnll. To obtain the maximum effec-
tiveness of its weapons each unit plans and coordinates its
fires. Such planning insures complete coverage of the battle
position and continuous fire on the attacking force; it pro-
vides for the opening of fires, signals for final protective
fires, rates of fire, and fires to be delivered during times of
poor visibility.

Coordillated Antitallk Defense. The unit commander
uses all means under his control to provide a defense against
tank attack. This will include the placing of antitank weap-
ons, minefields, and obstacles in the proper location to pro-
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tect the battle position against tank attack or combined tank-
infantry attacks. In some cases. the existence of avenues of
approa~h will indicate the best location of these means for
antitank defense.

Flexibility is the keynote of a successful defense. It is ob-
tained through the preparation of supplementary positions,
holding troops in reserve, and by being able to mass the fires
of supporting weapons at the decisive point at the proper
time. Supplementary positions are prepared so that ele-
ments may move to these positions if the need arises during
the battle. The reserve forces may be used to limit a pene-
tration, protect the Ranks and rear of a unit, or to eject the
enemy from the position by counterattack.

GROU:\"DDEFE:\"SE OF AAA U:\"ITS

A FAGfOR of importance to the commander is the
weapons. that are available to him. He should have a
thorough knowledge of the capabilities and limitations or
each one. Although the primary weapons in an AAA unit
were designed to destroy hostile aircraFt, they have many
desirable characteristics for ground firing. The commander
should employ them to obtain their maximum effectiveness
in the accomplishment of his mission.

Let us now consider how these factors will apply to the
different types of AAA units.

THE 90l\1.M AAA GUN BATTERY

THIS discussion will be confined to the 90mm units.
However, with a few modifications to this method, it will
apply equally well to the I20mm .units.

H'eapons:

Carbine. The carbine is the principal individual weapon
in the AAA gun battery. Although it is not as effective as
the 1\111 riRe, it is capable of delivering a good volume of
fire effcctively up to 300 yards range. The launcher, gre-
nade M-S, of which there are 10 in the Battery, is used
with the carbine to fire the riRe grenade.

Ri~e Grenade. HiRe grenades are more accurate than
hand grenades and have a longer range. They are effective
against lightly armored vehicles, emplacements and per-
sonnel.

Sllbmac/zine Gun, caliber .45. There are 25 submachine
guns authorized the AAA gun battery, primarily to vehicle
drivers. The submachine gun is an effective short range
weapon capable of providing a good volume of fire.

Caliber .50 Machine Gun M-2. Each batten' is author-
ized 9 single barrel caliber .50 machine guns that can be
mounted on vehicles or used with the M-63 AAA machine-
gun mount. \Vhen used with the ground mount, this weap-
on is exceptionally well suited for ground defense of the
unit.

Rocket Launcher 3.5-inc11. The 3.5-inch rocket launcher
is primarily an antitank weapon; however, it may also be
used against crew-served weapons, pillbox embrasures, and
personnel. The effective range of the 305-inch launcher
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against stationary point targets is 400 yards and againSt
mo\'ing targets, 200 yards. This \\Oeapon will penetrate
approximately II inches of armor.

Multiple caliber .50 Mac11ille Gun M-SS. There are four
multiple caliber .50 machine guns in each AM gun batten'.
This weapon mounts four H B air cooled machine guns on°a
trailer mount. Although primarily used to provide protec-
tion for the battery against low Hying aircraft, it is well
suited for ground firing. Its capabilities include accuracy.
large volume of fire and ability to fire area fire against pe'r-
sonnel. The principal limitation of this weapon in a ground
defense mission is its high silhouette which makes its loca-
tion easilv discernible to an enemy. TI1e \'alue of this
weapon f~r ground firing was proven' in \Vorld \Var II, and
again just as convincingly in Korea.

90111111 AAA GUH. Although the 90mtn gun can contrib-
ute much to the ground defense of the unit, considerable
difficulty may be encountered in incorporating it into the de-
fense if it is in position for I\A1\ firing. However, under
normal conditions of terrain, this weapon can be sited so as
to cover likely avenues of approach For armored vehicles
and personnel and may be further used to destroy or neutra-
lize enemy OP's that may be providing obsen'ation of our
area.

EIIIploYllleJlt.
The normal disposition of an A1\1\ gun battery in tacti-

cal position makes a perimeter defevse of the battery a rela-
tively simple problem if the principles illustrated previously
are followed. The organization of the battery also lends it-
self to assignments or tasks for this problem.
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The battery headquarters, les; the battery maintenance
section and vehicle drivers, consists of one officer and forty-
tWOmen. The range platoon, less vehicle drivers, consi~ts
of one officerand twenty-one men. Each 90rnm gun section,
less tractor driver, contains thirteen men. The battery motor
pool consists of twenty-fi\'e men. The machine gun'section
of the gun platoon, less whicle drh'ers, contains one officer
and seventeen men.

Each of these elements is assigned a specific mission for
ground defense of the battery. (See Fig. 1.) The range pla-
toon and each of the 90rnm gun sections is assigned a part
of the perimeter to organize and defend. Two-man foxholes
normally are dug five to 20 yards apart vvith 10 to 25 yards
allotted to crew-served weapons located in the defense areas.
These elements on the perimeter will also establish observa-
tion points and small outguards on likely avenues of ap-
proach and in terrain where observation cannot be obtained.
In general, these outguards should not be over 400 yards
from the perimeter and during periods of poor visibility or
darkness may be drawn in closer to or inside the perimeter
as necessary. When suitable observation cannot be obtained
from the outguards posts, visiting patrols are sent between
the post as indicated in Fig. 1, between outguard posts 1, 2
&3.

THE battery commander will select sites around the per-
imeter for the M-55 multiple machine guns, the single
barrel caliber .50 machine guns and rocket launchers. The
M-55's are located to provide both antiaircraft fire and
ground fire from the same positions. The single machine
guns may be given the same mission as the M-55's or as-
signed only the ground firing role.

The machine guns are sited to provide interlocking sec-
tors of fire and if possible interlocking final protective fires.
(See Fig. 1.) Fields of fire may have to be cleared so that
the weapon will be able to accomplish its assigned mission.
Caution must be exercised when clearing fields of fire so
that the location of the weapOns position will not be dis-
closed to an approaching enemy.

The personnel of the machine-gun section of the gun pla-
toon will man the M-55's both for antiaircraft defense and
ground defense of the unit. Vehicle drivers from the battery
motor section will man the nine single caliber .50 machine
guns on the perimeter.

The rocket launchers are sited to cover the most probable
avenues of approach of armored vehicles. These weapons
will be manned by the element in whose defense area they
are located.

The battery headquarters section will form the support
element of the defense. Thev will be located so that they
will have the maximum amo~nt of cover and concealment;
however, they must be able to be employed in any sector
of the defense. The battery commander will prepare coun-
terattack plans for this element so that they may be used
in this manner as necessary without delay.

In addition to the weapons and personnel already men-
tioned, the battery commander has another means of
strengthening his defense. This is done by the use of mines
and obstacles. Antitank mines are placed along the probable
routes of approach of armored vehicles, and antipersonnel
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mines, barbed wire, and other obstacles placed as necessary
to hinder the advance of ground troops attacking the battery
position.

As the enemy approaches the battery position, the out-
guards give warning to the battery either through the com-
munications net or by prearranged signal. They will also
observe to determine the enemy strength, actions and routes
of approach. They will then \'i:ithdraw to the perimeter.

\Vhen the battery is alerted by the outguards all elements
of the battery will immediately proceed to their designated
defense areas or weapons. When the enemy comes within
effective small-arms range of the perimeter, individuals
and crew-served weapons on the perimeter open fire to in-
flict maximum casualties and to stop the attack before it
reaches their positions.

If the enemy's attacking elements approach the area cov-
ered by planned final protective fires, machine guns shift
their fires to final protective lines. The authority to order
final protective fires is usually designated to the leaders of
the elements assigned defense areas on the perimeter so that
these fires may be delivered when they are needed. If the
enemy assaults the position, he is met by fire, grenades, and
close combat. Personnel and elements on the perimeter
will not withdraw except on the verified order of the battery
commander.

If the enemy succeeds in entering the perimeter, the bat-
tery commander will use his support element to eject him
by counterattack. It must be remembered that the counter-
attack is the decisive element in defensive combat and that
the proper and timely use of the counterattacking force is
the commander's means of restoring the integrity of the
battle positions.

THE AAA AUTOMATICWEAPONSBATTERY(SP)

THE self propelled AW battery will be the basis for this
discussion because it is the unit that will be used mostly in
the combat zone. Again, as in the gun units, only slight
modification will be necessary to apply these principles to
towedAW units.

lVeapons:

In addition to the carbine, rifle grenades, submachine
gun caliber .45, caliber .50 machine gun M-2, and the rocket
launcher 3.5-inch, which were described above and are also
available to the AW battery commander, he has the follow-
ing weapons available and suitable for ground defense.

Twin 40mm Gun M-19. This weapon is a dual 40rnm
automatic cannon mounted on a modified :\1-24 light tank
chassis. These 40rnm guns will fire together or independ-
ently and together have a rate of fire of 240 rounds per min-
ute. It is an extremely accurate weapon for ground fire and
can be used effectively to engage enemy emplacements, per-
sonnel and lightly armored vehicles. Being a highly mobile
full tracked vehicle, little if anv difficulty will be encoun-
tered when and if the weapon' is requir~d to move to an
alternate or supplementary position during an attack by the
enemy. There are eight of these 'weapons in each self
propelled AW battery.
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Under these conditions we would consider a small force
to be of Platoon strength or less. \Vith these factors in mind
let us consider how we would dispose our weapons around a
defended area.

One method of placing a self propelled automatic weap-
ons battery around a defended area is shown in Fig. 2. The
J\1-19's are placed in and around the defended area and the
J\1-16's are placed out from the objectiye, as indicated, along
probable avenues of approach.

Fig. 3 shows the ground defense plan of the same de-
fended area. All of the M-16's and M-19's on the perim-
eter are incorporated into the defense and assigned sectors
of fire for ground defense. The sectors of fire are interlock-
ing and final protective lines established wherever possible
as indicated bv the solid lines. Fields of fire are cleared as
necessary to e~able all weapons to have the proper coverage
in their sectors.

Rocket launchers are located to cover the .most dangerous
avenues of approach for hostile armor. This is supplemented
by the construction of obstacles and the laying of mine
fields. Foxholes are dug between the weapons and person-
nel assigned to the foxholes in event of ground attack.

An outguard system is established in this defense similar
to that established for the defense of the AAA gun battery.
These outguards are established as required to provide
proper warning of the approach of hostile ground forces.
The distance from the perimeter and distance between out-
guard posts will depend on the terrain and observation from
each position. Personnel to man the outguard posts will be
provided from the weapons crews or from personnel from
the battery headquarters section.

The Battery headquarters section consists of two officers
and 47 men which compose the support element of the de-
fense. They are used in the same manner as the support ele-
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Employment where an attack by an enemy force is
possible but not probable.

Employment where an attack by a small enemy force
is probable.

Employment where an attack by a large enemy force
is probable.
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Mu!tiple Caliber .50 1\fachifle Gun M-16. This weapon
has the same characteristics as the multiple caliber .50 ma-
chine gun M-55, authorized the 90rnm AAA gun battery,
except that it is a half-track vehicle. Being a self propelled
weapon, it is more desirable for this mission than the 1\1-55
because of the increased mobility. There are eight of these
weapons in each self propelled battery.

Emplo)'ment:

Planning the ground defense of an automatic weapons
battery is a considerably more complex problem than was
encountered with the AAA gun battery. Whereas the dis-
position of the gun battery lent itself to the establishment of
a perimeter defense, the size of the area defended, distance
between weapons and shortage of personnel to act as rifle-
men will cause difficulties in establishing a perimeter de-
fense around an A\V battery. However, if the antiaircraft
defense is established with the thought in mind that the
unit must defend itself against ground attack, the problem
can be made much easier.

There are generally three conditions that might exist as
far as ground action against our unit is concerned and these
conditions will of course influence the decisions made in
regard to the employment of the AW unit. These condi-
tions are:
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CONDUCT OF THE DEFENSE
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A S was stated in the conduct of the defense for the AAA
gun battery, the outguards give warning to the defense and
determine certain other information about the enemy. Then
as the enemy approaches the battle positions on th~ perim-
eter they are engaged by personnel on cre\\'-servedweapons
and bv individuals in foxholes.

Th~ principal difficultyin the conduct of this defense is
the fact that the perimeter may be so large that personnel
may not be able to occupy foxholes at the recommended
interval of five to 20 yards. Care will have to be used. in
selecting positions for the M-19'sand M-16's to insure that
the maximum amount of terrain will be covered by these
~rew-served weapons and that the fieldsof fireare interlock-
mg.

The remainder of the conduct of the defense is the same
as was explained in that for the AAA gun battery.

This discussion covers only a few of the many different
situations that mav confront the batterv commander in the
field. However, a~y ground defense p;oblem can be solved
if the commander concerned will keep a few basic principles
in mind. It should be remembered that ground defense is
established by organizing key points and covering the inter-
vals between and approaches thereto by fire;that the weap-
ons employed in defense must be mutually supporting and
that a coordinated fireplan must be made. The commander
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The rocket launchers would be sited along expected ave-
nues of approach of Armor. Foxholes would be dug and
occupied where necessary. As in normal defenses at night,
outguards are pulled in toward the edge or inside of the
perimeter.
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ment in the ground defense plan in the MA gun battery, to
add depth to the defense, to limit a penetration, and as a
counterattacking force.

The disposition of weapons and the ground defense plan
shown in Figures 2 and 3 are sound and will provide a strong
defense against both air and ground attack. However this
disposition is recommended only where an attack by an
enemy force is possible but not probable or during daylight
hours when an attack by a small enemy force is probable.
The ground defense pattern in this case is too loose to pro-
vide adequate strength against a strong attack, or at night
against an attack by even a small force.

Figure 4 shows a method of locating the weapons of the
battery around the defended area when an attack by a large
force is probable. In this case the defense is more compact,
providing better mutual support for the weapons in ground
firingand at the same time disposing the weapons in accord-
ance with current doctrine for defense against air attack. A
fireplan would be made and outguards posted in this in-
stance, the same as in Fig. 3.

When an attack by any sizable force is expected, it is rec-
ommended that weapons be pulled in around the perimeter
at night as indicated in Fig. 5. With the present fire con-
trolsystem used on .theweapons in our automatic weapons
units, their value for firing on aircraftat night is question-
able. The target must be seen to be engaged, and normally
visibilityis such that this is not possible.

Therefore, it would be reasonable to assume that the de-
fense indicated iN.Fig. 5 would provide the maximum defen-
sive strength against ground attack, and at the same time
provide adequate defense against air attack if firing during
the night ispossible.
NOVEMBER-DECEMBER, 1950



needs to keep in mind that the counterattack is the decisive
element in defensive comtat and that he must have a force.
however smalL in support not only to use for counterattack
but to add depth to the defense. Continuous improwment
of the defenses is another important item of concern to the

commander. He must use common sense in lo:.:ating the ell"
ments of his unit where they can accomplish their mission,
inflicting the maximum number of casualties on the enem\
and reducing his own casualties to a minmum. AbO\'e alL
don't permit the battery to be surprised.

j,
j

Combat Arms Inspectors

ASSISTANT INSPECTOR FOR ARTILLERY

Colonel James F. Howell, Jr., USMA 1924, is well
known to our Antiaircraft readers. He'served dur-
ing \V'orld \V'ar II as an instructor in the C & GS
School, with the AAA TC, Camp Stewart, Georgia,
and in the G-3 Section, Far East Command. More
recently he has served in the Office of the Assistant

Chief of Staff, G-3, in \V'ashington.

Generall\ lark \\T. Clark, Chief of the Army Field Forces,
has appointed an Inspector for each of the Combat Arms.
Each Inspector will have the primary function of determin-
ing by field inspections to what degree units and installa-
tions have accomplished their training missions and to what
degree they are prepared for combat. 111ey will also make

INSPECTOR FOR ARTILLERY

Major General George D. Shea enlisted in the Army
in 1915 and was commissioned in 1917. He has had
wide experience in Field Artillery during \V'orld
\V'ar I and between the \X'ars. In W'orld \V'ar II he
commanded the XIX Corps Artillery from Nor-

mandy to the Elbe.

recommendations for necessary action to improve the effec-
tiveness of their respective combat arms.

Major General John \\T, O'DanieI has been named In-
spector of Infantry; Brigadier General Riley F. Ennis, In-
spector of Armor, and Major General George D. Shea,
Inspector of Artillery.
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u. S. Antiaircraft Association
On November the 6th the Executive Council changed the name of the United States Coast Artillery

Association to the United States Antiaircraft Association. This change was voted by the membership
two years ago. The Council delayed action, however, at that time pending the Army reorganization
legislation.
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40th AAA Brigade Activities
By Colonel Morris C. Handwerk, Arty.

TARGET PRACTICE

A FTEB these three tests and after numerous tactical
field exercises the Firing Tests were conducted to indicate
actual artillery firing proficiency. These tests were con-
ducted under brigade supervision and accurate records were
provided by the brigade records section. For the scoring of
a firing practice 30% was based on the preparation and
conduct of fire and 70% was based on the hits scored on the
targets.

Interest was spurred by the award of brigade firing pro-
ficiency trophies based upon the shooting skill as shown by
the target practice scores. Other trophies were awarded to
outstanding batteries and battalions for general training

TESTS

AT the outset all battalions were inspected repeatedly
by brigade staff teams. Each staff section made monthly
checks using brigade prepared check lists for rapid tabula-
tion. In conjunction therewith the Brigade Commander
made unannounced spot inspections of the general condi-
tions and status of training of the units.

Four types of testing procedures, following those estab-
lished by the Department of the Army, were utilized with
such modifications as were necessary to adapt them fully
to brigade unit needs. These tests were intentionally slanted
to provide rigid requirements in combat realism, rather
than easily completed tests and lofty scores. After all,
"battle is the pay-<>ff!"

The military training proficiency tests and the basic
technical tests were given in that order to test individual
training. The ad\'anced technical tests were given later
to test small unit proficiency. Sampling procedure was
used in all tests.

TRAINING PROGRAM

training program was broken into three specific

Individual training
Small unit training
Combat training

The individual training in basic military subjects is
essential. for antiaircraft troops since so frequently small
detachments are attached to other units where they are
definitely on their own. Sound basic training pays off.

Small unit training develops and tests adeguately trained
cadres, teamwork, unity of action, and smooth operation.
This phase has always been stressed in the artillery.

Combat training, with emphasis on field exercises and
CPX's at battery, battalion, and group levels gave us a
final knitting together of all training phases. These ex-
ercises served to test and sharpen earlier training. They
were climaxed by alerts and field problems un~er brigade
control.

Colonel Morris C. Handwerk served as a general ollicer during the
war. He commanded AA Training Centers at Camp Edwards and Camp
Haan during the early parI. In 1944 and 1945, he cammanded the 53d
AAA Brigade in Hawaii and through the Okinawa Campaign. He now
commands the 40th AAA Brigade.

THE
phases:

'f HE -lOth Ar\/\ Brigade was reactivated in Japan 11
April 1949. This brigade traces its history back to \Vorld
\Var I when the Coast Artillerv was first initiated into the
:\ntiaircraft field. Beactivated ~gain in \Vorld \Var II, the
brigade saw active service in the Pacific until it was de-
activated in 1946.

Thus far in this period of active service the brigade has
been busily engaged in training units. The primary pur-
pose of this training has been to develop antiaircraft com-
bat troops. It should be added, however, that antiaircraft
troops in this area reguire versatility. Long before 25 June
the troops were encountering varied problems in occupa-
tional duties. The requirements of troops more recently
in combat have been somewhat beyond anything we antici-
pateel. Suffice it here to say that all troops require realistic
training in basic infantry tactics.

In all training we have stressed the development of
teamwork and of responsibility and strong leadership m
the squad, section, platoon, and battery, as well as in
higher echelons. The units have also striven to achieve
physical and mental well-being in all individuals.

\Vith sound training along these lines the units have
demonstrated ability to meet new as well as familiar situa-
tions.

Colonel Handwerk presents brigade trophies.
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Antiaircraft gun and crew at Katakai firing range.

efficiency as the program progressed. [For security reasons
the achievements of the specific units are omitted. Ed.]

The brigade was fortunate in being able to establish a
suitable firing over water range for all calibers of antiair-
craft artillery weapons. Located at Katakai, Honshu, Japan,
on the eastern edge of the Chiba Peninsula on a suitable
beach, near the fishing town of Katakai. this range will
adeguately handle two battalions without crowding. Thus
far it has not been feasible to order more than one battalion
to the range at one time.

The housing presently established at Katakai consists for
the most part o£ guonsets and other tran~ortable type
buildings for the permanent detachment, and pyramidal
tents for the firing units. The average stay of units on the
firing range is about two weeks, during which drills in detec-
tion, tracking and firing occupy the entire stay of the unit.

Two brigade operated HCAT Detachments plus towed
sleeve Hag, and PQ planes operated by a tow target detach-
ment, organized for brigade support. provided air targets.

SPECIAL TRAINING

A'UG\IENTATION of training was provided by LST
movement of two battalions to the Katakai Firing Range.
The opportunity to teach new officers and men who had
not had the experience of loading, lashing, and unloading
an LST by virtue of being \Vorld \Var II veterans, proved
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an invaluable adjunct to the training program. for it came
at a time which fitted well into the scheme of trainino.

:>.
troops being then ready for firing parctice. Also difficult"
is experienced throughout Japan when dealing with AAA
gun battalion mO\'ements in finding bridges which \\'iII
support the necessary loads without excessi,'e detouring.
The ob,'ious cardinal ,'irtue of the whole operation was the
training provided.

During the training program certain selected personnel
were sent to the Air Transportability Training Center.
Selections for this specialized training were made mainlv
from the Automatic \Veapons units whose potentialitv f~r
use of such training was greater than that of other ~nits.
Lashing, loading, crating, and unloading practice in all
types of transport aircraft was given under Air Force super-
vision which later proved invaluable to those of this com-
mand involved in the action in Korea. This training sen'ed
to augment the regular training program to an invaluable
extent.

SCHOOLS

Brigade level schools, centralized at the 40th AA1\ Bri-
gade Training Center, opened 1 June 1950, featuring
courses in critical specialties as well as standard courses in
gun and AYV training have done much to continue the high
level of training sought for the brigade. The school was an
outgrowth of the A\V and gun schools formerly conducted
at group level, enlarged and rounded out to meet current
reguirements. Instructors for this school originally came
from Departmpnt of Am1Y instruction teams sent from the
1\AA & GM School at Fort Bliss, Texas. This team, before
settling down for operation of the group schools, toured the
FEC, instructing units in "on the spot" training. The Bri-
gade AI\I\ Training Center fills an important need by
training the radar, radio, director, and weapons specialists.
The time reguired for a man to complete the courses, nor-
mally lasting five weeks, is well spent.

CONCLlISIONS

1. Great benefits are derived from tactical held exercises
especially at battalion level where the entire unit spends
3 to 7 days in the field under combat conditions.

2. l'vlO\:ing to the firing range by LST gave priceless
experience to officers and men \\'ho had never before ex.

A "dug-in" 40mm and crew on the alert during field exercise.
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perienced loading and landing practices.
3. A minimum of three firing practices a year are neces-

,;aryto provide combat readiness.
-L Air transportability training is invaluable to members

of automatic weapons battalion personnel.
5. Enlisted career field examinations aid unit training

by providing study inducements and library materials which
tend to make men keep abreast with changing requirements.

6. Locally prepared military training proficiency tests,
directly adaptable to AAA, pro\'ed invaluable in checking

training program progress, and often indicated omissions not
pre\'iously noted by inspections.

7. Brigade level schools in AM manned by Department
of Armv instruction teams are important in furtherino train-, ~
ing in specialty requirements of the lower units.

8. That continual emphasis must be placed on communi-
cations training-this is especially noted upon deployment
of units.

9. Training trophies provided increased incentive and
aid in building esprit de corps.

General Officers Promoted
THE Department of the Anny has recently announced
the following promotions:

To 1\lajor General:

Brigadier General Paul \,V. Rutledge

To Brigadier General:
Colonel Claire H. Annstrong
Colonel James G. Devine
Colonel Raleigh R. Hendrix

Major General Paul \'\1. Rutledge

In January 1942, Colo-
nel Rutledge hurriedly or-
ganized a task force and
moved it to Christmas
Island where he established
an important air base. The
following October he re-
turned to the States, took
command of the 45th AAA
Brigade, and was promoted
to the grade of Brigadier
General. He commanded
that Brigade in North Af-
rica, at Salerno, and in the
defense of Naples.

In Ju'ly 1944, with his brigade reinforced by one tank bat-
talion and one antitank battalion, he organized Task Force
45 and moved on short notice into the front lines to relieve
the 34th Infantry Division in the sector opposite the Ger-
man 16th SS Division. Task Force 45 captured Pisa, Via-
reggio, Forte-di-1\lanni, and Pietro Santa and continued that
mission till General Rutledge left it in December to return
to the States.

Following a brief tour with the U.S. Strategic Air Forces
in the Pacific, he went to Panama in 1946 where he com-
manded AAA troops. Returning to Fort Bliss in 1948 he
took command of the 34th AAA Brigade.

He now has the Eastern Arm\' Antiaircraft Command
with station at Stewart Air Forc~ Base, Newburgh, New
York.
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Brigadier General Claire H. Armstrong
Brigadier General Claire H. Annstrong graduated from

the 1\ lilitary Academy in 1917. He was promoted to Briga-
dier General in 1943 and assigned command of the 50th
AAA Brigade. He commanded that brigade in the United
Kingdom, France, Germany, and at Antwerp. In October,
1944, he organized and commanded the allied antiaircraft
defenses of Antwerp against the V-I flying bombs. His
effective defenses accounted for the destruction of more than
-2,000 buzz bombs. At the close of the war, he reverted to
the grade of Colonel and served a short tenn with the Head-
quarters, AFF. Since December 1946 he has served as the
Military Attache in Brussels, Belgium.

His new assignment places him in command of Camp
Stewart, Georgia.

Brigadier General James G. Devine

Brigadier General James G. Devine was commissioned in
the CAC National Guard in 1915. He was commissioned
in the Regular Anny in 1920. He was appointed a Brigadier
General in 1943 and took command of the 43d AAA Bri-
gade in the defenses of Philadelphia. He later commanded
the 37th AAA Brigade in the defenses of Los Angeles and
the 4th AA Command in San Francisco. He reverted to
grade of Colonel in 1946. Following a tour of duty in the
Far East, he has recently served on the general stalf with
the Headquarters, Sixth Army.

I-lis new assignment is with the Far East Command.

Brigadier General Raleigh R. Hendrix

Brigadier General Raleigh R. Hendrix served in 1942
and 1943 with the Headquarters ETO on the British-
American Planning Staff. In 1943 he was promoted to the
grade of Brigadier General and assigned to command of the
71st AAA Brigade, which he commanded through the
Tunisia, Sicily, and Italian campaigns. In 1946 he reverted
to the grade of Colonel and joined the staff of the f-Iead-
quarters, AFF. Since 1948 he has served in the Department
of the Anny General Staff in the Office of the ACjS, G-4.

He is assigned to command the 34th AAA Brigade, Fort
\Vadsworth, New York.
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*712th AAA Gun Battalion
Lt. Col. Harry H. Taylor, Jr., Fla. N.G.

22d AAA AW Battalion
Lt. Col. Robert J. Jones

*374th AAA Group
Col. Thomas F. Mullaney, Jr., III. O.R.C.

*867th AAA AW Battalion
Maj. Samuel M. Arnold

**216th AAA Group
Col. William E. Johnson, Minn. N.G.

**302d AAA Group
Lt. Col. Arthur R. Arend, Ohio O.R.C.

**398th AAA AW Battalion ISP!
Lt. Col. Louis B. Dean

**1 26th AAA AW Battalion ISP!
Lt. Col. Richard C. Carrera, Mass. N.G.

*415t AAA Gun Battalion
Lt. Col. lincoln A. Simon

**105th AM Brigade
Brig. Gen. Alfred H. Doud, N.Y. N.G.

**105th AM Operations Detachment
Capt. Paul D. Vancelette, N.Y. N.G.

**127th AAA AW Battalion ISP!
Lt. Col. Hartley G. White, N.Y. N.G.

**518th AM Gun Battalion
Lt. Col. Harry Hewitt

**214th AAA Group
Col. Jack G. Johnson, Ga. N.G.

**202d AAA Group
Col. John W. Anslow, Ill. N.G.

313th AAA Group
Col. A. F. Hoele, Po. O.R.C.

*78th AAA Gun Battalion
Lt. Col. Thomas W. Ackert

*698th AAA Gun Battalion
Lt. Col. Frank Monico, III. N.G.

**97th AAA Group
Col. Joy T. Wrean

**507th AAA Operations Detachment
Capt. Edwin F. Bookler

*65th AAA Gun Battalion
Lt. Col. Robert F. Moore

vided that the unit consists of not less than seven officers.

4. Units will remain on the Honor Roll for one year after
qualification or requalification.

5. Battalions with 90% of officerssubscribing will qualify for
one star placed before the unit's designation on the Honor
Roll. Battalions with 100% subscribers will qualify for
two stars.

6. Groups and brigades cannot qualify for one star but may
qualify for two stars with 100% subscribers.

*79th AAA Gun Battalion
Lt. Col. Henry W. Ebel

**768th AAA Gun Battalion
Lt. Col. Theodore H. Kuyper, III. N.G.

*229th AM Group
Col. Edward Isoachsen, III. N.G.

**207th AM Group
Col. George T. Stillman, N.Y. N.G.

**204th AM Group
Col. John Barkley, la. N.G.

**2515t AM Group
Col. Anthony Long, Cal. N.G.

**35th AAA Brigade
Brig. Gen. Robert W. Berry

107th AAA Brigade
Col. John W. Squire, Va. N.G.

**340th AAA Gun Battalion
Lt. Col. George V. Selwyn, D.C. N.G.

**1 03d AM Brigade
Brig. Gen. Russell Y. Moore, Conn. N.G.

**212th AM Group
Col. Joseph A. Moore, N.Y. N.G.

**227th AAA Group
Col. Percy l.Wall, Fla. N.G.

11 th AAA Group
Col. John l. Golf

**46th AAA AW Battalion ISPI
Lt. Col. Walter M. Vann

**527th AAA AW Battalion
Lt. Col. Joseph H. Cunningham, La. N.G.

71 sf AAA Gun Battalion
Lt. Col. Clair M. Worthy

443d AAA AW Battalion ISPI
Lt. Col. John F. Reagan

**715th AAA Gun Battalion
Lt. Col. William H. Uter, N.Y. N.G.

**265th AAA Gun Battalion
Maj. Harry Botts, Fla. N.G.

**705th AAA Gun Battalion
Lt. Col. M. P. DiFusco, R.I. N.G.

753d AAA Gun Battalion
Lt. Col. William A. Smith

3. Brigades and groups with 90% or more subscribers among
the officersassigned to the unit are eligible for listing, pro-

1. To qualify or to requalify for a listing on the JOURNAL

Honor Roll, units must submit the names of subscribers
and a roster of officers assigned to the unit on date of
application.

2. Battalions with 80% or more subscribers among the officers
assigned to the unit are eligible for listing, provided that
the unit consistsof not less than 20 officers.

*********************

*62d AAA AW Battalion ISP!
Lt. Col. Arthur F. Schaefer

**226th AAA Group
Col. John D. Sides, Ala. N.G.

**146th AAA AW Battalion ISP!
Lt. Col. R. H. Franklin, Mich. N.G.

**70th AAA Gun Battalion
Lt. Col. Francis Gregory

**68th AAA Gun Battalion
Lt. Col. Raymond C. Cheal

**10th AAA Group
Col. W. H. Hennig

**95th AAA Gun Battalion
Maj. Nelson C. Wahlgren

HONOR ROLL
**88th AM Airborne Battalion

Lt. Col. Page E. Smith

**228th AM Group
Col. David W. Bethea, Jr., S.c. N.G.

**107th MA AW Battalion 1M!
Lt. Col. Thomas H. Pope, Jr., S.c. N.G.

**305th AM Group
Col. John S. Mayer, N.Y. O.R.C.

**21 st AM AW Battalion ISP!
Maj. Charles E. Henry

**59th AAA Battalion ISP!
Lt. Col. Landon A. Witt

**69th AM Gun Battalion 1M!
Lt. Col. Alfred Virag

*101 st AAA Gun Battalion 1M!
Lt. Col. Henry J. Ellis, Ga. N.G.

**19th AAA Group
Col. H. P. Gard

**39th AM AW Battalion 1M!
Lt. Col. Edward T. Ashworth

**4th AAA AW Battalion 1M!
Lt. Col. Chester T. Barton

**503d AM Operations Detachment
Maj. A. J. Montrone

**75th MA Gun Battalion
Lt. Col. John F. Ballentine

*40th AAA Brigade
Col. Morris C. Handwerk
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The Armored Dioision
By Colonel Hamilton H. Howze

"Activife, acfivife, vifessel"

3M TK OOS
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4AWBTRYS
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3 ME/) COS

4-RON OOS4 ENGR.OOS.
t BRDGE CO.

Figure 1.

FaLLOWING World War II, in which the armored
divisions were employed with such conspicuous success,
studies were instituted to arrive at a new and better divi-
sional organization. This organization was formulated at
the Armored Conference in May of 1946, and subsequently
approved with minor modification -by the Department of
the Army.

The principal results of the reorganization were to in-
crease, actually and proportionately, the infantry; to add a
medium artillery battalion; to make organic ,the automatic
weapons AAA battalion; and to rearrange the distribution
of tanks.

Details of the organization may be found in T/0 & E
17N. For the purpose of this article, Figure I shows the
main elements of the division. For simplicity the figure
omits the headquarters and service companies and medical

Colonel Hamilton H. Howze, Armor, commanded a combat command
of the 1st Armored Division in World War II and is now on duty with
the Army General Staff. He is a 1930 graduate of the Military Academy.
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detachments throughout, and the band and the replacement
company in the division trains. The chart shows a very
strong division-not quite 16,000 officersand men.

It has 252 medium tanks, 58 lights, and 63 heavies-all
of the heavies in the heavy tank battalion. The infantry
battalions do not have the four 75mm recoilless riResof the
standard infantry battalion, and they have 15% less rifles;
however, each battalion does have two light tanks to offset
that shortage.

The chart and the above remarks are enough to enable
me to proceed to discuss the battle employment of the Ar-
mored Division. By such a discussion the principles under-
lying the organization will be made clear.

COMBAT COMMANDS

THE Armored Division is unique in that the principal
subordinate headquarters have no regularly assigned troops.
Headquarters Combat Command "A," Combat Command
"B," and the Reserve Command are assigned responsibilities
and troops on order of the division commander, who may
vary those assignments to suit any given situation. It should
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be obvious hO\\'ever that the commander must take many
factors into account, in this regard. This built-in, organic
flexibility must not be overemphasized, and frequently a
less-than-theoretically-perfect distribution of forces must be
accepted. As in every organization in combat, certain units
of the armored division become familiar with the methods
and personalities of other units, and are very anxious to
keep up the satisfactory relationship.

Other factors which govern the commander as he deter-
mines the distribution of forces will become apparent if
we examine two hypothetical examples of tactical employ-
ment.

ENVELOPMEl\TT

ASSUME (See Figure 2) that the commanding general
decides that the division shall advance North from the
bottom part of the chart to positions from which it will
launch a coordinated attack (scheme of maneuver as in-
dicated.) on the enemy position. For this plan he will need
a strong containing force for the holding attack, great
shock and mobility for his enveloping force, and a balanced,
mobile reserve.

He will logically decide then to group his forces as in
Figure 3. CC"B," to execute the holding attack, will have
two of the four infantry battalions, but also a medium tank
battalion. The CG CC"B," in his plans for the operation,
will be apt to marry up his tank and infantry units on the

ROt/rES OF
Af)j/ANCE~~

Figure 2.
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platoon level, to provide the maximum of detailed coordina-
tion among small units in the execution of a deliberate at-
tack. This small unit coordination is not an easy matter to
accomplish, it may be added: it requires much p;actice, and
a good understanding by each part of the team as to how
the other part works. It is necessary to devote special at-
tention, also, to the platoon leaders' communications.

CC"A" should march on two roads. Tv..,o tank battalions,
one medium and one heavy, are assigned to it, and a single
armored infantry battalion. In his battle plans, this combat
commander may well elect to combine the heavy tank bat-
talion with the bulk of his infantry to break into the enemy
position, after which the medium battalion and the remain-
ing infantry will be committed to exploit the effect of the
initial blow and roll back the Rank.

The Reserve Command, containing an equal proportion
of tanks and infantry, is available to undertake any sort of
mission. In the case at hand the division commander will
hope to be able to use his reserve to exploit the success he
achieves with CC"A." This is in accordance with the basic
principle, -especiallyapplicable to armored combat, that one
should alwavs seek to reinforce success rather than to bolster
weakness. '

Note that two artillery battalions are marching with the
columns of CC"A," one with CC"B," and one with the
Reserve Command--+t:helast probably at the head of its
column. This distribution is primarily for convenience in
getting the battalions over the roads and into positions, and
does not represent attachment to the combat commands.
The artillery battalions will in all probability fire under the
coordinating direction of Headquarters, Division Artillery.
CC"A," launching the main effort, will no doubt receive
the fire support of two battalions, and CC"B" that of one
battalion.
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The fourth battalion marching with the Reserve Com-
mand will perhaps be the 155's and will reinforce the bres
rJ. the direct support battalions-it will not be held in re-
sen'e, for that would be a silly waste of brepower. It is well
to remember that artillery need not normally be kept un-
committed for the sake of bringing its power to bear at the
critical point. Unlike the other arms, it can bring about a
concentration of its force merely by shifting its bre.

The usual custom of keeping central control of the artil-
lery is disregarded, of course, when the combat commands
are dispatched on such widely separated missions as to make
direct attachment a more logical arrangement.

In its approach march to assembly areas the division is
screened by the reconnaissance battalion. Missions shown
in Figure 3 are typical: one company covers both of the
roads in front of CC"A;" one covers the front of CC"B;"
a third may be assigned to protect a flank of the division
(in this case the right flank, considered. dangerous); a
fourth company is held in reconnaissance bat>talion reserve.
This last is very important, for all sorts of eventualities may
require additional force readily available to the battalion
commander. Furthermore, reconnaissance is a tiring busi-
ness requiring periodic relief and rest in the course of a long
advance or pursuit.

Needless to say, terrain features strongly influence the
employment of the reconnaissance elements. Important
crossroads and road junctions, the bridges at E and F, and
the ridge at J, are all critical points specibcally designated
to be seized pending the arrival of the main columns. Even
after closing in the assembly areas (Figure 2), the combat
commands continue to be screened bv reconnaissance ele-
ments until the attack is launched. '

The antiaircraft AW batteries, not shown on the chart,
are distributed among the combat commands and the divi-
sion trains according to need. Some platoons may be dis-
placed forward behind the reconnaisance to set up shop at
defiles, such as bridges, to protect the main columns as they
pass through those defiles, and of course, to protect the
bridge structures themselves. On the road, AW bre units
are scattered through the column, with particular regard
for the safety of the infantry. Once the main battle starts,
the bring batteries of the artillery become favorite air targets,
and accordingly make strong appeal for ack-ack protection.

The unit and division trains of the armored division are
very large, due primarily to the high consumption of fuel
and of heavy caliber ammunition. In addition to the de-
mands for road space, these trains pose problems of anti-
aircraft protection. If the division is operating within estab-
lished Corps and Army areas the division trains may benebt
by the services of the ack-ack battalions assigned for the pro-
tection of the established lines of supply. On the other hand,
should the division be dispatched on a separate, distant
mission, AAA protection of its trains is apt to be a matter
sufficiently pressing to make the commander ask for the
attachment of additional batteries.

The Armored Engineer Battalion is likewise distributed
according to need, which is in turn determined by terrain
and the operations plan. It is generally best to have the
\vork of the engineers coordinated by the battalion com-
mander, who is also the division engineer. While some of
his companies render engineer support direct to the combat
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commands (performing the functions of bridge building,
obstacle crossing, mine clearance, and other such tasks),
the battalion commander will want to hold out at least One
company to maintain the roads in the areas behind the com-
bat forces, and perhaps something else in reserve. It is well
to remember that the bridge company is not, in itself,
capable of building a bridge: it transports the bridge and
furnishes certain specialized machinery and skilled tech-
nicians, but the main labor must com~ from the ordinary
engineer companies or, when the occasion demands, from
line units.

PENETRATION

As a second example (See Figure 4) assume that the
commanding general requires a force to penetrate a prepared
hostile position by means of a deliberate attack, another
force to exploit that penetration, and of course a reserve.
For this action he may distribute his means as indicated in
Figure 5, giving CC"A" a strong proportion of infantry and
th~ heavy tanks, supporting that attack with all of the artil-
lery under the direction of the "div arty" commander, and
charging CC"B" with the exploitation mission. He must
give CC"B" the wherewithal to do its job; note that CC"B"
has attached to it the major part of the reconnaissance bat-
talion, which will be useful to guard the flanks of the tank-
infantry columns and perhaps to take the lead of the
columns in case the action tums into a pursuit. CC"B"
may be expected to pick up one or two of the artillery bat-
talions, for direct support, as it passes through CC"A."
The Reserve Command is so constituted as to be useful
either to aid CG'A" in effecting initial penetration, or to

Figure 4.
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Figure 5.

add further impetus.to CC"B's" effort of exploitation.
In .this operation the automatic weapons batteries will

have to furnish protection for any or all of the following:
assembly areas, division trains, defiles, artillery firing posi-
tions, and the exploiting columns and their trains.

The engineers will doubtless have a mine clearing mission
for CC"A," and a road maintenance mission in the rear
areas; engineer elements must also be dispatched with the
exploiting columns 1:0 meet obstacle crossing problems as
they occur.

OTHER MISSIONS

THE Armored Division can also execute missions other
than those of attack and exploitation.

Some few officers have developed a curious idea that
armor cannot defend. This conception is exploded as soon
as one contemplates the division's four infantry battalions,
backed up by the terrible firepower of the tanks and sup-
ported by the four battalions of artillery. Against enemy
armor the division will probably do better in defense than
an infantry division; against enemy infantry, the armored
division cannot hold so long a sector, but otherwise will
acquit itself as well. Naturally, it should be understood that
by committing an armored division to a defensive sector
the senior commander is partially immobilizing his most
powerful striking force. Even so, the defensive mission
must sometimes be assigned, and the armored formations
must be prepared to accept it.

The armored division is particularly valuable in .the role
of mobile reserve, combining as it does flexibility, mobility,
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and shock. It is effective in delaying action, as the Ger.
mans repeatedly demonstrated in the last war. As part of •
larger force in attack it will frequently be assigned ~
enveloping mission.

In an assault landing on a hostile shore the armored divi-
sion as such will probably be landed after the infantry has
established a beachhead, although some of its units may
participate in the initial action. Deserving special mention
are devices which permit standard type tanks to swim ashore
under their own power; these were used, with varying
success, on the Normandy beaches. The amphibious tank
battalions, equipped with true amphibians, are part of the
branch called Armor but are not integral in .the armored
division.

In the defense of a river line an armored division can
defend a large sector if it does not try to hold a watertight
line, but utilizes its speed and power to clean up enemy
bridgeheads as soon as .they are established. In a rive!'
crossing an armored division is effective indeed, granting
suitable terrain. By its mobility it can concentrate quickly
at the crossing point, gaining thereby a desirable factor of
surprise; its infantry is as capable as any other infantry
in establishing a bridgehead; its engineers are strong and
specially equipped; and once its tanks are across the riVe!
they are capable of expanding the bridgehead very quickly.

In our present state of development the armored division
is not air transportable, and it will be some time before this
comes about. 1t is inevitable, nevertheless. In the future,
it will be necessary first for the airborne infantry to expand
their airhead to include a permanent type airfield, where-
upon ,the armored division may be landed, perhaps on D
plus 1 or D plus 2. This implies air supply-a logistic night-
mare at the present time, but not a permanent impossibility.

PERTINENT POINTS ON ARMOR

MAINTENANCE of tanks requires time. Armored offi-
cers have made this point ad nauseam, sometimes to the
irritation of the infantry, but it remains a fact. A tank is a
vastly complicated machine, susceptible to many irregu-
larities and troubles and, unfortunately, for it to retain its
proper battle effectiveness all the gadgets must work. Hence
tank units cannot remain for long periods in uninterrupted
combat. They must be relieved and removed from the range
of enemy guns more frequently than the long-suffering
infantry.

Reconnaisance. Tanks sometimes gain their greatest suc-
cess through the single factor of good preliminary reconnais-
sance. In addition to forestalling delays by discovering ob-
stacles, man-made and natural, to forward movement, re-
connaissance will frequently open up avenues of advance
previously believed unsuitable. On some occasions in the
last war the study of aerial photographs alone permitted
tanks of my own command to strike the enemy where he
thought tanks could not go.

Reserve. Previously mentioned was the basic principle
that maximum pressure should be exerted at that point
where success is most apt to be forthcoming-provided, of
course, that success there will have serious and destructive
effect on the battle capacity of the enemy. It follows then
that it is vitally important to hold out an effective reserve,
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to be thrown in at a propitious moment to augment initial
SUCcess.As von Clausewitz says, this reserve is the primary
meansavailable to the commander to influence the outcome
of the action. He must therefore be careful not to commit
it too early, to commit it wisely, and above all to commit it
boldly.

Mass. Next it is well to understand that the strength of
the tank stems not from its ability to absorb punishment, for
that is limited; its true power lies in its ability to move and
its ability to kill. From this comes the requirement for the
massing of tanks. Tanks advancing against a determined
enemy will suffer considerable losses; so, to reap real bene-
fit from the tank effort there must be enough available
to take the necessary loss and yet retain momentum and
power. Once complete penetration is gained, tanks will
rampage, and a hasty enemy withdrawal from the whole sur-
rounding area is inevitable. Hence it is foolish indeed to

. fritter away tank strength by a proportionate allotment of
ranks and infantry along the whole length of the attacking
oottle line.

· Concealment. In addition to massing tanks, it will serve
the commander well to kelp his tanks covered as long as
possible. Except in very rough terrain, the enemy com-
mander will have "greatdifficulty in assuring that the whole
length of his defensive line will be strong enough to with-
stand a determined attack by a quantity of tanks-in fact, it
is well-nigh impossible. The attacker will therefore gain

EDITORIAL

very great benefit by making the point of his tank thrust
a surprise. In the last war, in our division, we went to
extraordinary lengths of tactical deception to gain this ad-
vantage.

Initiative, once gained by the armored division, must be
maintained. The enemy will never fail to react strongly
to tank attack. That very reaction is a reflection of his
great concern; he cannot Permit more than very local suc-
cess for fear of general conflagration. In his uneasiness he
is apt to base his decisions on inaccurate or incomplete in-
formation and thereby commit errors of timing and direc-
tion. In this general atmosphere of confusion lies a source
of great opportunity for the boldly directed armored division
to strike with skill and violence and to exploit fully the mis-
takes and weaknesses of the enemy.

Audacity is the most important of all characteristics de-
sirable in the armored commander. He has terrific destruc-
tive power, capable of application with speed and concentra-
tion. He cannot afford to dissipate this capability by indeci-
sion. Indeed ,to destroy the enemy he must be willing to
assume great risks as respects the security of his columns.
As General Patton said, he cannot take counsel of his
fears. The flanks of long armored penetrations may be se-
curely guarded by the pressure of the spearheads; this pres-
sure, if adequate, will keep the enemy constantly off-
balance. The division commander must sustain his spirit,
sometimes, by .this fant alone.

TREATMENT OF POW
THE 1949 Geneva Convention on the Treatment of
POW prescribes that the armed forces be instructed in its
provisions. Accordingly, we prevailed upon Brigadier Gen-
eral Joseph V. Dillon, the best authority on the subject, to
write the article published in this issue. It covers the main
provisions of interest to the troops and provides an excellent
basis for such instruction. Every soldier should know the
international rules on this subject.

Instruction on the rules alone, however, might be mis-
leading. Under the most favorable circumstances a POW
camp can hardly be anticipated as a happy rest cure from
the turmoils of war.

\Vinston Churchill epitomized the subject after his ex-
perience as a POW during the Boer War in South Africa.
\Ve quote:

A PRISONER OF WAR

It is a melancholy state. You are in the pO'l17erof the
enemy. You owe your life to his humanity, your daily
bread to his compassion. You must obey his orders,
await his pleasure, possess your soul in patience. The
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days are very long; hours crawl by like paralytic centi-
pedes. Moreover, the whole atm'osphere of prison is
odious. Companions quarrel about trifles and get the
least possible enjoyment from each others' society. Yau
feel a constant humiliation in being fenced in by rail-
ings and wire, watched by armed guards and webbed
about with a tangle of regulations and restrictions. *
To facilitate sound indoctrination and instruction on this

angle for the men under arms, we have made arrangements
to offer The Hard Way Home by Colonel William C. Braly,
at a bargain price. Colonel Braly's book on his prison life
under the Japs is not just a story of atrocities. There are
some, and throughout there is the continual story of hunger,
disease, and hardship; the remarkable point is that the au-
thor and others were able to maintain their morale and
sense of humor. Between the lines there are some valuable
pointers on how to survive. It is not must reading. Just get
it, and you will read it through; so will your men, and so
will your family.

*From A Ro£'ing Commission, Winston S. Churchill, Chas. Scribner's
Sons, 1939, N. Y., quoted in Redder's Digest for July, 1940.
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A Lock Of Hair For The General
By Jerome Kearful

NUMEROUS writers and commentators on military history
and tactics are in agreement in naming Nathan Bedford Forrest,
General of Confederate Cavalry, as one of the most brilliant
commanders in the records of American leadership. Yet the
sternest rigors of campaigning never destroyed the flair for
sentiment and romance that, perhaps, gave General Forrest the
balance necessary for a great commander. On one occasion, he
paused long enough in his headlong pursuit of a body of Fed-
eral raiders to beg a lock of hair from the sixteen-year-old miss
who guided his troops to the ford across a stream!

It happened in the early months of 1863. On April 10 of that
year, a Union force, "designed for special secret service," left
Nashville, intending to sweep through Northern Alabama and
into Georgia, cutting railroads and destroying Confederate sup-
plies. Colonel Abel C. Streight, who commanded the Union
force, planned the operation on the pattern of the cavalry raids
already made familiar by Forrest. ;

Streight planned to slip southwards into Alabama behind the
covering operations of another Union force to the north, then
turn due east across Alabama and Georgia. Colonel Streight's
Raiders reached the town of Moulton, Alabama, without moles-
tation.

While the Federal force was at Moulton, a Confederate scout
brought information of their movements to General Forrest,
who was in action some thirty miles northward. After a night
spent in readying men and horses for long, hard riding, Forrest
began the pursuit of Colonel Streight's 2,000 raiders. Before
the pursuit ended, with the surrender of Streight near Rome,
Georgia, General Nathan Bedford Forrest had won a lock of hair
from Emma Sanson, the girl guide who led the Confederates
to the ford over Black Creek!

Forrest, with fewer men than there were in Streight's com-
mand, rode all day and night of April twenty-ninth and into
the morning of the thirtieth, when contact with the Federals
was made. Thereupon. began the series of delaying actions by
Streight that lasted until the end on May 3. Time after time,
the Raiders held off their pursuers by setting out rear guard
ambushers, by blocking the road at narrow passes with heavy
timbers and debris, and by burning bridges behind them.

As Streight's Raiders fled eastward across Northern Alabama
with Forrest in hot pursuit, the two contenders fought skir-
mishes at Sand Mountain, Day's Gap, Hog Mountain, Blounts-
ville, and Black Warrior River. Since it was not Colonel
Streight's mission to engage in a general battle with Forrest,
but rather to attempt to elude him so as to continue on the
planned destruction of railroads and supplies in Northern
Georgia, none of these engagements was a prolonged attempt
to hold his position. Actually, the affair between Streight and

Forrest was practically a running fight across the entire state
of Alabama. Long before the final act in the drama took place
just short of Rome, men and horses were in such a state of
exhaustion that they could scarcely stand.

Four miles before reaching Gadsden, Streight got his com-
mand safely over Black Creek on an old wooden bridge. When
the Federal troops had crossed, and with Forrest almost in sight,
it was set afire. The bridge was a mass of flames as the Con-
federates pounded up. Black Creek was deep and apparently,
unfordable. Colonel Streight's men, after firing a few rounds
across the stream, prepared to continue on their way, exulting
in their belief that, at last, they would be free from unrelenting
purSUIt.

It might well have been so, and Streight's Raiders might
have been able to fulfill their original mission, had it not been
for Emma Sanson. Emma and her younger sister lived with their
mother, the Widow Sanson, in a nearby farmhouse. When
Forrest saw that the bridge was impassable,' he rode to the San-
son place for information.

According to the records of the incident, General Forrest
asked Emma if she knew of a ford over which he would be able
to lead his troops. Emma volunteered to act as guide. Despite
the fears of her mother that it would cause "talk," she rode
behind Forrest to a point 200 yards upstream, where the Sanson
cows sometimes crossed. Here they dismounted. Sharpshooters
of the Union rear guard fired on them, the bullets passing
through Emma's skirts. The sixteen-year-old girl unflinchingly
held her ground until she had carefully pointed out the land-
marks of the ford to Forrest.

After advising the widow and her two daughters to seek
cover in the rear, Forrest brought up his troops and began the
crossing of Black Creek. Emma's directions were found to be
exactly right, and the chase of Colonel Streight was on again!

Before leaving to continue the pursuit, General Forrest had
left a note of thanks at the Sanson house. Riding to rejoin his
command acrossthe ford, he met Mrs. Sanson and her daughters
returning to their home. Forrest told them of the note that he
had left. He asked that thev see that a Confederate soldier,
killed in action nearby, be "buried. Then, with that strange
touch of romance and chivalry that never left him, even in the
heat of battle, he begged of the brave Emma Sanson a lock of
hair that he might carry with him! He received it.

After that, the pursuit went on until, caught between the
improvised defenses of Rome and the relentless pursuit of the
seemingly tireless Forrest, Colon.el Streight surrendered his
entire command. That night, Forrest was the idol of the people
of Rome. But his thoughts turned back to the dauntless girl
who had given him the lock of hair that he carried!

Election of Officers

Members are urged to use the Association ballot on page 56, and vote. The Nominating Commit-
tee has selected a slate. If you like it, support it, because their election is not necessarily assured. This
is not a steam-roller affair. Two years ago an interested group elected their own candidate. That
interest was fine for the Association, and it also gave the Association an outstanding Council member.
VOTE!
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Development of AW Fire Control
I
i By Lieutenant Colonel Virgil M. Kimm, Artillery
I
I

IITAKE issue with Major Frank D. Pryor and his article,
: "The Case of the A\V Director," in the July-August issue of
I the JOUR...'<AL.

In my opinion, the principal development of A\V firel control during \Vorld 'vVar II was the emer~ence .of on-
i carriage.fire control as a result of b~ttle expen~nce m Eu-
~ rope where the British Stiffkey StIck proved Itself. The
lonly real test of any weapon is in battle. If the Britis~ and
I American antiaircraft troops, who were under contmual

attacks by the formidable German Air ~orce, d.1Ose t.he
Stiffkey Stick over the A\,V director, I belIeve theIr chOIce

I should be reoarded fully.
0, T

I The British were the first to do away with tlle AV\
~ director. The best fire control available was too vital to
I Britain to chanoe for any reason other than on performance.

The A'vV direc~or (The Kerson Director) was a British in-
t \'ention. Various British officers told me of the difficulty of
I getting the 'vVar Office to accept the Stiffkey Stick. When

a British AM unit, using the Stiffkey Stick, shot down a
I German plane it had to explain by endorsement why the

director was not used. It was finally the battle performance
of the Stiffkey Stick that brought about the change.

Of the American forces, it was only the First Anny that
entirely eliminated the director. The First Army, having
had ~me seven months experience in England prior to
the D-Day landing in France, through results of our fir-
ings at British firing camps, became convinced of the
efficiency of the on-<.:arriageStiffkey Stick. Units in for-

I ward areas, other than First Army units, were required to
set up the director for use even though equipped with the
Stiffkey Stick as most of them were. My own battalion
had both the director and Stiffkey Stick, but the gun crews
used mostly the Stiffkey Stick, although the director was
always available. Here is the real test of a fire-<.:ontrolsystem.
What does the man being shot at use?

Elimination of the A\\1 director was caused by many
factors, the principal ones being: Comparative accuracy;
slowness in getting into action or changing targets; excessive
manpower requirements; limited field of fire; inefficient
taotical setup; and logistical problems.

It is quite clear that the A\\1 director with the range
finder is the most accurate position finding and predicting

It. Colonel Virgil M: Kimm graduated from the Military Academy in
1927. During World War II he commanded the 550th AAA AW Bat
talion in the defense of london, in the Normandy Invasion, and on into
the heart of Germany with the 89th Division. He is now on duly with
the AA & GM Branch, The Artillery School. This article represents the
author's views. Our columns are open to further discussion.
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The Stiffkey Stick, early model. Note levers at ends of arm
for setting in leads. Note parallel bars, upper and lower, for

following the course of the target.

device available. However, the device is of no value unless
the accurate data produced can be transmitted to the firing
piece, and in time to be used. It is on these two counts that
the director fails.

The basic requirement for the transmission of the direc-
tor's accuracy to the gun is that both gun and director be
level and boresighted accurately. This is a condition that
does not prevail more than 10% of the time unless the gun
and director are installed in elaborate and solid emplace-
ments. It does not take much of an error in these elements
to pull the accuracy of the gun-director combination well
below that of the on-<.:arriagefire control. In contrast to the
inherent weakness of the director in producing timely ac-
curate fire, was the performance of on-<.:arriagefire control
during the Normandy operation. GAF losses on the first
day of the Normandy landings were some 100 to 150 planes,
and some 75 to 100 planes on the second day. After a loss
of some 50 planes on the third day, the GAF became con-
vinced of the efficiency of our AAA fire and thereafter kept
out of its way. On-carriage sights played a major role in
producing these results. My own battalion, using the Stiff-
key Stick, operating with the 89th Division on a drive into
the heart of Germanv, shot down some 26 planes, including
one jet fighter ..

THE time required for the director to pick up a target,
get the gun into synchronism, and smooth out the data for
accurate firing is frequently so great that an A\\1 target
may be there and gone before the gun is ready to fire. On
one occasion, in October 1944, during a relatively quiet
period, I had opportunity to conduct a test of the relative
pickup speeds of the director as against the Stiffkey Stick.
Arrangements were made with an Air FOTceunit to have
a fighter squadron simulate an attack on one of our tactical
positions. In the initial assault, the directors, being ready,
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This shows the general location of the device on the gun.

functioned well with the "enemy" at long range, but with
the continuation of the "attack" at close quarters and from
all djrections, the director operated guns were able to get
into "action" on a. target only about 10% of the time,
whereas, under the same situation the guns using the Stiff-
key Stick got into "action" about 90% of the time.

WHILE the director is ideal for extreme-range crossing
courses, very few such courses are encountered in combat.
It must be borne in mind that in combat many planes may
attack a position. Targets may have to be changed several
times. A typical example was the action at Avranches,
France, on 7-8 August 1944. The entire Third Army had to
pass through Avranches essentially on one road. The GAF
made determined attacks against the two bridges leading
into Avranches. The longest action on the night of 7-8
August started during the waning daylight hours and con-
tinued for about 7 hours. German aircraft would make a
bomb run, wheel, and then return for another run. This
involved changing targets f!1anytimes. A reference to Third
Army AAA statistics shows that in the Avranches area on
7-8 A~gust 1944,. there were 144 German attacks carried
out by 414 aircraft. The director is too slow in close-in
actions involving changing targets.
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Manpower requirements for the director are excessive.
Attempts have been made to solve the problem by the use
of early warning systems. However, early warning systems
will not solve the problem except in remote rear areas
where it is easy to differentiate friend from foe, or on islands
where great e.\:panses of water make the approach of air-
craft easy to detect. Such a condition existed in England
where the very elaborate British early warning system en-
abled even A\V to take adnlntage of it. However, the situa-
tion on the Continent was different. There, without the
elaborateness of the British installations, all that anv early
warning system could do was tell that there were ~ircraft
in the air that might become targets.

\\Then in contact with enemy forces on land the amOunt
of air activity would generally'" be so great that the crews
would be kept in a constant state of alarm, which would
not be solving the problem. \\lith the speed of taday's air-
craft, I would not, ahead of the Army rear boundary, accept
any standard of alertness for A\V other than constant readi-
ness to fire. Using the Stiffkey Stick, one can get by with
a constant manning crew of three men, although four are
preferable. Generally speaking, the elimination of the di-
rector did not and will not cut down the size of existing
manning tables. YVhat the elimination of the director did
do was to permit constant manning of A\V weapons with-
out increases of personnel. As an example of how constant
manning pays off, I cite the case of the last plane my bat-
talion shot down, a German jet fighter downed east of
Zwickau, Germany. This particular plane was a stray plane
that approached the firing unit position from the rear. It
was pure accident that he came into the range of one of our
firing units. No warning system of any kind, unless ex-
tremely elaborate, could have alerted a gun and director
crew in time to have picked up this plane and shot it down.
It would take a very elaborate early warning system, and
more personnel than would be required for continual man-
ning of the guns, to be sufficiently effective to justify not
constantly manning AvV weapons.

ONE of the earliest recognized defects of off-carriage fire
control was the dead area created by the director. I had
one clear-cut case in France where a German plane got
away from one of my gun sections because the director
was in the way. The attempted solution was to cover the
dead area with a machine gun. However, this lone single-
barreled machine gun proved ineffective. Experience soon
showed that the most effective AAA machine gun was our
power turret with four guns. ~'ith the advent of this
weapon, new considerations arose. The quad machine gun
was too good to waste defending the dead area caused by
the director. It did not take us long in Europe to discover
that by relying on the Stiffkey Stick and by breaking off the
machine gun from the job of covering the director dead
area, we could easily add eight more firing units to each
battery. Our method of operation was generally to place
the 40mm guns far out and the machine guns close in, for
the machine gun with its power turret and on-carriage sight
was more flexible and maneuverable for close-in work than
the guns. A particular example of how this policy paid off
was the air field at Metz on New Year's day, 1945. The
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dose-in machine guns accounted for some 13 planes.
The elimination of the director brings a welcome relief

£rom the extra labor and tonnage involved. But it is not: in
the field of the using units that logistical considerations be-
come most important. It is in the shipment of the directo1
and allied equipment from the Zone of the Interior to the
theatres of war that logistical considerations become really
important. We cannot afford to devote tonnage to an item
that cannot produce better comparative results than the
director.

While the on-carriage sights have solved 1:he problems
posed by daylight firing problems, no device of any kind
has as yet solved the problem of night firing. At air-strip
No. I on Omaha Beach, we tried laying .traps for the Ger-

. mans. The trap consisted of a 268 radar and searchlight.
The idea was to locate the enemy by radar, suddenly turn
the searchlight on, and then shoot him down. It didn't

· work. The German pilots reacted too quickly. In complete
darkness, the situation is hopeless. Any firing is generally
a waste of ammunition. In moonlight, sometimes shadowy

I forms can be seen. At Avranches, night attacks were pre-
ceded by the dropping of Bares that lighted up the area like
daylight. The Bares, are, of course, very blinding. How-
ever, under certain conditions where a gun has the right
location, sometimes a low Bying plane can be picked up.
Under these conditions open sights give some hope of track-

. mg, whereas with optical sights the situation is nearly im.
possible.

With existing equipment, the moot practical method in
night situations is a ring of local outposts, so .that by deter-
mining accurately the direction from which .the enemy
plane is making his bomb run, a barrage can be set up. This
system has the defect of requiring telephone lines and con-
siderable manpower. At Avranches, by .the use of barrage
fire, and picking up what targets we could, we attained
sufficient efficiency to keep the Germans from knocking out

. the two vital bridges. The Germans reaoted to our efforts

by d.irect attacks upon some of our gun positions, particu-
larly the ones that annoyed them inost.

A GREAT many American AM officers who fought
only in the Pacific have had no experience with any hre-
control device other than the director and the forward area
sight, and in comparing off-carriage with on-carriage sights,
must base ,their conclusion on the merits of the director as
against .the Weiss Sight, our current standard on-carriage
sight. The Weiss Sight, which did not gel: into production
until towards the end of the war, has been adopted because
of its target range performance. Most AAA officers who
have deaLt with the Stiffkey Stick prefer it to the Weiss
Sight because of certain fundamental differences. In brief,
the Stiffkey Stick is a simple rugged instrument, non-optical,
with a two-foot arm, instead of a four-inch needle, to con-
trol the course setting. The target is more easily followed
with the Stiffkey Stick than the Weiss Sight. In addition
to the Stiffkey Stick, there is an American sight of the
Stiffkey Stick.type available.

I refer lto .the Pecca Sight, invented by Colonel Peter
Pecca. The only real difference between .the two sights is
that the Stiffkey Stick changes leads at 50 mil clicks,
whereas leads on ,the Pecca Sight change gradually.

If we could equip the director with radar, so that AW
could fire effectively 31tnight, then we would be justified. in
keeping the director despite its many defects.

AM combat experience in Europe indicates that the
ideal fire control for automatic weapons should possess the
following basic characteristics: (1) Accuracy must be ca-
pable of being certainly ,transmitted to the firing piece;
(2) data .transmission must be in time for data to be used;
and (3) device must be capable of tracking unseen targets.
Until such time as the instrument makers win by integrat-
ing radar into AW fire control, it appears that the Stiffkey
Stick is the most practical and efficient sight.

14th AA Command History

We have a letter from Major General William F. Mar-
quat advising that they have now completed the history of
the 14th AA Command and are ready to proceed with the
publication.

This history will present in six interesting chapters the
over-all story of the antiaircraft in General MacArthur's
Command throughout World War II. It includes an annex
\vith brief histories of the units assigned to the 14th AA
Command together with rosters of the unit officers.

Through various means they have been able to arrange to
publish this history in attractive form at a cost of $3.50 per
copy. However, they plan to print only the number required
to meet the orders received.
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If you desire a copy, send your check for $3.50 by air
mail direct to:

Major General W. F. Marquat
ESS, GHQ, SCAP
APO 500, c/o Postmaster,
San Francisco, California.

General Marquat will be happy to receive your order, but
he needs to get it by 1 January 1951. If you served in the
14th AA Command, indicate to what unit you were as-
signed.
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ORIENTATION BY BACKSIGHTING
By Captain Peter B. Genero, Arty.

BACKSIGHTING, PERFORMED CORRECTLY, IS THE MOST ACCURATE AND PRACTICAL METHOD
OF ORIENTING A GUN BATTERY

THIS may sound radical t~ most AA Officers, but there
are stilI a number of World War II ex-gun battery com-
manders who will vouch for it. The field manuals and the
AA school still teach that the known datum point method
is the best; celestial orientation, second; and that backsight-
ing is to be used only as a last resort.

Proponents of the known datum point method at Fort
Bliss emplace their guns in a desert and sight at a point
approximately 43,000 yards distant. A brigade commander
during the past war was one of the foremost exponents of
this method. In fact, he ordered me to cut a swath through
the jungles for two thousand yards, to enable each piece of
equipment >tobe oriented on a distant point. Even after
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FigureI-Moon.

Captain Peter B. Genero served in the southwest Pacific and the
Philippines during World War II and was commissioned in the Regular
Army in January 1948. He is presently attending the Ordnance School at
Aberdeen, Maryland.
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such heroic efforts, the method is still not foolproof. The
frequent changes made on the azimuth indicator regulator
are evidence that mistakes are common. There are five dif-
ferent persons orienting five different pieces of equipment
-one on each gun and one at the tracking head. This
affords opportunity for errors to creep into the system,
particularly since the danger of eye parallax is ever present.
The weather must be clear enough to see the point and it
must be illuminated at night (useless in blackout), and
parallax to the point for each piece must be figured.

The celestial method is the poorest of all. It is extremely
difficult to tell the exact instant the star reaches the cross
hairs on the gun. Sighting on the wrong star is always a
possibility, and it happens too. Hours are wasted waiting
for a clear spot in the sky.

The tracking head scope magnifies, while there is no
magnification in a gun tube. This leads to error when the
moon is not full. (See figure 1.) I used the celestial method
for two years and seldom were the four guns oriented with-
out having to correct settings on azimuth indicator regu-
lators.
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being organized. Otherwise, it may be necessary to cut a
slit through a gun pit, or remove any other obstruction.
Even so this beats clearing 2,000 yards of jungle. The
method can be used under all conditions.

Its beauty is most readily appreciated when in blackout.
The procedure is the same, except that no gun cross hairs
are required. A flashlight is held against the breechblock
shining through the firing pin hole. The azimuth tracker
then causes the gun to move so that he obtains the follow-
ing picture:

SIDE VIEW

i.lip which f/fs over

end of le/escope.

Figure 4-Gun tube.

Figure 3-Orienting shield.

IT is common belief that in backsighting there is an in-
herent three mil error. That is true if it is done as outlined
in the manual.

However, there is a far more accurate method which
should be publicized. It requires first of all a bore sighting
disc or shield for the tracking head azimuth scope in order
to eliminate eye parallax. There is such an item of issue.
However, most batteries construct one from an empty beer
can by cutting off the good end of the can, with a lip of
about one-half inch, as shown in Figure 3. Fortunately, it
fits snugly over the tracker scope. A hole about one-tenth
inch in diameter is punched accurately in the exact geo-
metrical center. The outer surface is then marked and
painted as indicated in Figures 2 and 3.

Having oriented the tracking head, the firing pin of the
breechblock is removed and the vertical hair is placed on
the gun muzzle. The gun is turned toward the tracking
head. The tracker then gives all commands necessary to
align the pin point of light from the firing pin hole with the
vertical hair on the gun muzzle. One person orients the en-
tire battery. The reading for each gun is checked by travers-
ing it in first from the left and read; then from the right
and read. In each case the gun is brought up to the orient-
ing point and not beyond it. If it is traversed too far, back
up and repeat the process. Normally this check will show
a lag in the gear train of less than a half mil. Use the mean
of the left and right readings. There is no parallax to figure
for the gun. The exact back azimuth of the tracking head,
plus or minus calibration corrections, is set directly on the
indicator regulator.

Obviously, backsighting requires a clear line of sight
from each gun to the tracker scope. However, this is easy
to arrange if anticipated when the battery position is
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When the pin point of light from the firing pin hole is
aligned vertically with its reflection on the inner side of
the tube and the vertical cross hair of the tracking head
scope is centered, the two pieces of equipment are pointed
exactly at each other in azimuth.
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Figure 5-Gun tube.

Using the backsighting method of orientation, the author
once oriented a battery daily for three months and never
had to change an azimuth reading a single mil. 'Vhen
another method 'which can insure such accuracy under all
conditions is found, it will be equally acceptable:

THE radar should also be oriented with the tracking
head by backsighting. The procedure is the same as out-
lined in appropriate publications except that an additional
shield must be made for the radar scope. It is necessary to
make d.oubly sure that both scopes are pointed directly at
each other when the reading is made.
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UNIFORM CODE OF MILITARY JUSTICE
By Colonel Frederick Bernays Wiener, JAGD, USAR

Reviewed by Colonel Thomas H. King. JAGD. USAFR

As of May 31, 1951, the new Uniform Code of Military
Justice will go into effect for the Army, Navy and Air Force,
recodifying all previous concepts of military law.

Colonel Wiener's book clarifies the points involved in the
change. It is conveniently divided into three sections. The
first section gives a brief discussion of the Uniform Code of
Military Justice. It intelligently points out the background
for appointments of courts-martial, the jurisdiction of courts-
martial, the new concept of company punishment and trial
by summary courts, and the basis for the membership of
courts-martial.

It shows the requirements in easy form regarding the
personnel of the prosecution and defense; it covers the pre-
trial procedme, trial procedure, gives the explanation for
taking the "law officer" off of the court as a voting member,
explains the appellate review, and explains why there has
been established a civilian court of military appeals. It is very
well done and is not phrased in technical language. It is
brief and to the point.

Typical of the author's treatment of the book's first sec-
tion is the following extract from the paragraph on "Com-
pany Punishment and Trial by Summary Comts":

"Perhaps the most difficult problem of unification which
the drafters of the new Code faced was that of reconciling
the Army-Air Force and the Navy Systems of company, or,
as it is now termed, 'nonjudicial' punishment (UCMJ,
article 15).

"AW 104 gave an accused an absolute option to elect trial
by comt-martial in lieu of accepting company punishment.
True, that option was rarely exercised, but its presence was
sensed both by commanders and by persons subject to AW
104. In the Navy, on the other hand, no such option ex-
isted; a sailor could not escape punishment at mast and elect
to be tried by a deck court of one officer; and the reason was
this: The former was administered by the captain of the
ship, while the usual deck comt was the executive officer.
Therefore it just didn't make sense for a member of the ere\'\.'
to avoid the captain in order to be tried by the exec.

"UCMJ, article 15(b), accordingly provides that each
Secretary of a Department may by regulation make pro-
vision as to 'the applicability of this article to an accused
who demands trial by comt-martial.' The precise terms of
these regulations must await the new Manual, but it is prob-
ably safe to predict that each service will continue its tradi-
tional practices.

"Similar limitations may be placed by departmental regu-
lations 'with respect to the kind and amount of punishment
authorized.' The statutory maxima for nonjudicial punish-
ment will be these (UCM}, article 15 (a)):

"On officers and warrant officers, withholding of privi-
leges not to exceed two weeks; or restriction to specified
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limits, with or without suspension from duty, not to exceed
two weeks; or, if imposed by an officer with GeM jurisdic-
tion, forfeiture of not more than one-half pay for one month.
All are in addition to or in lieu of reprimand or admonition.
The first two double the present one-week limit; the for-
feitme of pay cuts the present three months to one, but does
not limit the rank of the offender who may be so punished.
(Offhand, however, it may well be doubted whether any
general officer will ever lose pay under UCMJ, article 15.)"

OF interest to all students of-military law is the paragraph
discussing "Why Was The Law Officer Taken Off The
Court?":

"From the point of view of the Army (and Air Force)
officer with military justice experience, line officer and judge
advocate alike, the most valuable innovation introduced in
1920 was the law member of the GCM, and the most valu-
able change effected in 1948 was the requirement that the
law member be present at all times and that he must in fact
be a trained lawyer. To all such personnel, the most dubi-
ous features of the Uniform Code are the provisions which
take the law officer off the court, just when, in fact, he can
be most helpful. These provisions they definitely regard as
a retrograde step. (It is otherwise in the Navy; the Navy
never had a law member before; the provisions of the Uni-
form Code represent a definite and (no doubt) long overdue
advance in the Navy system.)

"The House and Senate Committees justified the Code
provisions in substantially identical terms:

'In view of the fact that the law officer is empowered
to make final rulings on all interlocutory questions of
law, except on a motion to dismiss and a motion relating
to the accused's sanity, and under this bill will instruct
the comt upon the presumption of innocence, bmden of
proof, and elements of the offense, it is not considered
desirable that the law officer should have the voting privi-
leges of a member of ,the comt. This is consistent with
the practice in civil courts where the judge does not retire
and deliberate with the jury.'

"A more revealing light was cast on the real motivation for
the change by the Chairman of the Committee which the
late Secretary Forrestal appointed to draft the new law. This
gentleman testified (House Hearings, pp. 607-608):

'... the fundamental notion was that the law officer
ought to be as near like a ciyilian judge as it was possible
under the circumstances .... We felt that whatever in-
fluence that judge exercised should be on the record ....
The law member, when he retires with the court, may
make anv kind of statement to them. And it has been
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stated-I would not say on how good authority-that fre-
quently when he went back there why he said, "Of course
the law is this way but you fellows don't have to follow
it." ...

'::'\ow the law officer may become sort of a professional
juryman, if they kept reappointing the same person, and
as you probably know the professional jurymen are the
convicting jurymen usually.

'If you kept getting the same jurymen all the time the
number of convictions is very, very much greater than if. ,
you get a new JUry.

"Extended comment on the foregoing testimony is doubt-
less unnecessary. But it may not be amiss to remark that
these excerpts illustrate the curious dualism that runs
through all of the postwar criticisms of the court-martial
system arid much of the postwar legislation on the subject:
A mixture of a desire to protect the innocent-the urge to
do justice-and of a desire to make it difficult to convict the
guilty-the urge to prevent justice."

The author's "Conclusion" of the First Section is devoted
to a brief commentary on some of the changes:

"A good many other changes have been made, but they
are not of general interest; the major changes, and a good
many of the minor ones, have been duly noted above.

"On the whole, the new Code is a good job. Most of its
provisions represent desirable innovations. The four most
doubtful changes are (I) the absolute right to object to trial
by summary court-martial, which is bound to hamper dis-
ciplinary administration at the level of the more minor and
hence most frequent infractions; (2) the mandatory require-
ment that both trial and defense counsel for GCM must be
la'vyers at all times, which may be fully as impracticable in
time of peace as it is desirable in time of war; (3) taking the
law officer off the court, which is a change made without
a real background of experience and on a doubtful analogy;
and (4) the civilian Court of Military Appeals-as to which
all concerned, in the service and out, will have to hold their
breaths. Given qualified personnel with vision and breadth
of understanding, it might work."

THE second section is a complete text of the Uniform
Code of Military Justice showing the comparative text of
the present Articles of War and related legislation together
with a commentary (including excerpts from the Senate and
House reports on the bill). This phase of the work will
bring line officers up to date and give them a more complete
understanding of the meaning of the changes. While the
Manual will be indispensable, it will not contain the expla-
nations behind the changes as does Colonel Wiener in his
presentation of the various articles. This second section
contains not only the punitive articles and procedural arti-
cles but also contains many miscellaneous provisions with
reference to courts of inquiry, the authority to administer
oaths as notary, redress of injuries to property, complaints
of wrongs, delegations by the President, and provisions for
the explanation of the articles to personnel.

Section Three of the book contains two cross reference
tables: (a) The Articles of War to related articles in the
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Uniform Code of Military Justice and other sections of the
act; and (b) the articles of the Uniform Code of Military
Justice and other sections of the act to the Articles of War.
In other words, if an officer familiar with the present
Articles of War ,vants to know what is in the new Code
cross-reference table (a) furnishes the ideal system to find it~
If you have a problem under the new Code ~nd you wish to
locate it in the old Articles, cross-reference table (b) will do
this.

Colonel Wiener is the author of .the Practical Manual of
Court-Martial Law, 1940; Military Justice for the Field Sol-
dier, 1943; and the New Articles of War, 1948. This new
publication is more than a book for judge advocates-it is a
book for the line officer as well. The new Code is unique in
many respects and this book will unfold to one who procures
it a light on the law .that will not otherwise be obtainable.

The Uniform Code of Military Justice, by Colonel Frederick
Bernays Wiener, JAGD USAR, 275 pp., price $3.50.

THE HARD WAY HOME

By Colonel William C. Braly (Ret.>

The surrender on Corregidor. Three years as a POW in
LUZlOn,Formosa, Japan, and Manchuria. A realistic and
gripping story of how the strongest of prisoners from Cor-
regidor and Bataan kept up their morale to survive. But alas!
Two-thirds of the 20,000 American prisoners perished
under the shoddy treatment and atrocities. A background
of sound indoctrination.

If not already there, put this story in the day room and
every soldier will read it; or, in the home for every member
of the family.

Your old Coast Artillery friends from Corregidor are in
there; so are General Wainwright, the Commander of
Singapore, and the Governors of Guam and Hongkong.

An Antiaircraft Association Book

SPECIAllY PRICED $1.98

Order from

ANTIAIRCRAFf JOURNAL

631 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W.

Washington 4, D. C.
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The Boeing B-29, now classed as a medium bomber, was the principal strategic bombing plane in \X'orld \X'ar II. Today, with
its 12 caliber .50 machine guns mounted in five turrets and its normal capacity of ten tons of bombs, it is performing tactical sup-
port missions with ground forces in Korea as well as engaging in high level strategic bombings of North Korean communications.

*Second of the JOURNAL'S aircraft recognition series
are the three bombers pictured on these pages. Fighter
planes and transports will be featured in forthcoming
issues as well as planes of other nations.
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North American's 8-45 "Tornado" is a light bomber in the 550 miles per hour class. \'Vith a ceiling of over 40,000 feet, it
carries a bomb load of 20,000 pounds over a combat radius of 800 miles.
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Douglas 8-26 "Invaders" were familiar in the combat areas of
• W'orld \'Var II. \X'ith a ceiling of over 25,000 feet at more than

350 miles per hour, it carries a bomb load of 5,000 pounds or a
load of rockets to increase the tire power of its caliber .50 ma-
chine guns. One of its peacetime uses is towing sleeve targets for

antiaircraft artillery practice.
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Treatment of Prisoners of War
Geneva Convention of 1949

By Brigadier General Joseph V. Dillon, USAF

The 1949 Convention has been agreed upon for
good purpose and with the hope of wide compliance.
It prescribes that the armed forces and the entire
population be well instructed in its pr017isions. In
fairness to the soldier, reference should also be made
to the actual experiences of American prisoners in
past wars and in the current struggle in Korea. The
American soldier should understand well that there
is no justification for surrender so long as he can
continue resistance and thereby serve his country.-
ED.

ON August 12, 1949, a revision of the Geneva Conven-
tion of 1929 relative to the treatment of prisoners of war
was completed. This Convention was formally signed by
the United States and sixty other nations on December 8,
1949. It now awaits ratification by the various signatory
nations.

The 1929 Convention was an elaboration of the principles
enunciated in the Hague Regulations of 1899 and 1907. It
was a long stride taken in the effort to ameliorate the rigors
and horrors of war. However, it was still a very imperfect
instrument. One of its fundamental faults was its adoption
of national standards rather than absolutes. Illustrative of
this fault is Article 11 of the 1929 Convention which pro-
vided:

"The food ration of prisoners of war shall be equal
in quantity and quality to that of troops at base camps."

Perhaps the ration of the United States troops may not
be particularly palatable to the Oriental soldier, but at least
he could live on it. Whereas the Occidental soldier could
not exist healthily on dried fish and rice. Article 26 of the
1949 Convention provides:

"The basic daily food. rations shall be sufficient in

Brigadier General Joseph V. Dillon is the Air Provost Marshal. BS,
USMA 1920; llB ond llM, Georgetown; served in Coast Artillery from
1920 to 1934, then detailed with JAG. He was the Provost Marshal
General in Africa and ETa. In 1945 in coniunction with Max Huber,
President of the Red Cross International Committee, General Dillon was
instrumental in initiating the Geneva and Stockholm Conferences which
fed to the Geneva Convention, 1949 on the Treotment of POW. He at-
tended all of the conferences as a representative of the United States.
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quantity, quality and variety to keep prisoners of war in
good health and to prevent loss of weight or the develop-
ment of nutritional deficiencies. Account shall also be
taken of the habitual diet of the prisoners.

"The Detaining Power shall supply prisoners of war
who work, with such additional rations as are necessary
for the labour on which they are employed.

"Sufficient drinking water shall be supplied to prisoners
of war. The use of tobacco shall be permitted.

"Prisoners of war shall, as far as possible, be associated
with the preparation of their meals; they may be employed
for that purpose in the kitchens. Furthermore, they shall
be given the means of preparing, themselves, the ad-
ditional food in their possession.

"Adequate premises shall be provided for messing.
"Collective disciplinary measures affecting food. are

prohibited."

The revision of 1949 fairly well succeeds in:

a. A better arrangement of the articles.
b. Elimination of known ambiguities.
c. More fully spelling out matters which were left

to the humane discretion of the signatories in 1929.
d. Establishing absolute standards, where possible,

as substitutes for national standards.

Article 127 of the 1949 text prescribes wide dissemination
of the provisions of the Convention and Hin particular to
include the study thereof ... so that the principles thereof
may become known to all their armed forces and to the
entire population." Much abuse under the 1929 Conven-
tion grew out of ignorance on the part of prisoners of war
as well as those persons of the Detaining Power who were
concerned with the administration of their affairs.

The more important provisions, especially those entail-
ing individual consequence, will be highlighted here.

PRISONERS OF WAR

ARTICLE 4 defines prisoners of war in detail. It includes
all those previously included and introduces several other
categories of persons who are entitled to be treated as pris-
oners of war. Among them are those "who accompany the
armed forces without aotually being members thereof, such
as civilian military aircraft crews, war correspondents, supply
c€>ntractors,members of labour units or of services respon-
sible for the welfare of the armed forces .... " Also included
are members of crews of the merchant marine and of civil
aircraft.
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Geneva Diplomatic Conference. The Legal Subcommission of the Prisoner of \'\Iar Committee. General Dillon, President.

t\rticle 5 of the Convention prescribes the duration of
the obligation of the Detaining Power:

"The present Convention shall apply to the persons
referred to in Article 4 from the time they fall into the
power of the enemy and until their final release and re-.. ))patnatIOn.
Article 7 provides:

"Prisoners of war may in no circumstances renounce in
part or in entirety the rights secured to them by the pres-
ent Convention ... "

RESPONSIBILITY Fon TIlE TnEATJ\1ENT OF PnIsONEns

A'RTICLE 12 reiterates the doctrine of national respon-
sibility and at the same time recognizes individual respon-
sibility for treatment accorded prisoners of war. A more
impoJ1tant provision of Article 12 is that:

".... Prisoners of war may only be transferred by the
Detaining Power to a Power which is a party to the Con-
vention and after the Detaining Power has satisfied itself
of the willingness and ability of such transferee Power
to apply the Convention. \-Vhen prisoners of war are
transferred under such circumstances, responsibility for
the application of the Convention rests on the Power
accepting them while they are in its custody.

"Nevertheless, if that Power fails to carry out the pro-
visions of the Convention in any important respect, the
Power by whom the prisoners of war were transferred
shall, upon being notified by the Protecting Power, take
effective measures to correct the situation or shall request
the return of the prisoners of war. Such requests must
be complied with."
This article gave rise to long debate. It represents a prac-
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tical compromise. Russia and the satellites deposited a reser-
vation against freeing the original Detaining Power from
responsibility.

HUl\IANE TREATMENT OF PRISONERS

The principle enunciated in Article 3 of the 1929 text,
to wit:

"Prisoners of war have the right to have their person
and their honor respected. \-Vomen shall be treated with
all the regard due to their sex.

"Prisoners retain their full civil status," has been substan-
tially broadened by Article 13:

"Prisoners of war must at all times be humanely
treated. Any unlawful act or omission by the Detaining
Power causing death or seriously endangering the health
of a prisoner of war in its custody is prohibited, and will
be regarded as a serious breach of the present Conven-
tion. In particular, no prisoner of war may be subjected
to physical mutilation or to medical or scientific experi-
ments of any kind which are not justified by the medical,
dental or hospital treatment of the prisoner concerned
and carried out in his interest.

"Likewise, prisoners of war must at all times be pro-
tected, particularly against acts of violence or intimidation
and against insults and public curiosity.

"Measures of reprisal against prisoners of war are pro-
hibited."

IDEl'.'TIFICADON OF PRISONERS

IN vVorld vVar II, prisoners of war were many times
evacuated from beachheads before they had been adminis-
tratively processed and indeed, before' nominal rolls were
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completed. Had any of the vessels upon which these pris-
oners were e\Tacuated been sunk or lost, no record would be
available to identify those so lost. Article 17 provides:

"Each Party to a conRict is required to furnish the
persons under its jurisdiction who are liable to become
prisoners of war, with an identity card showing the own-
er's surname, first names, rank, army, regimental, personal
or serial number or equivalent information, and date of
birth. The identity card may, furthermore, bear the
signature or the fingerprints, or both, of the owner, and
may bear, as well, any other information ,the Party to
the conflict may wish to add concerning persons belong-
ing to its armed forces. As far as possible the card shall
measure 6.5 x 1Ocm.and shall be issued in duplicate. The
identity card shall be shown by the prisoner of war upon
demand, but may in no case be taken away from him .... "

The duplicates of each identity card may be collected
prior to evacuation and they constitute a basis for a nominal
roll. The provision that the identity card "may in no case
be taken away from him" does not preclude the taking of
the duplicate. The intent of .the provision is that the pris-
ner of war shall at no time be without means of identifica-
tion.

SHELTERS AGAINST BOMBARDMENT

Article 23 is one of the few instances where national or
local standards of protection were used as a basis of protec-
tion for prisoners:

"... Prisoners of war shall have shelters against air
bombardment and other hazards of war, to the same ex-
tent as the local civilian population ... ."

FOOD, I\:1EDICAL CARE AND RELIGIOUS RIGHTS

Article 26 concerning food rations was discussed above.
The provisions concerning hygiene and medical atten-

tion, Articles 29-32, provide now that at least monthly medi-
cal inspections of prisoners of war shall be held and these
must include the checking and recording of the weight of
each prisoner of war as well as "periodic mass miniature
radiography for the early detection of tuberculosis."

Articles 34-37 stress the right of prisoners of war to "en-
joy complete latitude in the exercise of their religious duties,
including attendance at the service of their faith, ... "
and the right of "Chaplains who fall into the hands of the
enemy Power and who remain or are retained with a view
to assisting Prisoners of War, shall be allowed to minister
to them and to exercise freely their ministry amongst pris-
oners of war of the same religion, in accordance with their
religious conscience."

RESPONSIBILITY FOR CAMP STAFF INDOCTRINATION

Article 39 requires that each prisoner of war camp com-
mander shall ensure that the provisions of the Convention
are known to the camp staff and the guard, and the camp
commander, under the direction of his government, is held
responsible for their application.

TRANSFERS AND EVACUATION OF PRISONERS

Inter-camp transfers of prisoners of war have been more
expansively treated. The memory of the horrors of the
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Death March of Bataan and other fearful transfers were still
green in the minds of the representatives at the Conference,
and there was a grim determination to outlaw any such
catastrophes in the future. Article 46 prescribes:

"The Detaining Power, when deciding upon the trans-
fer of prisoners of war, shall take into account the interests
of the prisoners themselves, more especially so as not to
increase the difficulty of their repatriation.

"The transfer of prisoners of war shall always be
effected humanely and in conditions not less favourable
than those under which the forces of the Detaining
Power are transferred. Account shall always be taken of
the climatic conditions to which the prisoners of war are
accustomed and the conditions of transfer shall in no case
be prejudicial to their health.

"The Detaining Power shall supply prisoners of war
during transfer with sufficient food and drinking water
to keep them in good health, likewise with the necessary
clothing, shelter and medical attention. The Detaining
Power shall take adequate precautions especially in case
of transport by sea ar by air, to ensure their safety during
transfer, and shall draw up a complete list of all trans-
ferred prisoners befare their departure."

LABOUR OF PRISONERS OF WAR

PERHAPS no section of the Convention gave rise to more
debate and expressions of differences of views than that
dealing with "Labour of Prisoners of War." Article 31 of
the 1929 text was the basis of most of the confusion. It
provided:

"Labor furnished by prisoners of war shall have no
direct relation with war operations. It is especially pro-
hibited to use prisoners for manufacturing and trans-
porting arms or munitions of any kind, or for transporting
material intended for combatant units .... "

Its related article, which prohibited use of prisoners of
war at unhealthful or dangerous work, proved almost as
troublesome. Many nations felt that work which might
otherwise be dangerous (such as mine removal) was not pro-
hibited under the article if the prisoner of war was thorough-
ly trained and properly equipped for the work.

The Conference, after long and arduous debate, adopted
Article 50 which provides:

"Besides work connected with camp administration,
installation or maintenance, prisoners of war may be com-
pelled to do only such ,vork as is included in the follow-
ing classes:
"(a) Agriculture;
"(b) Industries connected with the production or the

extraction of raw materials, and manufacturing
industries, with the exception of metallurgical,
machinery and chemical industries; public works
and building operations which have no military
character or purpose;

"(c) Transport and handling of stores which are not
military in character or purpose;

"Cd) C{)mmercial business, arts and crafts;
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"(e) Domestic service;
"CO Public utility services having no military charac-

ter or purpose.
"Should the above provisions be infringed, prisoners

of war shall be allowed to exerdse their right of com-

Plaint in conformity with Article 78.", -
In Article 52, the removal of mines or similar devices has

been defined as dangerous labor and it was therein pro-
vided also that "unless he be a volunteer, no prisoner of vvar
may be employed on labor which is of an unhealthy or
dangerous nature." Article 55 provides:

"The fitness of prisoners of war for work shall be peri-
odically verified by medical examinations at least once
a month. The examinations shall have particular regard
to the nature of the work which prisoners of war are re-
quired to do.

"If any prisoner of war considers himself incapable of
working, he shall be permitted to appear before the medi-
cal authorities of his camp. Physicians or surgeons may
recommend that the prisoners who are, in their opinion,
unfit for work, be exempted therefrom."

FINANCIAL RESOURCES OF PRISONERS

IN World War II the provisions of the 1929 Convention
proved to be utterly impractical. After failing to come to
anv agreement on the subject with any of our enemies, the
U~ited States fixed a gratuity of three dollars a month for
each prisoner of war. This was paid in c~mm()(1i:iesat post
exchange prices in the theater~ of ~perat1on and:n post ex-
change scrip in the zone of mtenor. The Umte~ States
fixed a rate of eighty cents a day for labor whIch was
credited to the accounts of the prisoners. These rates were
communicated to the enemy governments through the Pro-
tecting Powers. Upon repatriation of the prisoners they
were given certificates of credit which were cashable in
designated banks in their home countries. Neithe:- F~ance
nor Great Britain followed our system but used theIr dIscre-
tion (not quite as generously as did the United States) in
the matter. Our defeated enemies had no means of doing
for our soldiers held as prisoners by them what we had done
for theirs at repatriation, for the simple reason that their
monetary systems collapsed with their governments.

Illustration of the minute detail resorted to in the 1949
Convention is gleaned from Article 60 which fixes a
monthly advance of pay as follows:

"The Detaining Power shall grant all prisoners of war
a monthly advance of pay, the amount of which shall be
fixed bv conversion, into the currencv of the said Power,
of the following amounts: -

Category I: Prisoners ranking below sergeants: eight
Swiss francs.

Category II: Sergeants and other non-commissioned
officers, or prisoners of equivalent rank:
twelve Swiss francs.

Category III: Warrant officers and commissioned offi-
cers below the rank of major or prisoners
of equivalent rank: fifty Swiss francs.
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Category IV: Majors, lieutenant-colonels, colonels or
prisoners of equivalent rank: sixty Swiss
francs.

Category V: General officers or prisoners of war of
equivalent rank: seventy-five Swiss
francs.

"However, the Parties to the conflict concerned may
by special agreement modify the amount of advances of
pay due to prisoners of the preceding categories.

"Furthermore, if the amounts indicated in the first para-
graph above would be unduly high compared with the
pay of the Detaining Power's armed forces or would, for
any reason, seriously embarrass the Detaining Power,
then, pending the conclusion of a special agreement with
the Power on which the prisoners depend to vary the
amounts indicated above, the Detaining Power:

(a) shall continue to credit the accounts of the pris-
oners with the amounts indicated in the first para-
graph above;

(b) may temporarily limit the amount made available
from these advances of pay to prisoners of war for
their own use, to sums which are reasonable, but
which, for Category I, shall never be inferior to
the amount that the Detaining Power gives to the
members of its own armed forces.

"The reasons for any lim~tations will be given without
delay to the Protecting Power."
And Article 66 dealing with termination of captivity:

"On the termination of captivity, through the release
of a prisoner of war or his repatriation, the Detaining
Power shall give him a statement, signed by an authorized
officer of that Power, showing the credit balance then due
to him. The Detaining Power shall also send through the
Protecting Power to the government upon which the pris-
oner of war depends, lists giving all appropriate particulars
of all prisoners of war whose captivity has been ter-
minated by repatriation, release, escape, death or any
other means, and showing the amount of their credit bal-
ances. Such lists shall be certified on each sheet by an
authorized representative of the Detaining Power.

"Any of the above provisions of this Article may be
varied by mutual agreement between any two Parties to
the conflict.

"The Power on which the prisoner of war depends
shall be responsible for settling with him any credit bal-
ance due him from the Detaining Power on the termi-
nation of his captivity."
Article 68 sets up a right of claim for injury or losses, an

important matter not treated in the old Convention. It is
therein provided:

"Any claim by a prisoner of war for compensation in
respect of any ipjury or other disability arising out of
work shall be referred to the Power on which he depends,
through the Protecting Power. In accordance with Ar-
ticle 54, <theDetaining Power will, in all cases, provide
the prisoner of war concerned with a statement showing
the nature of the injury or disability, the circumstances
in which it arose and particulars of medical or hospital
treatment given for it .... "
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MAIL OF PRISONERS OF WAR

IN 1943, thousands of Italian prisoners held by the United
States in North Mrica since April of that year were not in
communication with their families across the Mediterranean
by Christmas of that year. The situation was so sorrowful
that The Pope, through his representative in North Africa,
offered to operate for Italian prisoners an EFM (Emergency
Family Message) similar to that in use for our own forces.
The offer was accepted and the system operated between
The White Fathers Seminary in Algeria and the Vatican.
This was in operation by Christmas and brought a great
deal of relief to thousands of prisoners and their families.

Article 71, 1949 Convention provides:

"Prisoners of war shall be allowed to send and receive
letters and cards. If the Detaining Power deems it neces-
sary to limit the number of letters and cards sent by each
prisoner of war, the said number shall not be less than
two letters and four cards monthly, exclusive of the cap-
ture cards provided for in Article 70, and conforming as
closely as possible to the models annexed ,to the present
Convention. Further limitations may be imposed only
if the Protecting Power is satisfied that it would be in the
interests of the prisoners of war concerned to do so owing
to difficulties of translation caused by the Detaining
Power's inability to find sufficient qualified linguists to
carry out the necessary censorship. If limitations must be
placed on 'the correspondence addressed to prisoners of
war, they may be ordered only by the Power on which the
prisoners depend, possibly at the request of the Detain-
ing Power. Such letters and cards must be conveyed by
the most rapid method at the disposal of ,the Detaining
Power; they may not be delayed or retained for disci-
plinary reasons.

"Prisoners of war who have been without news for a
long period, or who are unable to receive news from their
next of kin or to give ,them news by the ordinary postal
route, as well as those who are at a great distance from
their homes, shall be permitted to send telegrams, the
fees being charged. against the prisoner of war's accounts
with the Detaining Power or paid in the currency at
their disposal. They shall likewise benefit by this meas-
ure in cases of urgency.

"As a general rule, the correspondence of prisoners of
war shall be written in their native language. The Parties
to the conflict may allow correspondence in other lan-
guages.

"Sacks containing prisoner of war mail must be securely
sealed and labelled so as clearly to indicate their contents,
and must be addressed to offices of destination."

All parties to the Convention (belligerent or neutral)
through whose country prisoner of war mail or relief ship-
ments pass must provide free transpoJ1 (Article 74) and
should "military operations prevent the Powers concerned
from fulfilling their obligations, ... the Protecting Powers
concerned, the International Committee of the Red Cross
or any other organization duly approved by the Parties to
the conflict may undertake to ensure the conveyance of such
shipments by suitable means .... For this purpose the'
High Contracting Parties shall endeavor to supply them
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with such transport and to allow its circulation, especially
by granting the necessary safe-conducts." (Art. 75.)

PRISONERS' REPRESENTATIVE

It was found during World War II that German pris-
oners of war were generally well briefed in their rights as
prisoners of war. Accordingly, the relations between them
and the authorities administering their affairs were on a
high level. They were insistent upon being accorded every
important right granted by the Convention. Advantage
was always taken of the right of complaint established by
Article 42 of the 1929 text for any real or supposed wrong.
The section of the old Convention dealing with the subject
proved IX> be quite adequate. The rights and duties of the
"prisoners' representatives" were outlined in more detail in
the revised text, and the title which varied in the various
camps as camp leader, camp spokesman, etc., was finally
fixed in the new text as Prisoners' Representative. An im-
portant innovation is the stipulation that "Prisoners' repre-
sentatives shall not be held responsible, simply by reason
of their duties, for any offenses committed by prisoners of
war." (Art. 80.)

PENAL AND DISCIPLINARY SANCTIONS

Article 81 adopted the fundamental principles laid down
in the 1929 text whereby a "prisoner of war shall be subject
to the laws, regulations and orders in force in the armed
forces of the Detaining Power; the Detaining Power shall
be justified in taking judicial or disciplinary measures in
respect of any offense committed by a prisoner of war against
such laws, regulations or orders. However, no proceedings
or punishments contrary to the provisions of this Chapter
shall be allowed." Article 83 provides that "the Detaining
Power shall ensure that the competent authorities exercise
the greatest leniency and adopt, wherever possible, disciplin-
ary rather than judicial measures." The former has a limit
about equal to our Summary Court while the latter's limit
is that of our General Court.

TREATMENT OF 'vVAR CRIMINALS

A:RTICLE 85 which provides: "Prisoners of War prose-
cuted under the laws of the Detaining Power for acts com-
mitted prior to capture shall retain, even if convicted, the
benefits of the present Convention," caused an irreparable
cleavage between Russia and her satellites on the one hand
and the remainder of the nations represented at the con-
ference. The United States position was that the essential
guarantees of a fair trial should be provided all prisoners of
war including war criminals, and conventionally prescribed
treatment should even be applicable after conviction. The
United States delegation made it clear that it intended to
punish all war criminals, but that it favored one judicial
system for all prisoners of war, whether their alleged offense
was committed before or after capture. And also, that the
conditions of execution of sentences as a minimum should
conform to that prescribed in Article 108 regardless of the
nature of the crime or when it was committed. Article 108
provides:

"Sentences pronounced on prisoners of war after a con-
viction has become duly enforceable, shall be served in
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the same establishments and under the same conditions
as in the case of members of the armed forces of the De-
taining Power. These conditions shall in all cases con-
form to the requirements of health and humanity.

"A woman prisoner of war on whom such a sentence
has been pronounced shall be confined in separate quar-
ters and shall be under the supervision of women.

"In any case, prisoners of war sentenced to a penalty
depriving them of their liberty shall retain the benefit
of the provisions of Articles 78 and 126 of the present
Convention. Furthermore, they shall be entitled to re-
ceive and despatch correspondence, to receive at least one
relief parcel monthly, to take regular exercise in the open
air, to have the medical care required by their state of
health, and the spiritual assistance they may desire. Pen-
alties to which they may be subjected shall be in accord-
ance with ,the provisions of Article 87, third paragraph."

While this article adopts the standard accorded troops of
the Detaining Power, the standard must meet the require-
ments of health and humanity. Without Article 85, nations
would be left to their own discretion as to the treatment of
a war crimes suspect, and this at a time when feeling runs
high against such suspects. The United States refused to
permit even inhuman conduct to be met with inhuman
treatment. It averred that Article 85 substituted certainty
for uncertainty and a humane standard in lieu of barbarism.
The entire conference, with the exception of Russia and
her satellies, agreed with the United States and adopted
Article 85. The reservation taken by Russia and her satellites
appears on superficial examination to be quite innocuous,
but on studied analysis reveals a high degree of casuistry;
it leaves the power of sentencing without limitation and
the treatment after conviction in the realm of uncertainty.
It provides:

"The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics does not con-
sider itself bound by the obligation, which follows from
Article 85, to extend the application of tbe Convention
to prisoners of war who have been convicted under the
law of the Detaining Power, in accordance with the prin-
ciples of the Nuremberg trial, for war crimes and crimes
against humanity, it being understood that persons con-
victed of such crimes must be subject to the conditions
obtaining in the country in question for those who under-
go their punishment."

ESCAPE

WBILE it was provided in the 1929 text that prisoners
of war who escape and who are recaptured, shall not be
liable to any punishment in respect of their escape, it was
difficult to determine what constituted a completed or suc-
cessful escape. The next text resolves the difficulty in Arti-
cle 91:

"The escape of a prisoner of war shall be deemed to
have succeeded when:

(1) he has joined the armed forces of the Power on
which he depends, or those of an allied Power;

(2) he has left the territory under the control of the
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Detaining Power, or of an ally of the said
Power;

(3) he has joined a ship Hying the Hagof the Power
on which he depends, or of an allied Power, in
the territorial waters of the Detaining Power,
the said ship not being under the control of the
last named Power.

"Prisoners of war \yho have made good their escape in
the sense of this Article and who are recaptured, shall
not be liable to any punishment in respect of their pre-. "VlOUS escape.

Full realization is accorded the fact that it is a prisoner's
duty to his own country to effect an escape if possible. Acts
committed solely in furtherance of escape are to be dealt
with lightly. For instance, the maximum punishment for
the theft of an automobile, taken only to further the escape,
would be confinement for thirty days, for that is the maxi-
mum disciplinary punishment. And Article 93 provides:

"Escape or attempt to escape, even if it is a repeated
offence, shall not be deemed an aggravating circumstance
if the prisoner of war is subjected to trial by judicial pro-
ceedings in respect of an offense committed during his
escape or attempt to escape.

"In conformity with the principle stated in Article 83,
offences committed by prisoners of war with the sole in-
tention of facilitating their escape and which do not entail
any violence against life or limb, such as offences against
public property, theft without intention of self-enrich-
ment, the drawing up or use of false papers, or the wear-
ing of civilian clothing, shall occasion disciplinary pun-
ishment only.

"Prisoners of war who aid or abet an escape or an at-
tempt to escape shall be liable on this count to disciplin-
ary punishment only."

DISCIPLINARY PUNISHMENT

g'UGBTLY in fractious conduct is handled in practically
,the same manner as conduct punishable under the 104th
Article of War in the 1949 Manual for Courts-Martial. A
limited enumeration of disciplinary punishments is found
in Article 89 and the procedure for handling such cases is
defined in detail in Article 96 as follows:

"Acts which constitute offences against discipline shall
be investigated immediately.

"Without prejudic~ to the competence of courts and
superior military authorities, disciplinary punishment may
be ordered only by an officer having disciplinary powers
in his capacity as camp commander, or by a responsible
officer who replaces him or to whom he has delegated his
disciplinary powers.

"In no case may such powers be delegated to a prisoner
of war or be exercised by a prisoner of war.

"Before any disciplinary award is pronounced, the ac-
cused shall be given precise information regarding the
offences of which he is accused, and given an opportunity
of explaining his conduct and of defending himself. Be
shall be permitted, in particular, to call witnesses and to
have recourse, if necessary, to the services of a qualified
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interpreter. The decision shall be announced to the ac-
cused prisoner of \,'ar and to the prisoner's representative.

"A record of disciplinary punishments shall be main-
tained by the camp commander and shall be open to in-
spection by representatives of the Protecting Power."

JUDICIAL PROCEEDINGS

THE first article under judicial proceedings gives to pris-
oners of war three of the most important of our Constitu-
tional guarantees, namely, no ex post facto trial or sentenc-
ing; no involuntary confessions; the right of defense and
the assistance of qualified counsel. (Art. 99.)

'Alhen the death penalty is pronounced on a prisoner of
war, the sentence shall not be executed before the expiration
of a period of at least six months from the date the Protect-
ing Power is notified. (Art. 102.) Pre-trial confinement
may in no case exceed three months and the period spent in
pre-trial confinement must be deducted from any sentence
of imprisonment passed upon him and taken into account
in fixing any other penalty. (Art. 103.)

Before judicial proceedings can take place against a pris-
oner of war, evidence must be submitted to the court that at
least three weeks prior thereto the Protecting Power had
received notice of ,trial. (Art.I04.)

Article 105 details the time allowed to secure counsel for
defense and the minimum time of tw'O weeks allowed coun-
sel to prepare the defense.

TERMINATION OF CAPTIVITY

1. During Hostilities.
Article 110 prescribes ,the conditions under which sick

and wounded prisoners of war may be repatriated direct,
accommodated in a neutral country and the conditions
which prisoners of war accommodated in a neutral country
must fulfill in order to permit their repatriation.

"If no special agreements are concluded between the
Parties -to the conflict concerned, to determine the cases
of disablement or sickness entailing direct repatriation or
accommodation in a neutral country, such cases shall be
settled in accordance with the principles laid down in the
Model Agreement concerning direct repatriation and ac-
commodation in neutral countries of wounded and sick
prisoners of war and in the Regulations concerning
Mixed Medical Commissions annexed.to the present Con-
vention." (Art. 110.)

"Upon the outbreak of hostilities, Mixed Medical Com-
missions shall be appointed to examine sick and wounded
prisoners of war and to make all appropriate decisions re-
garding them. The appointment, duties and functioning
of these Commissions shall be in conformity with the pro-
visions of the Regulations annexed to the present Con-
vention." (Art. 110.)

The wounds or sickness need not be the result of combat
to make one eligible for repatriation. Prisoners of war who
meet with accidents shall, unless the injury is self-inflicted,
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have the benefit of the provisions of this Convention as re-
gards repatriation or accommodation in a neutral country.
(Art. 114.) It is also prescribed that "no repatriated person
may be employed on active military service." CArt. 117.)

2. At the Close of Hostilities.

The principle of release and repatriation without delay
after the cessation of active hostilities is again asserted in
Article 118. At the time of signing of the present Conven-
tion, some signatories still held German and Japanese pris-
oners. Itwas fairly well agreed that under the terms of the
new article, retention of prisoners for so long a period would
be clearly violative of the Convention.

3. Execution of the Convention.
"Representatives or delegates of the Protecting Powers

shall have permission to go to all places where prisoners of
war may be, particularly to places of internment, imprison-
ment and labour, and shall have access to all premises oc-
cupied by prisoners of war; they shall be allowed to go to the
places of departure, passage and arrival of prisoners who are
being transferred. They shall be able to interview the pris-
oners, and in particular, the prisoners' representatives, wi,th-
out witnesses, either personally or through an interpreter."
(Art. 126.)

THE real teeth of enforcement of the Convention, supple-
menting the usual sanctions of International Law, i. e.,
condemnation of world public opinion and fear of reprisal,
is found in Articles 129 and 130 wherein it is prescribed
that the signatory nations shall undertake to enact any legis-
lation necessary to provide effective penal sanctions for per-
sons committing, or ordering to be committed, any grave
breaches involving any of the following acts, if committed
against persons or property protected by the Convention:
wilful killing, torture or inhuman treatment, including bio-
logical experiments, wilfully causing great suffering or se-
rious injury to body or health, compelling a prisoner of war
to serve in the forces of the hostile Power, or wilfully de-
priving a prisoner of war of the rights of fair and regular trial
prescribed in this Convention.

Normally, International Law has only sought to regulate
the conduct of nations in their relations with one another.
In the past decade, and particularly since the cessation of
hostilities in World War II, there has been a growing ten-
dency, in international relationships, to insure the extension
of penal sanctions to individual conduot. This tendency
was in evidence at the Geneva Convention of 1949.

One of the great Lord Chief Justices of England in the
eighteenth century is reputed to have said with respect to
Common Law Pleading that it is better to err on the side of
pleonasm than on that of exiguity. It may be said that this
doctrine, if such it be, imbued the drafters of the present
Convention, for they certainly sought to expressly cover as
much as possible and leave as little as possible -toimagination
or discretion.
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LEARN TO FLY
By Brigadier General Francis P. Hardaway, U.S.A., Ret.

The liaison plane was firmly established as an essential
item of military equipment in World War II. The grass-
hopper pilot, operating from easily established fields, per-
formed all sorts of tactical and utility chores, and also
demonstrated an amazing dexterity in avoiding destruction
by enemy ground fire or by the conventional fighters of
that era.

Again the success of the grasshoppers is being proved in
Korea, where they are used to spot artillery fire, keep scat-
tered units in contact with each other, lay wire, point out
targets for the fighter bombers, and to serve as an air jeep
for senior commanders and junior staff officers.

We note that Cessna Aircraft Company has a contract
for a new type, the L-19 A, a single engine, high wing,
tandem seating, two place liaison plane. It has all-metal
construction, with a steel spring landing gear which mini-
mizes ground loop tendencies and makes rough field op-
eration possible. Its Continental Model E-190 engine gives
213 horsepower for short take-offs.

We also note that designers are developing a bantam
Grasshopper Destroyer!

As a result of my own expe~ence, I feel quite strongly
that ground officers should get to feeling at home in the air
so that they can make maximum use of the liaison plane
and that the best way to do so is to By a light plane. I used
to dislike Hying for myself. I made trips in a plane at long
intervals either for indoctrination, reconnaissance, or to get
from one place to another and I got very little satisfaction or
enjoyment out of them. At the Fort Benning maneuvers in
1940, as an umpire, I made a reconnaissance Hight of the ma-
neuver area but after several steep turns, I became a little
air sick and got practically nothing out of the reconnais-
sance. Then in Louisiana, I passed up the reconnaissance
Bight and tried to do it by motor transportation, which
wasn't very satisfactory due to the big area and short time.

It wasn't until 1944, with units spread out from San
Diego to Los Angeles, in the Mohave Desert and in Central
California, that I was forced to Hyregularly, whether I liked
it or not. Later, in Panama, my hours in the air increased.

Gradually, I became convinced of the value of the plane
to the ground officer, for use in reconnaissance, observation,

Brigadier General Francis P. Hardaway was commissioned a second
lieutenant in the Coast Artillery Corps in 1909. He retired in 1948.
During World War II he organized and commanded th'l AAA Replace-
ment Center, Camp Callan, California from 1940 to 1943. He com-
manded the 37th AM Brigade in the MA defenses of Southern Cali-
fornia from 1943 to 1944. From 1945 to 1947 he commanded the Panama
Coast Artillery Cammand initially, and later the Pacific Section, Panama
Conal Department.
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and as rapid transportation. Moreover, I had come to like
Hying. I took Right instruction, shortly after World War II
ended, at Paetilla Point airport in the Republic of Panama,
and soloed there. It was quite a pleasure to find that it did
not require a superman to learn to Hy a light plane; in fact
most students solo in from eight to ten hours, and find no
difficulty jn going on from there and completing the require-
ments for a private pilot's license. After retiring, I com-
pleted my course in the United States, obtained a private
pilot's license in 1948 and continue to By as a hobby several
times a month.

My only regret is that I did not learn to Hy much soo~er,
when it would have been of great help to me in the per-
formance of many of my duties during my active career.

There are probably still many officers in the Army today
who pass up opportunities or fail to make full use of liaison
planes just because they are squeamish about Hying. That
is why I think experience in the air, especially gained in
learning how to By a light plane, should be as widespread
as possible among all Army officers, as well as selected war-
rant officers and noncommissioned officers.

In the old days we rode the horse. \Ve learned our
equitation at government expense; and they weren't very
solicitous about our personal desires either. Now the air-
plane is much more important to army activity than was the
horse. Along with the expansion of Air Power, the Army
now has its own Aviation; and that will expand, too, tre-
mendously.

WHY not set up a project to teach a large group of offi-
cers and other key personnel to Hya light plane of the liaison
type? If this were done, an officer who had progressed up to
a point of qualifying for a private pilot's license as issued by
the Civil Aeronautics Authority would have the following
advantages over the nonHying ground officer.

a. He would be at home in a light plane so that he
could give his entire attention to his mission.

b. He would be familiar with the appearance of the
terrain from different altitudes and be able to identify
natural features, works of man, and moving objects.

c. He could help either in navigating or piloting the
plane.

d. If his pilot were disabled, as might happen in 'war,
he could take over-possibly scwe both lives.

e. He would know without further study or briefing:
(1) Air speeds of liaison planes.
(2) Size of landing strips required for take-off or

landing of such planes.
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(3) Type of weather such planes can fly in; have
knowledge of cloud formations and 'Wind di-
rection that precede an approaching front,
and thus knoll' in what direction a flight
could be made.

(4) Type of instruments required in the plane
and qualifications required of the pilot for in-
strument flying in an overcast.

f. He would. be better able to cooperate with the Air
Force in air defense, close ground support, and in air-
borne operations.

How can the project be started? Perhaps it would be too
expensive to detach the training personnel from their units
and send them to Air Force basiG schools for such training.
However, the task could be accomplished by utilizing exist-
ing civilian aviation schools. These schools are scattered
throughout the forty-eight states and the District of Colum-
bia, and are also located in the vicinity of some of our for-
eign garrisons. Most of them are approved by the Veterans
Administration or other Federal or State agency.

INITIALLY officers could be permitted, on a voluntary
basis, to submit their applications for Hight training. After
appropriate examinations, the Department of the Army
could then select the authorized number of applicants to
take Hight training at government expense at an approved
civilian school of their own choice, located near their sta-
tions, "with the understanding that they would take the
training after duty hours or when on leave. Ground school
classes would probably be held at night anyway. The appli-
cant should be required to complete the course for a private
pilot's license within one year from the date of starting. This
would require 40 to 50 hours of instruction in the air;
ground school classes would be in addition thereto and run
concurrently. The cost to the Government would run about
$500.00 per individual. The Army officer would pay for any
further flying he might do for his own pleasure, and to im-
prove his skill, but he should be permitted to fly govern-
ment owned liaison planes when available, without cost to
himself.

This plan should be enlarged eventually to teach the ma-
jority of officers of the combat arms, and a smaller percent-
age of warrant officers and noncommissioned officers of the
combat arms to fly a light plane.

Army To Organize Transport Companies Equipped With Helicopters

Transport companies equipped with helicopters designed
for Army combat operations and logistical support are being
organized for use in corps, divisions and smaller tactical
units.

Each company will be equipped with 23 helicopters.
Two of the aircraft will be used for command and recon-
naissance purposes. The other helicopters will be of the
light cargo type for transport of men, equipment and sup-
plies.

The helicopter's vertical ascent and descent capabilities,
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ability to hover and land or take off without prepared land-
ing areas will meet situations which would not permit the
use of conventional aircraft.

Helicopter-equipped companies will facilitate special
types of operations which may be required for arctic, am-
phibious, mountain and jungle warfare where movement
of vehicles on the ground can be extremely difficult. The
use of these aircraft will afford greater mobility behind
our front lines in the combat zone. The Army stated that
it visualized their employment somewhat as "flying jeeps."
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AAA Does Its Part In South Korea
By Lieutenant Colonel J. D. Steuens, G.S.C.

I
I

I
I
f M-55 Ack Ack Gun Crews Break Up Road Blocks.

COl\HvllTTED to combat under the same adverse condi-
tions as the other anns in Korea, the AAA in that theater
possessed an adaptability to varied roles, showed an ability to
absorb tactical lessons, provided a sorely needed source of
fire power, and demonstrated a willingness to tackle any job
assigned, which evoked generally universal commendation
from commanders in Korea for a job well done.

To veterans of Europe and the Pacific in \~Torld \Var II,
the news of the devastatingly effective fire power of AAA
A\\T in support of infantry and the high rate of fire and ac-
curacy of AAA 90mm, supplementing FA fire, will come as
no surprise. In Korea, this belief in the value of AAi\ was
reaffirmed among those who had previously experienced it,
and the worth of AM was firmly established in the convic-
tions of those who had not hitherto witnessed its perform-
ance.

The virtual absence of enemy air attacks in the Pusan
beachhead, far from rendering AM unimportant, permitted
its extensive employment in the alternate surface mission,
completely vindicating the tactical doctrine enunciated in
Section IV, Department of the Army Training Circular
No. 13, 1949.

In fact, this absence of enemy air was fortuitous in permit-
ting commanders to employ AM on the mission dictated by
consideration of the greatest threat to the command under
the circumstances in the Pusan beachhead, Air Forces main-
tained only a skeleton AA defense of its airfields using a
battery of AAA A\\1 (SP). Air Force then released AAA
gun units, originally allOClteclto it by the theater for coordi-
natecl air defense, to Army for use in the alternate surface
role as Field Artillery during the breakout to the north.

The versatility of AM permitted the application of this
surface role employment and its extension in a variety of as-
signments, and the performance of AAA in executing such
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missions brought forth statements from both infantry and
artillery commanders that they desired all the AAA they
could get. Competition for use of AAA A\V (SP) units was
particularly keen among divisional infantry and field artil-
lery units, and the premium on corps artillery enhancecl the
importance of AAA 90mm units as Field Artillery.

As an example of the flexibility which was' achieved to
bring the fire power of AAA guns to bear, and which all AM
gun unit commanders should increasingly strive to develop
in their units, an AAA group headquarters was detached
from Air Force Control, attached to Army, further attached
to corps and given an AAA 90mm battalion and 155mm
Howitzer FA battalion. \\lith these battalions, it was in
effect made the division artillery of a.ROK division. Impro-
vising necessary survey and communications with the help
of FA units in adjacent divisions, this composite group
initially participated in the attacks on the walled city of
Kasan, to the north of the famous "bowling alley." In this
mission it participated in the breakout from the Pusan
beachhead and was, when I last heard of it, moving north
with the ROK Division which it supported.

THE rate of fire of the divisional AAA A\V (SP) units
and particularly the 1\'I-16s and M-19s made them dear
to the hearts of their comrades in the divisions. vVhen
fire power was at a premium against mass attacks along
established lines or against sorties by large bands of infiltra-
tors, the A\\l units mowed the enemy down. In one particu-
lar sector on the Naktong front, the AV'; units were tied
in directly with the final protective line of the infantry
regiments. There they annihilated wave after wave of the
advancing enemy until in some cases, with ammunition
exhausted, they were overrun; though their losses were
heavy, they took pride in contributing to the traditions of
a fighting division in maintaining vital positions. In other
actions, this same AAA AW Battalion (SP) contributed to
the fact that in this division no FA batteries were overrun.
This, in a campaign where the enemy constantly strove to
nullify our punch by overrunning FA units.

In the divisions, the A\\1 units were employed on patrols
in which tanks were used, on patrols where tanks were not
available, on relief missions to evacuate cut-off infantry pa-
trols, as our own road blocks, against enemy road blocks, to
provide rear guards of convoys on MSR's, to provide close-in
protection for FA units, to furnish CP protection (for any
headquarters which could obtain A\\1 AAA that was not
required in higher priority elsewhere), for protection of
liaison airstrips against enemy infiltration sorties, and for
close-support roles directly with infantry units. Knocked
out M-15s, M-16s, M-19s and M-39s gave mute testimony
of their efforts on the defense, in all sectors; the presence of
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South Korean replacements alongside creVl.men on other
AAA equipment moving fonvard, when the offensive to the
north began, \vas evidence that antiaircraft artillerymen
shared in the Armv's ability to utilize new resources and in
their universal wili to caI1); on ..

WITH the other soldiers in Korea, antiaircraft artillery-
men had to relearn the lessons of physical toughness and
competence with individual weapons so necessary for per-
sonal survival. They quickly came to grasp the principles of
security for crC\v-served weapons which demand a sharing of
the watch, small arms protection, and a close tie-in with
other elements in a perimeter defense. They learned how to

apply the tremendous fire power of AAA effectively in
ground tactics with other arms, the necessity. for complete
mastery of their materiel, and the need for teamwork in its
operation. This familiarity with their materiel and the team-
work developed in ground firing will have equally valuable
application when used against aircraft attacks.

They learned the lessons of adaptability, Hexibility, im-
provisation, and developed a versatility which should be a
continuing asset to AAA. They learned that utility against
the most dangerous threat to the command is the quality
which the commander will prize most highly, and is the
quality which will insure their proportionate contribution to
the over-all effort of the command.

Notify the Journal of your change of address.

We live and learn
By lieutenant Colonel Russell M. Nelson, Arty.

THE action in Korea is underlining a lesson taught us
in the war in the Pacific-that the front lines in any opera-
tion are not necessarily continuous, that infiltration and
guerrilla tactics must be expected and planned for by all
elements in the combat zone. It follows that, if these ele-
ments are to continue to exist and function, a defense
against this type of action must be planned and put into
operation.

The defense against these tactics does not pose a new
problem requiring a new solution. The Indian Wars in
this country are classic examples of infiltration and guerrilla
tactics. Our problem is to insure the adequate training of
individuals and units in countermeasures for this type of
action. Recognizing the problem, Headquarters Army Field
Forces recently issued a directive that all programs of in-
struction in officer courses at the service schools would in-
clude "-thorough psychological, physical and combat train-
ing of each individual of a unit and of all units, especially
of rear area service and administrative elements, to prepare
them to anticipate possible isolation and attack by infiltrat-
ing units and to give training in the offensive-defensive
measures necessary to combat this type of warfare-"

Light antiaircraft, with its fire power, Hexibility, mobility
and general availability, has demonstrated with great em-
phasis in Korea that it is a tremendous asset to the ground
defense in providing some of the countermeasures to the
infiltration and guerrilla attacks.

Lt. Col. Russell M. Nelson is the Assistant Coordinator of Instruction
in the Antiaircraft and Guided Missiles School, Fort Bliss, Texas.
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The combat experience of the AAA AW (SP) Battalion
somewhere in Korea is a prime example .. This battalion is
organic to an infantry division and had the mission of de-
fending the division air strip and the division artillery. Since
the only enemy air activity was an occasional strafing at-
tack, the fire units were engaged principally in ground de-
fense. The enemy's tactics were to infiltrate by units rang-
ing up to company size and attempt to destroy artillery and
cut the supply lines.

In one attack on an artillery position the M-16 cre\v as-
signed to the position opened up at about 700 yards range
and turned back the first attack. This gave the FA Battery
time to emplace their lOS's in new positions to fire point-
blank into the ranks of the enemy on the next wave, break-
ing up that attack.

On another occasion the light antiaircraft held off the
initial assault until the lOS's could deploy in defensive posi-
tions. The assault finally came to a stop 50 yards short of
the objective except for one M-16 which was temporarily
overrun. By actual count there were 97 enemy dead sur-
rounding the position, a major portion of which were at-
tributed to the light antiaircraft section.

Both of thfSe engagements were small local actions. But
to the men who participated they were of major importance.
These attacks were a positive threat to the very existence of
the unit. They highlight two basic facts. First, all elements,
\vhether in the front lines or the rear areas~must be prepared
to meet infiltration and guerrilla attacks. Second, the fire
po~wer, Hexibility, and mobility of the light antiaircraft,
when properly employed, can quickly and efficiently com-
bat these attacks.

LEAlli'T AND LIVE
ANTIAIRCRAFT JOURNAL
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Self Propelled AAA In Indirect Fire Missions
By Lieutenant Colonel Walter Killilaet Arty.

I
Left to rigbt-General 1\Iarquac and Lc. Co!. \X'alrer Killilae,

82d AAA A \Xi' Bn. (SP).

DUHlNG defensive operations east of the Naktong River
in Korea, Battery B of the 82d AAA A\V Battalion (SP)
was a part of the 23d Regimental Combat Team of the 2d
Infantry Division. In early September the unit was called
upon to devise a method of firing indirect night fire missions
with their lV116'sand 1\1119's.

A temporary shortage of 105mm artillery ammunition
made it necessary for the Ref commander to call upon
Battery B to bring indirect interdiction fire upon known or
suspected enemy positions. \Vhile the results were difficult
to assess accurately, the missions were fired successfully.

Captain Kenneth L. Boullion, with First Lieutenants
Clyde T. Hathaway and James C. YVilson of Battery B,
developed the procedures and conducted the fire that re-
sulted in the destruction of at least one enemy ammunition
dump and inAicted numerous casualties upon the North
Koreans.

It was successfully shown that plunging fire reaches into
foxholes and denies areas to the enemv. The ammunition
expended was considered worth \Vhil~ as the problem of
delivering indirect fire in ground support missions with
AAA weapons was partially solved. Such detrimental fac-
tors as the high silhouette and the "fire drawing" proclivities
of the AAA weapons were neutralized in this type of firing.

THE procedure as developed for indirect fire with the
M16's was:
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(I) Orient a map of the area and locate the weapon and
target on the map.

(2) Determine the azimuth of the gun-target line on the
map. Using the back azimuth one man positions
himself and sighting with a compass in front of and
facing the weapon on line with the gun-target.
When the gunner's sight and the compass are in line,
the weapon is laid in direction.

(3) From the map detennine the horizontal range and
the altitudes of the weapon and target. Compute the
difference in altitudes. To determine elevation to be
set on the weapon, enter the firing tables (Ff 0.50
AA-T-1, 1\llachine CaI. 0.50 Browning M2) using as
factors the range and altitude difference. Use Part 2,
Table IV a, for target above gun or Part 2, Table
IV b, for target below gun. Set this elevation on the
mount with gunner's quadrant placed on the cover
of one of the machine guns.

( 4) To determine whether fire can be delivered on a
target and clear an intervening mask, reference is
made to Table III or Part 2, Table V, FT 0.50 AA
T-I. If the elevation required to hit the target is
greater than that to the top of the mask, firing may
be conducted. Details covering safety factors to be
added when firing over friendly troops also may be
found in the firing tables.

(5) Use procedure set forth in FM 6-135 at OP to make
corrections.

Procedure for indirect fire with 1\1119's was:

(1) Set up an OP as near the gun-target line as possible.
Conduct registration fire during daylight. i\lake ad-
justments in accordance with established FA princi-
ples using quadrant elevation and azimuth read from
gunner's quadrant and lensatic compass.

(2) Improvise luminous aiming stakes, and place same
15 to 20 yards from weapons in direction of target
as determined from registration.

(3) During fire operate an OP. Observer makes correc-
tions in range based on bursts, and corrections in
azimuth based on tracer and on bursts. Use pro-
cedure set forth in FM 6-135, employing either
infantry, FA or AM personnel at OP.

ANTIAIRCRAFT JOURNAL



Tropic lightning Division Antiaircraft
By lieutenant lowell H. Beilsmith, ~rtillery

BATTERY A, 25th AAA AW Battalion (SP), com-
manded by Captain Leonard M. Pederson, is an integral
part: of Major General William B. Kean's 25th Infantry
"Tropic Lightning" Division. Our primary mission has
been the ground support and defense of field artillery bat-
teries. The self-propelled antiaircraft has also been used
for close support of infantry, elimination of road blocks and
for .the ground and air defense of the Division organic
light aviation section.

During the early stages of the Korean campaign in the
Yongdok area on our first day of action, the battery had a
platoon supporting and defending the 159th FA Battalion.
This platoon was successfully used to strafe a Korean village
in a softening up action for ROK troops under the com-
mand of Colonel (Tiger) Kim. The half-tracks were also
used at night to patrol the roads, keeping them open, seek-
ing and engaging the enemy, who had infiltrated through
our lines and were exacting their toll by small arms and
mortar fire.

During one of our road patrols we assisted Company A
65th Combat Engineers. They were engaged in a small
arms fight with superior enemy forces. We engaged the
enemy with the 1\1-16quad .50 half track mounts and thus
provided fire cover which enabled them to collect their
equipment and withdraw. As the fight progressed, we re-
ceived small arms, automatic weapons and mortar fire. The
following morning, Lt. Col. Teeters, commanding First
Battalion, 35th Infantry Regiment, contacted us. Lt. Wil-
limn Carney with his M-39 command vehicle and two half-
tracks (M-16's) led an infantry patrol to a village where
the NOI1thKoreans were reported to be organizing. We
used our tracks in dry river beds for our approach because
the roads were much too narrow to permit fire and ma-
neuver. We were able to deliver direct fire support before
the infantry jumped off.

The next night, two of our sections were ordered to
protect and hold at all costs a bridge which the enemy had
charged with 1,500 pounds of demolitions. An enemy at-
tack was launched toward this bridge, but was broken by
the combined efforts of the ROK ground troops and fighters
of the U. S. Air Force. The enemy withdrew to an orchard
approximately 1,000 yards from our positions to reorganize.
A ROK Major then requested that one of our tracks strafe
the orchard area. We complied by delivering a heavy con-
centration of machine gun fire and approximately 160
rounds of 37mm tree bursts. A lieutenant and a driver
from the Engineers estimated 60 dead North Koreans after
our mission was completed. Our last action in this area was
close support of ROK ground troops. The North Koreans
launched an all-out attack at approximately 0330 hours.
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Our tracks helped stem this attack, firing at ranges of 500
to 600 yards, inHicting heavy enemy losses. We were har-
assed by mortar and artillery fire. The tracks drew fire but
those injured were generally ground troops.

Then came the withdrawal to Sangju where the firing
platoons and Battery Headquarters joined. The Battery
then withdrew to Masan where Battery Headquarters and
one platoon set up an air and ground defense of the Divi-
sion Air Section. The other platoon moved out to provide
ground defense for .the F. A. During our defense of the
Division Air Section at Masan, we received some air attacks;
however, we were under complete blackout and did not
return the enemy fire.

While with the F. A. Batteries (one section per battery),
our tracks performed frequent ground support: missions.
We pinned the enemy down, generally in defense, occa-
sionally in suppoDtof both field artillery and infantry. We
inRioted a great number of casualties on small and large
groups of the enemy, especially when they made assaults
upon the relatively vulnerable field artillery positions. We
often killed Koreans within 20 yards of our tracks. We
found a great need for outposts to protect our .tracks from
surprise. In one instance, an alert riReman, on outpost dur-
ing dark hours, saved an M-15 from surprise by three North
Koreans dressed in civilian clothes. They were carrying
new burp guns. We believe in 24 hour guards on the
tracks and outposts at least a few yards from the tracks, even
if onlv a lone riReman!

DURING the "Tropic Lightning's" push from Masan
to Kunsan still under the command of Major General Wil-
liam B. Kean, our sections supported Task Force Dolvin!
The Task Force consisted of three serials. We had an
M-16 at the head of and an M-15 at the rear of each serial.
We maintained radio communications for the column.
Complete blackout was observed. During the push our
tracks were used to return sniper fire, and on occasion to
destroy enemy OP's and outposts.

Sergeant First Class Charles G. Hoke, formerly with
another AAA AW SP battery in the 24th Division, said they
were used primarily to cover withdrawals by giving fire sup-
port:. On another occasion a SP platoon (M15Al's and
M16's) reenforced a platoon of engineers to guard the left
Hankof .the 34th Infantry Regiment during a strategic with-
drawal. This was done by placing demolition charges at
key bridges. One half .track was left at each bridge. When
the enemy forced contact they were engaged in a fire fight
until it was time to withdraw. The bridge would then be
blown, the engineers would pile on and a hasty retreat was
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made to the next bridge where the same procedure was fol-
lowed. Each step back increased the ore power by one more
trnck. During the North Korean crossing of the Kum River.
three tracks 'were used to reenforce the 19th Infantry Regi-
ment. The half-tracks were moved to vantage points on line
with our infantry under cover of darkness. During the night
small groups of enemy forded the river and at dawn the
main enemv attack was launched, and the enemv crossed
en masse ,,:hile guerrillas ored from our rear and 'from the
hills above and behind the main enemy attack.

THE AM was successfully used to cut down, pin down
and hold back the enemy advance. There was no lack of
targets, but the pitifully ~mall number of tracks was unable
to cover all approaches. In their oelds of fire they stopped
the enemy completely but found they drew artillery and
mortar ore as if by magnetic force. The main difficulty,

I
other than lack of numbers, was found to be our inability
to keep sufficient ammunition on hand to continue a ore
oght for any length of time. The section leaders' and squad
leaders' compartments were filled with loose ammunition
and other improvised expedients were used, but even this
was not adequate. This fire fight was maintained from
0400 hours until 2100 hours. By 0900 hours two tracks
were put out of commission by A T Guns and mortar ore.
About 1800 hours that same day, while trying to withdraw,
the last remaining track met a road block. The crew at-
tempted to eliminate the road block. During this direct
fire the third track was destroyed by A T fire. This and
other similar action caused over 50% casualties among the
AAA crews and earned them their nickname of which thev
are very proud, "The Automatic Infantry." .

We feel that some of our main weaknesses are our:

a. Inability to carry sufficient ammunition to main-
tain a fire fight.

b. High silhouette.
c. Pitiful lack of numbers; each division needs at

least a battalion of SP AAA.
d. 1\115Al's in lieu of 1\1-19's.

\Ve have also learned by our mistakes, some of which
were:

a. When supporting field artillery units they must
assist us in providing an outside, perimeter or outpost
guard to prevent our tracks from being overrun, espe-
cially at night. Once, and only once, we failed in this;
next, in came a grenade; and out of commission went
the turret with one man killed and severnl wounded.
Five men cannot maintain adequate ground security
over an extended period of time and still maintain the
comoot efficiency of which the 25th Division Artillery
is so proud. We have had 50 ROK soldiers assigned
to us to assist in maintaining our local security, which is
a big help in spite of the language barrier.

b. When performing a surface primary mission it
is still necessary Itomaintain a high standard of ability
to recognize aircraft. During the early stages of combat
we nearly shot down one of our own planes,
This Korean Campaign is not exactly what we were look-

ing for, but one feature we have come to like: we don't
have to look for employment. These down to earth, fight-
ing commanders like our weapons; they put us right on the
team and scrap to keep us there permanently.

In parting, we of the famous "Tropic Lightning" Divi-
sion are proud to be serving under Major General William
B. Kean, and Brigadier General George B. Barth, of the
25th Infantry Division Artillery.

51st AAA Brigade Moves To Camp Stewart

NATIONAL Guard AM units of the 51st AAA Brigade 172nd AM Operations Detachment, Georgia.
have moved from Camp Gordon to Camp Stewart, Georgia. 10lst AAA Gun Battalion, Georgia.
The reopening of Camp Stewart as an AM training center 250th AAA Gun Battalion, Georgia.
in September, recalled the World War IIera, when scores
of newly activated AM units were trained for combat at ?lOth AAA Gun Battalion, Virginia.
Stewart. 713th AAA Gun Battalion, South Carolina.

Brigadier General Charles C. Curtis of Allentown, Penn- These units are in addition to those previously listed in
sylvania, has added to his command the 224th AM Group, the September-October issue of the JOURNAL, when the
Va. with the foIIowing AM Battalions: Brigade was at Camp Gordon.
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G U ERRI LLA*
By Colonel Samuel B. Griffith, II, USMC

PART II
SY~OPSIS

AltIlolIgh lIe was impatient with Ilis generals dllring tIle
Pellinslll;" H1ar became tIley cOllld not Sllppress guerrilla
~ctivities, Napoleon never bothered to Hnderstmld partisan
warfare-a mistake that cmlsed him to let a great victory at
,\IOSC01l1in 1812 tum into a pain fill mId humiliating re-
treat. Finally, Lmtrrence of Arabia wrote dOllJn a workable

I doctrine for gllerrilla warfare and tested its efftcacy against

I
the Turks with remarkable s1lccess.

Of- Of- Of-

GUERRILLAS are invariablv men who enlist of their

l
awn free will. They are not drafted, con:cripted, le.vi~d,or

called up. They join. And just as a guernlla fighter Joms, so

I may he separate, though it is most unlikely that he will. 11le
averaoe conscripted soldier fiohts for one reason-because he
Iws t~ the guerrilla fights be~ause he wills to. He is a man
apart; the psychology of a drafted man with nothing to spur
him on but the ardent desire to "get it over with" is not the
PsvcholOPv of the ouerrilla who drinks from deeper and

J bJ' b

clearer springs.-
1\'lao T ze Tung, who is a well-educated and well-read

man, elaborated on Lenin's ideas for the conduct of guer-
I rilla operations. The battle history of the Chinese Commu-

nist guerrillas proves that Mao's ideas were sound. He
realized that effective guerrilla operations could only be con-

I ducted in a spacious country with relatively poor communi-
cations. He was as quick as Lawrence to see that there must
be identification of the ouerrilla effort with a "cause," that

t>

it must be identified with objectives acceptable to the people
3S a whole.

The Japanese generals in North China suffered in pre-
ciselv the same manner as had Napoleon's marshals in Spain
and 'Russia. They could get no information; they were in a
perpetual fog. At guerrilla headquarters on the other hand
there was constantly available the very latest enemy order
of battle for the whole of North China. Japanese convoys
were mined and shot up, their punitive columns ambushed
and decimated, their messengers captured, their supply
trains derailed and isolated posts attacked, bombed out, and
burned. Thousands of miles of telephone and telegraph
wire was cut down and buried in fields and the poles were
carried off, chopped up and burned for firewood. Head-
quarters were dynamited and paymasters robbed. The Chi-
nese guerrillas never prevented strong Japanese columns
from marching anywhere they wished nor did they prevent
the invader from occupying major cities. They did harass
him so vigorously that in desperation he took desperate meas-
ures. Among these were murdering hostages, torturing cap-
tured guerrillas, destroying towns, and issuing proclamations
to the effect that all those who were not positively pro-

*Reprinted with permission of Marine Corps Gazet:e.
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Japanese were ipso facto communists and would, uI?on cap.
ture, be executed. But in spite of all this, Japanese forces of
less than regimental strength did not dare to move in the
daytime. No Japanese ever moved at night; nothing, includ-
ing trains and motor trucks, moved at night.

Mao writes that guerrilla warfare must be based in the
people. This as has been pointed out is the controlling fact
and it must be recognized as such. The people are the
water; the guerrillas the fish. As long as the water is main-
tained at the right political and economic temperature the
fish can swim about effectively, Hourish and reproduce.

Mao did not contribute anything particularly original to
guerrilla strategy or tactics but he has the distinction of be-
ing, after Lawrence (whom it appears he had not read) the
first to formulate doctrine and to express it clearly and to the
point ..

"\Vhen we discuss the terms front and rear," he says, "it
must be remembered that while guerrillas do have bases
their primary field of activity is in the enemy's rear areas.
They themselves have no rear. ... As to the matter of mili-
tarv responsibilities: those of the ouerrillas are to extenni-, t>
nate small forces of the enemy; to harass and weaken large
forces; to attack enemy lines of communication; to establish
bases capable of'supporting independent operations in the
enemy's rear; to force the enemy to qisperse his strength, and
to coordinate all those activities with those of the regular
armies on distant battle fronts."

Mao does not believe that guerrilla warfare can of itself
be decisive:

"The concept that guerrilla warfare is an end in itself and
that guerrilla activities should be divorced from those of the
reoular forces is incorrect."

t> •

But he does say that the opposite point of view is equally
faulty and equally dangerous, and that those who condemn
guerrilla activities on the grounds that warfare has no other
aspects than the purely orthodox have failed to appreciate
the relationship that should exist between guerrillas and the
regular forces:

"\Ve believe it can be stated this way: 'Guerrilla opera-
tions during the anti-Japanese war may for a certain time
and temporarily become its paramount feature, particularly
insofar as the enemy's rear is concerned. However, if we
view the war as a whole there can be no doubt that the regu-
lar forces are of primary importance because it is they alone
who are capable of producing the decision. Guerrilla war-
fare assists them in producing this favorable decision. Or-
thodox forces may under certain conditions operate as guer-
rillas, and the la;ter may under certain conditions develop
to the status of the former. Both guerrilla forces and regu-
lar forces have their respective development and their
proper combinations.' "

It is impossible to improve upon 1\lao's summation of
guerrilla tactical doctrine:
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"The movements of guerrilla troops must be secret and
of supernatural rapidity; the enemy must be taken unawares
and the action entered speedily. There can be no procrasti-
nation in the execution of plans; no assumption of a passive
defense .... The basic method is the attack in a violent and
deceptive form. It is profitable only to launch and push an
attack with ma.ximum speed."

1\1ao's theories and doctrines of guerrilla ,var stood up
wen and regardless of the judgments that history, or his own
people may eventually register against him, it must be ac-
knowledged that his contribution to the philosophy of guer-
rilla action has been profound and will be lasting.

In 1940-41 the German armies invaded the Ukraine and
the Baltic provinces of the USSR. The people welcomed
the Germans as deliverers and came to them bringing bread
and salt, traditional symbols of hospitality. The German
reply to this simple gesture was torture, hanging and shoot-
ing. Even Goebbels recognized that in this policy of the
Gestapo a major and irreparable error had been made! But
the Fuehrer, with a stupidity that exceeded that of Napo-
leon, had publicly decreed that the Russians were to be
made the slaves of the greater Reich. And the Russian peo-
ple began to fight, perhaps not because they did not fear
the satraps in Moscow, but because they feared the more
transportation and enslavement, or extermination. And they
aided the Red armies to drive the Germans from the soil of
H.ussia. The general extent of partisan aid to the Russian
armies is a matter of historical record; without it the Red
armies could not have achieved the rapid successes they did
when they went over to the general offensive after Stalin-
grad. The familiar pattern of guerrilla action was repeated
on a vast scale, and the Germans had no solution of either a
political or military nature, for the disaster that engulfed
them..

In the records of our own wars we may find further ex-
amples of the fundamental concepts that must be applied
if there is to be success in partisan operations. Three of the
greatest leaders in the history of guerrilla warfare were
Americans: Francis Marion, the "Swamp Fox," John S.
Mosby, Col., C.S.A., and Brig. Gen. John Hunt Morgan,
C.S.A. While one cannot be sure that T. E. Lawrence had
studied their operations there is some reason to believe that
he was not entirely unacquainted with Mosby's theories and
exploits, for Lawrence, like Col. Mosby, was a student of
history and an avid reader, and was familiar with the Vir-
ginia campaigns of the American Civil War through Hen-
derson's standard work on Jackson.

Marion's guerrilla activities in South Carolina soon began
to tell heavily on the British and most seriously incon-
venienced Cornwallis, whose plans were continually dis-
rupted by them. [It was this British general (who later
surrendered at Yorktown) who gave Marion his nom de
guerre, "The Swamp Fox," by which he is remembered by
generations of Americans.] His tactics were those which all
successful guerrilla leaders who followed him were to apply.
Operating with the greatest speed from inaccessible bases
which he changed frequently, he struck his blows in rapid
succession at isolated garrisons, convoys, and trains. His in-
formation was always timely and accurate, for the people
supported him.

The British, unable to cope with Marion, branded him a
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criminal, and complained bitterly that he fought neither
"like a gentleman" nor "a Christian," a charge similar to
those which orthodox soldiers when stung by tactics they
cannot successfully counter are wont to apply in alllan<h
and in all wars to such ubiquitous, intangible, and deadl)'
antagonists as Francis Marion.

A cause? He had it, and because it was the cause of the
people they supported him, fed him, protected him, and
supplied him with information. Perfect intelligence, speed,
surprise, and the ability to suit his measures to his means,
and to extract maximum return from his combinations were
the distinguishing characteristics of his operations. They
produced upon the British the moral and physical effects he
sought and contrihuted heavily to the final victory in the
South and to that of our country. This was appreciated at
the time. for Marion was highly honored in the young na-
tion and the rank of brigadier general was bestowed upon
him.

John Mosby, a graduate of the University of Virginia, a
lawyer and a student of history, began his career in the
American Civil Vvar as a soldier in a cavalry company that
in the spring of 1861 was assigned to the First Virginia Cav-
alry under the command of Col. J. E. B. Stuart. In the course
of the first year Mosby proved himself to be a man of more
than ordinary judgment and intelligence and a scout of
courage and initiative. Stuart kept his eye on the ex-lawyer
and he was soon commissioned.

Finally, Mosby prevailed upon Stuart to give him 15 men
to carry out raids on Union communications, "to threaten
and harass the enemv."

He began the ca'reer that may well be taken as the
model for all partisan commanders in January, 1863, and
immediately began to produce results.

"An English officer, Colonel Percy Wyndham, a soldier
of fortune who had been with Garibaldi in Italy, com-
manded the cavalry brigade and was in charge of the out-
posts. He was familiar with the old rules of the schools, but
he soon learned that they were out of date, and his experi-
ence in war had not taught him how to counteract the forays
and surprises that kept his men in the saddle all the time.
The loss of sleep is irritating to anybody, and in his vexa-
tion at being struck by and striking at an invisible foe, he
sent me a message calling me a horse thief. I did not deny
it, but retorted that all the horses I had stolen had riders,
and that the riders had sabres, carbines and pistols."

Mosby decided to capture both Wyndham and Brig. Gen.
Stoughton, whose troops were supposed to control the guer-
rilla situation in that part of the country. In a daring night
raid into the General's headquarters he snatched the Briga-
dier and two of his staff out of a peaceful sleep and made off
with a large number of prisoners and almost a hundred
horses. This incursion so aroused the Government that Lin-
coln sent Maj. Gen. Stahel to Virginia charged with the
mission of putting a stop to Mosby's activities. Needless to
say, he was unsuccessful.

By the late summer of 1863 Mosby's 15men had grown to
five companies, vvell mounted (on captured horses), well
armed (with Federal carbines and revolvel;s) and ,yell
equipped with saddles, blankets, knapsacks and binoculars
(furnished by the Quartermaster, USA). l\10sbv was thus
able to extend the scope of his operations. On the 30th of
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May the partisan, now a major, had the pleasure of derailing
and destroying his first train and routing the train guard.

Itwas 1\losb,,'s idea that his own activities should directly
contribute to Lee's operations in Virginia. He wrote th~t
partisans should always work in cooperation with, but inde-
pendent of, an army, and he operated so that Union com-
manders were required to subtract resources of time, men,
and energy from the potential they might haw employed
against Lee. His operations in the summer of 1863 are
typified by this report to J. E. B. Stuart, made in July of that
year:

"I sent you in charge of Sergeant Beattie one hundred
and forty-one prisoners that we captured from the enemy
during their march through this country. I also sent off forty-
five several days ago. Included in the number, one Major,
one Captain and two Lieutenants. I also captured one hun-
dred and twenty-five horses and mules, twelve wagons (only

. three of which I was able to destroy), fifty sets of fine har-
ness, arms, etc., etc."

Throughout the winter of 1863-64 Mosby kept harassing
the Yankees in Northern Virginia. In Washington Gen.
Heintzelman, who commanded that city and who was re-
sponsible for the security of the President and the govern-
ment, was in a constant state of anxiety for his charges, and
had the plank flooring removed from the Chain Bridge every
night to prevent a partisan incursion.

On the 7th of August, 1864, Sheridan was named as the
commander of the nevvly created "Middle Department," was
given a strong force of all arms and directed by Grant to de-
stroy Jubal Early, to cut Lee's communications to the south-
west, and to dispose of Mosby. The partisan, with a battal-
ion of six companies, was the man who prevented the Union
General from carrying out the first two of these missions as
speedily as Grant would have wished. Sheridan never did
accomplish the third.

"The main object of my campaign was to vex and embar-
rass Sheridan, and if possible to prevent his advance into the
interior of the State. But my exclusive attention was not
given to Sheridan for alarm was kept up continuously by
threatening v\lashington and occasionally crossing the Poto-
mac. \Ve lived on the country where we operated and drew
nothing from Richmond except the gray jackets my men
wore. We were mounted, armed and equipped entirely off
the enemy, but, as we captured a great deal more than we
could use, the surplus was sent to Lee's army."

The Union commanders during the fall of 1864 found
the country "alive with rebel guerrillas," and no force
seemed adequate to put a stop to Mosby's depredations. He
was literally everywhere and nowhere; located here one day,
35 to 50 miles away the next, moving about with great
rapidity and causing his enemies to spend their time and
waste their strength "in pursuit of a Jack-o'-Lantern." In his
memoirs Sheridan wrote that although he had a force of ap-
proximately 94,000 to Early's 20,000, the disparity was
actually nowhere near as great as it seemed, for his excess
.of 74,000 was cancelled by the incidental demands of pro-
tecting his supply trains and lines of communication and
preventing raids into Maryland and Pennsylvania! By the
Union commander's own admission, Mosbv \\'as immobiliz-
ing 70,000 troops urgently needed to crush Early, outflank
Lee, and thus to conclude the war!
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1\:0 courier could get through with urgent military des-
patches without an escort of 500 men: a convoy of supplies
needed several thousand. But .l\'losb" was not intimidated
by numbers. He continued to captu~ couriers, to ambush
convoys, to derail trains, to tear up track, and to prevent
resumption of the rail service he had interrupted. Finally
Custer, one of Sheridan's subordinates. in desperation, made
the mistake of executing seven of 1\1osby's men. J\losby,
after much reflection, replied in kind and sent a letter to
Gen. Sheridan which closed with this paragraph:

"Hereafter, any prisoners falling into my hands will be
treated with the kindness due to their condition, unless some
new act of barbarity shall compel me, reluctantly, to adopt
a line of policy repugnant to humanity."

Thereafter, no more of Mosby's captured troopers were
murdered.

It may be argued that John Hunt Morgan was not a
partisan leader, and in the strict interpretation of that word
perhaps he was not. He did not base in occupied territory as
Marion and Mosby did and his cavalry was during most of
the war considered a part of the cavalry of the army com-
manded first by Johnston and later by both Beauregard and
Bragg. The independent command for which Morgan
always yearned came to him only when the war was almost
over and circumstances prevented him from doing what he
might have done earlier if he had been allowed a free hand.

Morgan considered himself a "raider" and the South re-
garded him as the Francis Marion of the Confederacy. In the
North he was variously labelled a partisan, a guerrilla, a
horse thief, a robber, and a murderer by newspaper editors
and the public at large in whose lexicon these terms seemed
to be synonymous.

As is usually the case in partisan warfare, the psychologi-
cal effects of Morgan's operations, which were to inspire the
entire South and to agitate the "loyal" public in Kentucky
and in the northern states that border the Ohio River, were
probably of equal importance with their military effects.
Morgan's raids, each one of which bore the unmistakable
stamp of his brilliant military personality, buoyed up South-
ern hopes and provided an impetus both to recruiting and
to the cooperation and support that the Southern people
extended to the war effort.

The general pattern of Morgan's operations was similar
to that of Mosby in Virginia. He seemed to be everywhere
at one and the same time.

In the spring of 1862, with Beauregard's encouragement,
Morgan created such a furore behind the Union lines in
Tennessee that Andrew Johnson, the military governor of
that State, was seriously upset.

"Such raids as Morgan's, he pointed out, were undermin-
ing the Federal successes in larger engagements and in-
spiring the people to greater resistance."

The plaints of the Governor and of Union generals that
more troops were needed to keep Morgan in check were dis-
missed rather cavalierly in Washington, where the Assistant
Secretary of ViTarstated that "all such 'guerrillas' as John
Morgan should be shot without challenge as enemies of
mankind." To this, one of the Federal generals replied,
pointing out that Morgan's guerrillas first had to be caught
-a detail the Assistant Secretary had overlooked.

On July 4th, 1862, Morgan led 880 officers and men out
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of Knoxville and took the road to Sparta in middle T ennes-
see. His command, "a nondescript body of soldiers, some
were in uniforms and some in jeans, some armed with rifles,
some with shotguns and some only with dubs. Lack of arms
was no great concern, for Morgan had promised all should
be equipped with rifles and pistols from Federal garrisons
in Kentucky." And they were.

A march of over 100 miles across the rugged Cumber-
lands behind him, Morgan turned north at Sparta on the 7th
and headed for Tomkinsville, Kentucky, some 70 miles
from Sparta and a few miles north of the Tennessee line.
At daybreak on the 9th, he struck, subdued the Federal gar-
rison, took 400 prisoners, and destroyed stores valued at half
a million. In the afternoon he dropped over to Glasgow,
about 30 miles to the west, attacked the small force there,
and destroyed more supplies. Shaping his course to the
northeast, Morgan moved rapidly to Lebanon, some 75
miles from Glasgow. En route he stopped off long enough
to tap into the telegraph circuits, find out the disposition of
Federal forces, and send off a few false messages.

At dawn on the 11th, Morgan was in front of Lebanon,
which he assaulted and captured with the usual quota of
prisoners and supplies. Morgan's men were now well
equipped, and the Quartermaster property for which the
citizens of Lebanon had no use was burned.

Four days later the raider was in the Bluegrass at Law-
renceburg, only 15 miles from the State Capital and 200
miles inside the Union lines. Here those of his men not
already well mounted "pressed" some of the horses for which
the district was as famous then as it is now.

Morgan stopped long enough en route to Georgetown to
scoop up a small Federal garrison at Midway, and again to
tap in on the telegraph circuit for information of enemy
movements. He sent a number of messages calculated to set
the Federals off on false scents and then made his way to
Georgetown, where he based for two days, recruiting and
sending out parties to burn bridges and harass the Federals.
By this time, as may well be imagined, the entire Bluegrass
was frantic and panic spread to Cincinnati. Not much help
was forthcoming from the quarter as Morgan's raiding par-
ties operating out of Georgetown had burned all the bridges
'south of the Ohio between Cincinnati and Lexington. Seek-
ing to confuse the enemy still further, Morgan rode to Cyn-
thiana, only about 30 miles south of the Ohio River and
65 miles from Cincinnati. The raiders had covered over
400 miles since leaving Knoxville. At Cynthiana he had
quite a fight, drove the garrison out, inflicted 90 casualties,
and took 400 prisoners.

On the morning of July 19th, Morgan passed through
Paris, 16 miles south of Cynthiana, and by midnight had
reached Richmond. In 39 hours his command had covered
more than 80 miles, fought a pitched battle, and had suf-
fered 37 casualties, of whom but eight were killed in action!
From Richmond he rode almost due south for the Kentucky
line and Sparta. He had left Tennessee with 900 men. He
returned with 1,200. He had killed and wounded hundreds
of Federals, captured and paroled a thousand, destroyed sev-
eral million dollars' worth of stores, torn up scores of miles
of track and burned a dozen bridges. He suffered less than
100 casualties.

Morgan spent mid-August profitably in the vicinity of
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Gallatin in north-central Tennessee, Mter entering Galla-
tin and surprising the entire Federal garrison which he took
as prisoners, Morgan and Ellsworth, his telegraph operator,
proceeded to the telegraph office. Here Ellsworth immedi.
ately began despatching trains, and ordered one of Gen.
Buell's supply trains from Kentucky to proceed at once to
Gallatin. When it steamed in it was captured, thoroughly
looted, and burned. The railroad was then torn up and a
tunnel so completely 'wrecked that it was impassable for
weeks, which greatly incommoded Gen. Buell.

An analysis of the hostilities in which guerrilla action has
been a major factor reveals at least three important con-
stants. The first of these is that in an ideological war part!":.
san activities are usual and general. They have occurred in
all such wars, and they must be anticipated, The second is
that the problem of nationwide guerrilla war is not amenable
to a solution purely military in character. Finally, partisans
can playa major role, if not the major one, in an ideological
struggle. The combatant who in the future neglects these
lessons of history does so at his own peril.

Modern arms and techniques have greatly increased the
capabilities of partisans, but will make no radical changes in
methods of operation. These continue to be (as they have
always been) to spread consternation in the rear of the
enemy, to mystify and deceive him, to strike at unexpected
times in unexpected places and by every other means to
damage him physically and morally, and to unbalance him
psychologically. Guerrillas do not, cannot and should not
stand and fight. They strike at times and places of their own
choosing, planning their blows only after careful analysis of
all available information of the enemy. Guerrillas never
grope in the dark; they leave that to the orthodox opponent.

Light aircraft, including helicopters, will be particularly
valuable for supply of guerrilla forces. Powerful explosives,
shaped charges, and light rocket-firing weapons make it pos-
sible for small groups to attack and destroy heavy installa-
tions, such as structures of steel and reinforced concrete,
that their predecessors were unable to cope with. Propa-
ganda facilities which have been greatly improved by such
things as light mobile presses make it easier than it has pre-
viously been for partisans to stage full dress propaganda
offensives among the people.

Partisan operations are capable of redressing an unbal-
anced situation in respect to available military manpower.
Ten thousand partisans organized into a number of columns
can easily tie up 10, 20, or 30 times their own number of
regular troops. Radio makes possible concerted partisan ef-
fort in widely separated areas. It also insures close strategic
and tactical coordination between conventional and partisan
forces and provides a means for the uninterrupted flow of
information.

Antipartisan operations embrace political, economic, and
psychological measures, as well as those of a military nature.
Indeed, the latter are of the least significance. The basis of
partisan operations is in the people, or at least in a proportion
of them. It becomes the first task then to win away impor-
tant segments of this support, a task which requires correct
policies in the three fields named. These policies will also
make it possible to recruit one's own partisans, \'.'ho should
constitute the major part of the antipartisan forces.

Partisans must be beaten at their mVIl game. This means
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.Il mobile columns must be the primary military agency.
These columns should be equipped with the lightest weap-
'lI5 consonant with deli\'ery of maximum fire effect. The
.,()mm mortar and the light machine gun would probably be
he heaviest organizational weapons carried. Light radi05
'varying ranges and characteristics will of course be essen-
at.
These columns cannot be dependent upon supply trains;

;upply, replacement, and e\'acuation must be carried out by
Ircraft so that the columns need not be tied to a base. All

I.{juipment must be transportable by light aircraft and heli-
:opters in order that an entire column may be moved from
"bce to place within its operating area with the greatest
:1OSsiblerapidity. Two or three antipartisan "Hying col-
JIllns" of several hundred men each would thus, even if
perating in an area of one hundred miles square, never be
l\lt of mutually supporting distance.

Antipartisan columns cannot be transferred from one area

1
0 another and be expected to operate effectively until some
:ime has elapsed after they have entered a new area. They

Imustlearn an area of operations so that they know it as well
s do the partisans themselves. Accurate maps are the first
requirement and air photos provide means for rapid and

Iaccurate map-making.
Too much centralization of control over operations of anti-

partisan columns must be avoided. There will be times
when coordination of their efforts will be both desirable and
necessary, but this should be a flexible procedure. Opera-
tional rigidity can result only in disaster.

Passive measures have never proven satisfactory. Cordon
,and blockhouse systems require an expenditure of time,
men, materials, and money that is not consonant with the
military return. The dispersion of troops with resultant im-
mobilization of large numbers of men is to be avoided. In
certain limited areas the use of such a system may be indi-
cated. Again, the policies of flexibility and mobility must
not be viola ted.

I The measures adopted by a commander charged with the
suppression of partisan activities in a given district must be
consistent with the end in view-pacification. The destruc-
tion of towns, barns and dwellings, the devastation of crops,Ithe seizure of innocent people as hostages, all these are of no

f
avail. They have been tried and found wanting. They do
not produce results but serve only to inflame the countryside
and to produce more guerrillas. The policy of judgment of

Iguilt because of association is likewise erroneous and will
boomerang. Never in the history of partisan warfare hasIsuch a policy had any effect other than to cause more deter-
mined resistance.

Captured partisans are entitled under generally recog-
nized "laws of war" to receive the same consideration that

is accorded other prisoners. If a commander summarily exe-
cutes them, which Napoleon's generals in Spain, the Ger-
mans in Russia, Custer in Virginia, and the Japanese in
China did, he must prepare for repayment in kind-he will
desen'e it, and will receive it, with interest compounded,
for the partisans may be e.\.pected to have under their con-
trol more of his men that he will of theirs. A commander's
policy in this regard should be to win over captured parti-
sans. This has been done in the past, and can be done in
the future.

The e)o,:periences that the armed forces of this country have
had in combating guerrillas have been inconsequential and
cannot be considered valid if applied to other than relatively
small nations with undeveloped 'technologies and in which
only the most primitive form of guerrilla action is possible.
The Philippines, Nicaragua, San Domingo, and Haiti all
fall into this category. Each of these areas was almost totally
undeveloped; each was isolated with relative ease; in none
were guerrillas properly equipped, organized or led.' And yet
the campaigns in each of them assumed considerable pro-
portions, and absorbed a great deal more military energy
than would have been necessary had there been a sound op-
erational concept. No such concept was evident in Nica-
ragua for example, where a few hundred poorly equipped
"Sandinistas" made monkeys out of thousands of Marines
and native troops for six years. There were isolated in-
stances of success, which occurred when local commanders
applied political, economic, and psychological weapons to
the problem, or when they made themselves more mobile
than the guerrillas. However, no district in Northern
Nicaragua was "pacified" by military means alone.
. It is abundantly clear that the problem posed by guerrilla
operations on a vast scale is not susceptible to a military solu-
tion that is completely divorced from political reality. But
given a reasonable political basis, military operations can be
productive if they are properly planned and executed by
ingenious and imaginative leaders. In planning them, com-
manders of tomorrow must turn to the past for illumination
of the problem. An abundant literature both o£Iicial and
unoflicial undoubtedly exists on the subject of partisan
activities in \Vorld \Var [I. This awaits canJul studv and
analvsis, the results of which should be made av;ilable
without further delay.

Recognition that a major problem exists must precede any
such undertaking; there is no evidence that guerrilla action
in a major war of the future has received such recognition.
But to bring a future war to a successful conclusion requires
more than mere recognition of the problem posed by partisan
activities such as those that seem certain to occur. It requires
serious study of all available historical experience, and the
formulation therefrom of realistic and flexible doctrine.

Fort Bliss Publications

Three new publications of the AAA & GM Branch of
. The Artillery School have been added to the list now avail-

able for distribution to authorized personnel. All three are re-
stricted.

ST 44-2-1 "Employment of the AAA Automatic Weap-
ons Battalion."
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ST 44-4-4 "Heavv 1\1\ Gunnen'."
ST 44-4-2 "Basic'Tactical Prin~iples for the Employment

of lvledium and Heavy Antiaircraft Artillery
Guns." ..

These may be procured from the Book Store, Fort Bliss,
Texas.
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Drewry's Bluff: A Turning Point
By Major John B. B. Trussell, Jr., Arty.

AT the beginning of the Civil \Var, Southern optimism
rocketed after the early success at Bull Run; but less than a
year later the people had lapsed into despair. Failure had
followed failure in the west. In the east, Federal command
was held by one of the brightest stars among the Union
generals, George B. McClellan. A good organizer and mag-
netic leader, he had withstood political a,;d popular pressure
for a premature offensive, taking time to train and regroup
into a disciplined and competent army the raw levies whose
behavior had given "Bull Run" a double meaning.

Hichmond was the Federal general's objective. The fall
of the Confederate capital would have psychological sig-
nificance, but equally important was the fact that it was one
of the major munitions centers of a country which had all
too few.

Bringing ambitious plans when he assumed command,
i\ IcClellan decided not to attack from the north, as his
predecessor had done, but to make his approach from the
east, up the broad peninsula formed by the James and York
rivers. This would give him secure flanks and (by use of
naval forces) increased mobility. Based on Fortress i\lonroe,
his was the greatest amphibious force in history until the
invasion of Sicily in 1943.

Confronting him was the Confederate force under Gen-
eral Joseph E. Johnston, who immediately initiated a course
of retreats to better lines. Tied to the defense of the city,
his position was a difficult one. He was badly outnumbered
and outgunned, and McClellan had the initiative.

JOHNSTON'S first withdrawal left the Norfolk Navy
Yard a prey to the Yankees. Aside from the loss of a valuable
shipyard, this meant that the Merrimac, which in early
March had brought terror to the North until fought to a
draw by the Monitor, had to be scuttled. Her twenty-three-
foot draft was too great for her to proceed up the James, and
with Norfolk gone she had no port to put back into. There
was nothing to bar the river route to Hichmond.

Recognizing and grasping his advantage with a quickness
which was to prove anything but characteristic, McClellan
sent a naval flotilla of five vessels upriver under Commodore
John Hodgers. The Secretary of the Navy's orders were "to
shell the city to surrender." Panic spread in Richmond and
gloom in Johnston's headquarters, for these orders were

Major John B. B. Trussell, Jr., served during World War \I as the Flak
Analysis Officer of the 67th Fighter Wing of the Eighth Air Force in the
ETO. After the war he served as a member of the Okayama Military
Government Team in Japan. He is presently studying at Columbia Uni.
versity.
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known there too--in those naive days one could buy thel
New York papers in Richmond alm~st as soon as th~y ap-
peared on Broadway, and nothing was secret from the
press. News that the flotilla included ironclads, one of
them the dreaded l\lollitor, added to the prevailing despair.
President Davis sent his wife and children off to North
Carolina for safety and the government archives were
packed for removal. Efforts were made to arm and or-
ganize clerks and businessmen for the city's defense.

Seven miles down the James, where the river is onlv a
mile wide, there rises on the south bank a 2OG-foot ~Iiff
called Drewry's Bluff. There, feverish if belated action
was taking place. Obstructions were put into the channel:
such of it as was left clear was narrow and tortuous, and
led directly below the crest of Drewry's Bluff, where can-
non (including a few rifled guns) were accumulated, to be
emplaced so as to bear upon the river. Opposite, on the
north bank, rifle pits were dug and occupied by volunteers.

On May 9, 1862, when Johnston had withdrawn to the
Chickahominy, almost in Richmond's suburbs, only three
guns had been mounted on Drewry's Bluff. But during
the succeeding few days all the energy at the command of
a desperate people fighting for their independence had
been put into the work. President Davis rode down twice
to observe what progress was being made.

There was a heavy rain on the night of the 14th; early
next morning the citizens were wakened by the sound of
gunfire, mumed by the clouds which still hung low.

Down the river, Commodore Rodgers' three wooden
ships, restricted in maneuver by the obstructions in the
channel, dropped downstream out of range. Their hulls
could not withstand the Confededate fire. Of the tw<Y
ironclads, the Monitor could not elevate her gun to bear
on the fort. The guns of Drewry's Bluff, however, bore
directly on the decks of the ships, though the shells
bounced harmlessly off the Monitor's iron hide.

THE engagement soon developed into a match between
the fort and Commodore Rodgers' flagship, the ironclad
Galena, which gallantly came in to a range of six hundred
yards. She was taken under the fire not only of Drewry's
Bluff but also of the C.S.S. Patrick Henry, one of whose
eight-inch rounds passed through her from stem to stern.
Altogether, she was holed thirteen times. Her crew sus-
tained more than thirty casualties. After an engagement
of almost four hours she was forced to withdraw down- -
stream, and with her receded all hopes of taking Richmond
bv water.

J

The little action at Drewrv's Bluff was unimportant in
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~rmsof numbers involved, but it had a far-reaching signif-
\-.tnce. It conditioned Federal planning for the remainder
.j the war. Richmond, to be taken, would have to be taken
'I" land-and between the Union forces and the Con-
.ederate capital there stood the Army of Northern Virginia.

In the campaign which followed and in the bloody Seven

Davs Battles, 1\lcClellan, and indeed the entire Union.
lea~ed of Robert E. Lee, the new Confederate leader.
1\lcClelian withdrew and shipped his army back to the
Potomac; Lincoln looked for a new general; and two years
elapsed before the Union Army could approach Richmond
agam.

RECOMMENDED BOOKS
THE HARD \~ AY HOME

By COLONEL \VILLlA;\t C. BRALY CRET.)

The surrender on Corregidor. Three years as a PO\ V in
Luzon, Fonnosa, Japan, and Manchuria. A realistic and
gripping story of how the strongest prisoners from Cor-

I regidorand Bataan kept up their morale to survive. But alas!
Two-thirds of the 20,000 American prisoners perished
under the shoddy treatment and atrocities. A background
ofsound indoctrination.

If not already there, put this story in the day room and
erery soldier will read it; or, in the home for every member
ofthe family.

Your old Coast Artillery friends from Corregidor are in
there; so are General V/ainwright, the Commander of
Singapore, and the Governors of Guam and Hongkong.

An Antiaircraft Association Book
SPECIALLY PRICED $1.98

THE EFFECTS OF ATOMIC \~EAPONS
The officially released basic scientific and technical infor-

mation of the phenomena and effects accompanying an
atomic explosion are included in this governmental publica-
tion. The ball of fire, break-away of shock front, cloud
chamber, spray dome, base surge, fall-out, and other effects
of atomic bomb bursts above the ground and under water
are fully described by text, tables, and illustrations. The
damage caused by the atomic bombs in Japan is examined
and estimates made as to probable effects on American cities.
Radioactive contamination, the nature and biological effects
of radiations, and the shock effect upon human beings are
discussed. The material for the book was contributed bv
more than one hundred military and scientific authorities i~
the atomic energy field.

This first completely authoritative document on the over-
all effects of atomic weapons is unqualifiedly recommended
to the military profession and to all members of civilian de-

fense organizations. 456 pages. Price, $3.00.- T1le Military
Ellgilleer.

THE LORRAINE CAMPAIGN
By DR. HUGH M. COLE

An official publication of the Office of the Chief of Mili-
tary History, Department of the Army, THE LORRAINE
CAMPAIGN is a story of the operations of General George
S. Patton's Third Army in the fall of 1944 against the Ger-
man forces defending the territory between the Moselle
River and the Siegfried Line. 657 pages with 67 photos and
51 maps, carefully documented from official sources. Price
$10.00.

TRUMAN, STALIN AND PEACE
Albert Z. Carr's latest contribution to the troublesome

questions of the times takes the reader back to the beginning
of the Cold \\Tar and follows through a carefully charted
course to events as they now stand between East and "Vest.

The book is an excellent piece of reporting by one who
has been present at some of the history-making international
conferences. The conclusions drawn represent careful
thought and study by an experienced international observer.
256 pages. Price, $2.75.

THE PRICE OF SURVIVAL
Brigadier General Joseph B. Sweet, USA-Ret., has pro-

duced a thoughtful and well written book dealing with the
vital question of national security. Military and economic
potentials of the western democracies are thoroughly ex-
amined and the author's estimate of the international situa-
tion is logically presented.

This is an important book for military students of inter-
national affairs and one that points to the serious problems
to be dealt with if Communism is to be successfully con-
tained and ultimately defeated. 230 pages. Price, $2.85.

Order from

The ~ntiaircraft Journal
631 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W. Washington 4, D. C.
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From National Guard (One Member)

UNITED STATES ANTIAIRCRAFT
ASSOCIA TION

B.t\.LLOT

The President and three members of the Execu-
tive Council are to be elected on this ballot, to
replace officers whose terms of office expire Decem-
ber 31, 1950.

Please record your vote by making an "X" in the
appropriate square or indicate your choice by writ-
ing the name of your candidate. Ballots received
with signatures, but with no individual votes re-
corded, will be considered proxies for the President
of the Association.

Each candidate was considered in connection
with the geographic location of his residence. The
Constitution of the Association requires that at
least five members of the Council reside in the
Washington area, and that at lea£t three of them
be on active duty, in order to facilitate the trans-
action of business .

Ballots received after December 31, 1950, cannot
be counted .

Use the ballot below or prepare one to indicate
clearly your vote. ~lail to the ANTIAIRCRAFT
JOURNAL, 631 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.,
Washington 4, D. C.

FOR PRESIDENT (1951-1952)

o Lieutenant General leRoy Lutes,
Commanding General, Fourth Army .

FOR MEMBERS OF THE EXECUTIVE
COUNCIL

o Brigadier General Charles G. Sage,
Adjutant General, New Mexico.

From Organized Reserve (One Member)

o Colonel Thomas F. Mullaney, Jr.,
Commanding, 374th AA Group, ORC,
Chicago, Illinois.

From Regular Army (One Member)

o Colonel Pierre B. Denson,
Commanding, 35th AAA Brigade, Fon
l'vleade, Maryland.
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General Lemnitzer Receives Truman Commendation
President T roman on November 13th commended f\ lajor

General Lvman Lemnitzer for his work as director of the
Office of ~lilitary Assistance. The general left that post to
take command of an airborne division .

The commendation, a "job well done," was extended at
the \Vhite House in a private interview, General Lemnitzer
then left for Fort Benning, Ga., to attend an airborne school
before taking up his new command, the identity of which
has not been announced .

General Lemnitzer has been Vice-President of The Anti-
aircraft Association for the past three years .

-Auociafed P,eJI

?2ews and Comment

l' l' l'

Ground Defense of the AAA Battery

\\lith genuine pride we present Captain Donald L.
Ducey's article, ''The Ground Defense of the AAA Battery."
Since June we have persisted in our efforts for the article.
and now we feel well rewarded. Antiaircraft commanders
can well study this article as a sound text for basic training .

\Ve like the common sense used in the organization of the
battery for the infantry defense. It does not disrupt the nor-
mal antiaircraft organization .

\Ve like the spirit evinced in Captain Ducey's statement
of the mission of the defense: "to stop the enemy by fire in
front of the battle position, to repel his assault by close
combat if he reaches it, and to eject him by counterattack if
he succeeds in entering the battle position."

\Ve would add that occasions have arisen in the past
when the battery commander had to organize an offensive
force to go out and destroy the enemy. The men get fed
up quickly on being subjected to any guerrilla fire.

No doubt, many of our readers will test such training in
field exercises. There you can use aggressor troops, blank
ammunition, and other aids to inject realism and keen in-
terest. If you develop good outlines for tactical exercises, or
other points of training value, we are interested in publish-
ing such matter.

Korea

vVe are fortunate to feature in this issue the Antiair-
craft activities in Korea. The troops everywhere will note
with keen interest the lead article by General Marquat. \Ve
have omitted some good articles just to avoid repetition .
However, we urge our war correspondents in Korea to con-
tinue sending stories and photographs of the experiences
there in combating both the Reds and the weather. Your
experiences and findings make a textbook for the troops in
training .
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Membership Listing
The following changes of address have been received since publication of the September-October issue.

MAJOR GENERALS
Cunis, Charles c., 51st AM Brigade, Camp

Stewart, Ga.
Hlfdy, Da\'id P., 500 Rivera St., San Francisco

16, Calif.

IHomer. John L., c/o Museum of Sc. & Industry,
nh & So. Lake Shore Dr., Chicago >7, II\.

BRIGADIER GENERALS
Cook, James W., 725 Grizzly Peak Road, Berke-

ley, Calif.
Hamilton, William M., Hq., 102d AAA Brigade,

I fort Bliss, Tex.
~lcCroskey, S. L., Douglas Aircraft Co., Santa

Monica, Calif.
COLONELS

,

.\moroso, Arnold D., 1053 Oakdale Rd., Atlanta,
Ga.

B.1ker,Albert S., Hq., Inth AAA Group, Camp
Stewart, Ga.

Bogan, J. J., 11 Eustis Ave., Wakefield, Mass.
Boyd, Harry R., 326-1 Doniphan, Fort Leaven.

,,'orth, Kan.
Brady, W. I., ESS, GHQ, SCAP, APO 500, c/o

PM, San Francisco, Calif.

lCampbell, J. T., 130 Meredith Ave., Hampton,
Va.

(hester, Geo. A., 3319 "R" St., N.W., Washing-
ton, D. C.

Connor, Robt. T., Hq., 80th AAA Group, Fort
Devens, Mass.

Corbn, L. A., AA Section, 1st Army, Ft. Jay,
Governors Island, N. Y.

Cron, L. N., 3302 McKinley St., N.W., Washing-
ton 15, D. C.

Crowell, Evans R., Hq., AAAC, Mitchel AFB,
L. I., N. Y.

Craig, David M., Qtrs. 4316, Fort Meade, Md.
Daly, Robt. T., 5811 Walton Rd., Bethesda 14,

Md.
Fish, James H., Bldg. 10154, Ft. McPherson, Ga.
Fisk, S. Wallace, 4317 S. 35th St., Fairlington,

I Arlington 6, Va.
Francis, Wm. H., 324-7 Doniphan Place, Fort

Leavenworth, Kan.
IFranklin, Albert G., Jr., c/o OMA, London, FPO

No. 100, New York, N. Y.
Fuller, Arthur L., Jr., Office ACS, G-3, Room

3D-533, Pentagon, Washington 25, D. C.
Gross, Felix E., 79 Clarendon Ave., Avondale

Estates, Ga.

IHartman, Norman E., 127 Pine St., Middletown,
Pa.

'

Higgins, Chas. W., Box 811, RFD No.2, Fairfax,
Va.

Hincke, John I., U.S. Army Attache, APO 205,
. c/o PM, New York, K Y.
IJaccard, P. A., 164th Artillery Post, Ft. Sam

'

Houston, Tex.
Johnson, Wm. E., Hq., 216th AAA Group, Camp
I Stewart, Ga.
JKauffman, Roy K., Inchon Base Comd., G-3, 3d

Log. Comd., APO 973, c/o PM, San Francisco,
Calif.

Kreinheder, W. R., USA-Ret., Comanche Spring
Ranch, Boerne, Tex.

Lavery, Arthur L., 875 Montgomery St., Man-
chester, N. H.

loupret, Geo. )., 38th St. Extended, Linkhorn
Park, Virginia Beach, Va.

McLamb, Nathan A., Hq. & Hq. Co., CCA, 7th
Armd. Div., Camp Roberts, Calif.

Mann, LeRoy S., Hq., 260th AAA Group, Camp
Edwards, Mass.

Maynard, Hiram H., 1000 N. Orlando Ave., Win-
• ter Park, Fla.
~leans, D. E., Stu. Det., AWC, fort Leavenworth,

Kan.
Merriam, Kenneth G., Worcester Poly. Inst.,

Worcester 2, Mass.
~Iickelson, E. L., Hq ..MDW, Bldg. T-7, Gravelly

Point, Washington 25, D. C.

NOVEMBER-DECEMBER, 1950

Millis, E. L., 3337 Clark St., Wayne, Mich.
Papenfoth, W. H., 721 \V. Wilshire Dr., Phoe-

nix, Ariz.
Rutter, '«' arren c., 866 Monticello Dr., .Falls

Church, Va.
Shipp, W. E., Army Attache, OAA.Spain, c/o

ACS, G-2, Dept. of Army, Pentagon, Washing.
ton 25, D. C.

Thompson, E. B., Dorchester House, 2480 16th,
N.W., Washington, D. C.

Thompson, Merle R., OAA, American Embassy,
APO 58, New York, N. Y.

Weddell, \Xfm. A., Fort Bliss, Tex.
Wolfe, Walter J., 3314.B, S. Wakefield St., Arl-

ington, Va.
Wood, Francis 0., 106 N. 9th, South, Shelton,

Wash.
Zimmer, L. A., 22d AAA Group, Fort Custer,

Mich.

LIEUTENANT COLONELS
Adams, Arthur A., Hq., 28th AAA Gun Bn., Fort

Bliss, Tex.
Arend, Arthur R., 7001 Rowan Hill Dr., Cincin.

nati 27, Ohio.
Baker. James L., Qtrs. 370 S. 4th St., Fort Lewis,

Wash.
Baldry. Geo. A., 530 Harmony St., Neosho, Mo.
Best, Geo. H., llOOth ASU, Army Base, Boston

10, Mass.
Bettge, Henry M., 50 Sadlier Dr., Indianapolis

19, Ind.
Boyce, W. Craig, Box 154, T AS, Fort Bliss, Tex.
Brown, John S., 369th AAA Gun Bn., Camp

Edwards, Mass.
Brown, Ralph E., PO Box 523, Eatontown, N. J.
Clafee, Robt. A., 12th AAA Group, APO 403,

c/o PM, New York, N. Y.
Collins, Henry H., 543 Flynn Ave., Redwood

City, Calif.
Cox, Thomas R., 46 Maitland Rd., Stamford,

Conn.
DeRita, Joseph, Box 83, Lafayette, R. I.
DiEnno, John, Jr., 104 Wayne Ave., Springfield,

Pa.
Dougan, Murray D., Qtrs. 358 S. 3d St., Ft.

Lewis, Wash.
Eaton, W. P., SOO Islington St., Portsmouth,

N. H.
Finkenaur, R. c., Qtrs. 216, fort Bliss, Tex.
Fisher, Norman E., 522 N. Norwood St., Arling-

ton, Va.
George, Roger E., Jr., Hq., 216th AAA Group,

Camp Stewart, Ga.
Getzinger, P. L., Grandview Ave., Glenshaw, Pa.
Glassen, Chester E., 5608 5th Rd., South, Arling-

ton, Va .
Hain, Robt. W., 15th AAA AW Bn., APO 7, c/o

PM, San Francisco, Calif.
Hardy, Robt. M., Hq., 226th AAA Group, Fort

Bliss, Tex.
Hilbert, Thos. F., Jr., 31 Witbeck Dr., Scotia 2,

N.Y.
Kallis, Stephen A., Hq., KMAG, APO 301, c/o

PM, San Francisco, Calif.
Kerr, Allen D., Hq., 69th AAA Gun Bn., Fort

Devens, Mass.
Koscielniak, Adam A., Hq., 75th AAA Gun Bn.,

ft. Meade, Md.
Leonard, Robert)., 377 Morrison Ave., Cuyahoga

Falls, Ohio.
Long, John V., 4120 5th Ave., San Diego, Calif.
Long, Lyndon A., Hq., 709th AAA Gun Bn., Ft.

Bliss, Tex.
Longacre, T. M., 716 Hallwood Ave. (Brylyn

Park). Falls Church, Va.
McCormick, J. K., Gen'\. Del., Tacoma, Wash.
Mahoney, W. c., Jr., NG instr. Gp., State Arse-

nal, St. Augustine, Fla.
Marsh, C. T., Jr., Qtrs. 229, West Point, N. Y.
Marshall, Oliver K., Hq., 48th AAA A W Bn.,

APO 403, c/o PM, New York. K Y.

Mathes, Edw. S.. Hq., 507th AAA A W Bn., APO
75, c/o PM, San Francisco, Calif.

Morgan. Richard L., G.I Sect., 1st Army, Gov-
ernors Island, N. Y.

Myers, Geo. E., Hq., 34th AM Brigade, Fort
\\7ads\\'orth, L. I., N. Y.

Nagel, James R .. 128 18th St., Paso Robles, Calif.
Neprud, Leif, Hq., 22d AAA Group, Fort Custer,

Mich.
O'Brien, John S., 2 Park-Way, North Andover,

Mass.
Page, R. M., Jr., AA & GM Br., T AS, Ft. Bliss,

Tex.
Parker, James c., Hq., 96th AAA Gun Bn., APO

942, c/o PM, Seattle, Wash.
Peca, Peter S., 718 Timber Branch Dr., Alex-

andria, Va.
Ranney. Daniel A., Hq., 36th AAA Gun Bn., Fort

Bliss. Tex.
Rawls, Jabus W., Jr., Rt. I, Box 43-A, Vienna,

Va.
Renfrew, C. L., 58 Elmwood Ave., East Aurora,

N.Y.
Reubel, Harry B., Hq., 16th AAA Group, Fort

Bliss, Tex.
Ringgold, Chas. 1.., Army Instr .. 21Sth Group,

OHara & Thackeray Sts., Pittsburgh 13, Pa.
Rochow. Harold E., 899th AAA AW Bn.-SP,

Camp Atterbury, Edinburg, Ind.
Rumph, Raymond W., Hq., Eastern AAAC, Stew-

art AFB, Newburgh, N. Y.
Schouman, Hazen C, APO 331, c/o PM, San

Francisco, Calif.
Simon, Lincoln A., Hq., 41st AAA Gun Bn., Fort

Dix, N. J.
Smith, K. C, Hq., 29th AAA AW Bn.-SP, APO

43, c/o PM, San Francisco, Calif.
Smith, Page E., Artillery Insp. Office, Fort Mon-

roe, Va ..
Smith, Robt. G., Jr., AA & GM Br., T AS, Box 3,

Fort Bliss, Tex.
Smith, Wm. A., Hq., 40th AAA Brigade, APO

713, c/o PM, San Francisco, Calif.
Stevens, Pat M., 2706 S. Inge St., Arlington, Va.
Thorkelson, Wm. L., 18 N. Granada, Arlin.l:ton,

Va.
Turner, John G., G-3, EUSAK, APO 301, c/o

PM, San Francisco, C11if.
Twyman, Joseph H., Jr., Hq., S. C. Mil. Dist.,

506 Assembly St., Columbia, S. C.
Utke. Russell 0., 1610 Jefferson, Olympia, Wash.
Weinnii', A. J., 8670th AAU-USA, U.S. Navy

100. FPO. New York, N. Y.
Wellenwreiter. F. L., 2550-B Harrison Ave., Cin-

cinnati, Ohio.
Wilkes. John S., Hq., 145th AAA A \V/ Bn.,

Camp Polk, La.
Wood, John E., Jr., Hq., 31st AAA Brigade, Ft.

Lewis. Wash.
Yarnell. Kenneth L., Box 4, AA & GM Br., TAS,

Fort Bliss, Tex.

MAJORS
Abston, Aaron A., AA & GM Br., T AS, Fort

Bliss, Tex.
Ackner, Ned E., 5901 10th Rd., North. Arlin,l;ton,

Va.
Ahrens, A. M., 2309 Montana St., EI Paso, Tex.
Appleton, Rolland D., Hq., 216th AAA Group.

Camp Stewart, Ga.
Arthur, John E., Jr., Det. Mil. Sc. & Tactics,

Univ. of Dela., Newark, Dela.
Ashley, J. E., Jr., Box 126, Batavia, Ohio.
Aylward, J. P., Jr., 350 East Armour, Apt. 107,

Kansas City, Mo.
Backstrom, Bert H., 1418 Houghton Rd., Harun-

dale, Glen Burnie, Md.
Baker, Phillip H., TRADS. Fort Eustis, Va.
Baker, Raymond V., 406 Bainbridge St., Brook-

lyn, N. Y.
Barbee, Ray C, Hq., 4th AAA AW Bn., Fort

Meade, Md.
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Childress, H. ).. Jr., 104 Handy Cir., Van H
Park, El Paso, Tex.

Christensen, Ted, 324 Mary St., Medford, Ore
Clark, Ralph W_, 230 Adeline Ave., Pitts .

16, Pa.
Coggins, S. M., Hq., 518th AAA Gun Bn

Richland, Wash. " .
Coleman, Geo. ].. A-4th AAA A W Bn., F

Meade, Md.
Cram, John B., 398th AAA AW Bn.-SP,

Edwards, Mass.
Crawford, W'm. T., Hq., 4th AAA A W Bn..,

Fort Meade, Md.
Crisp, G. S., Jr., 196 Mountain Ave., Ashl

Ore.
Croak, Lee M., Hq., 41st AAA Gun Bn., Ft. D'

N.].
Cubberley, Robt. 1'., 31 Carlton Ave., RD No.

Trenton, N. J.
Daggett, L. E., 103 Lutes Cir., Van Horne Par

EI Paso, Tex.
Davidson, G. J., Hq., 109th AAA Brig., Armo

5917 Brd"1'., Chicago, III.
Davies, Geo. R., 8601 Frankstown Rd., Pit

burgh 21, Pa.
Day, Wm. G., 4401 Nashville St., El Paso, Tex.
Dyer, Eph, Jr., PO Box 366, Saratoga, Calif.
Ecker, Ray E., 67-55 222d Ave., Bayside, L. I

N.Y.
Fisher, Josiah H, V., Hq., 398th AAA AW Bn

SP, Camp Edwards, Mass.
Fox, \X'm. M., W. 415 17th Ave., Spokane, Was
Fry, Warren N., 925 \X'est Butler Ave., 5t. Pa

7, Minn.
Gabel, Austin, Hq., 213th AAA Gun Bn., Ca

Stewart, Ga.
Gabriel, ]as. S., Hq., 216th AAA Group, Carn

Stewart, Ga.
Gilmore, Hugh M., Jr., 223 Forest Hills Dr

Wilmington, N. C
Gladu, Theo. E., Hq., 398th AAA AW Bn.-S

Camp Edwards, Mass.
Gral', Harry A., Gen'l. Del., Shipman, Va.
Halpin, David W., 2231 38th Ave., San Fran

cisco, Calif.
Hensold, H. H., ]r., 173 Brich St., Park For

Chicago Hgts., III.
Herbring, Wm., A.F.A.B.O.C, Stu. Det. "c,

4050th ASU, TAS, Fort Sill, Okla.
Herren, John C, Qus. 547-B, Fort Bliss, Tex.
Hobert, Emil c., 718 Amador St., Richmon

Calif.
Hogan, John F., 110 Summer St., New Bedfor

Mass.
Horneij, Edwin H., 58 Dalton Rd., Milfor

Conn.
Humes, Wm. H., 223 Fifth St., Aspinwall, Pa.
Hyde, Thos. I., Hq. & Hq. Btry., 250th AAA Gp

Fort Lewis, Wash.
Hyland, John S., Jr., Bellevue St., N. Dartmout

Mass.
Jones, Remus L., 97th AAA Gp., APO 331, c/o

PM, San Francisco, Calif.
Kimball, Geo. H., ]r., Hq., 4th AAA AW Bn.-M

Fort Meade, Md.
King, Robt. B., Hq., 398th AAA A W Bn.-5P.

Camp Edwards, Mass.
Kissam, R. V., ]r., Box 948, AA & GM Br., TA

Fort Bliss, Texas.
Kline, M. L., ]r., C-60th AAA AW Bn., Fort

Scott, Calif.
Knarr, Frank E., 711 Erlen Rd., RD, Plymoul

Valley, Mont. County, Pa.
Kressin, H. R., Box 950, AA & GM Br., TAS, F

Bliss, Tex.
Lamar, E. F., 4615 56th St., San Diego D, Cali
Lasater, Victor, PO Box 524, Lakeview, Ore.
Lavallee, D. R., 486 Cottage St., New Bedfor

Mass.
Laughner, L. R., 14715 Terrace Rd., E. Cleveland,

Ohio.
Leonard, Paul F., Hq., 226th AAA Group, Fort

Bliss, Tex.
Lowe, Henry A., 4422 Cumberland St., EI Pa

Tex.
McClure, Albert A., Hq., 398th AAA A W B

SP, Camp Edwards, Mass.
McConnell, John W., ]r., A-711th AAA Gun B

Camp Stewart, Ga.
McGill. Thos. ]., Jr., 1636 Eddington Rd., Cle\'

land Hgts., Ohio.

ANTIAIRCRAFT JOURNA

CAPTAINS

Alter, Forrest H., 115-B, Homoja Housing, Kla-
math Falls, Ore.

Anderson, Alvin A., 1136 Glendora Ave., Oak-
land, Calif.

Arnold, Wm. E., MAAG, American Embassy,
Brussels, Belgium.

Baer, A. ]., D-398th AAA AW Bn.-SP, Camp Ed-
wards, Mass.

Baird, Emory H., PO Box 946, Burns, Ore.
Baisinger, D. H., 2416 SE 70th Ave., Portland 6,

Ore.
Beers, James F., Hq., 4th AAA A W Bn.-M, Fort

Meade, Md.
Bell, \X'm. H., 63 Forest St., S. Weymouth, Mass.
Bellows, John B., Hq., 216th AAA Group, Camp

Stewart, Ga.
Bennett, Clyde C, Jr., 889 Suffield, Birmingham,

Mich.
Benton, John C, 2907 Franklin St., San Francisco,

23, Calif.
Bigelow, Wm. E. III E. Main St., Middleboro,

Mass.
Boiles, Damon ].. 4th AAA A W Bn.-M, Fo:t

Meade, Md.
Boisvert, ]os. R., Hq., 41st AAA Gun Bn., Fort

Dix, N. ].
Bond, John B., Stu. Det., AA & GM Br., T AS,

Fort Bliss, Tex.
Brann, David D., Coca-Cola Co., Southfield Rd.,

Acton, London W-4, England.
Braunstein, ]., Hq., 260th AAA Group, Camp

Edwards, Mass.
Bridge, E. W., 438 Belview Dr., Falls Church,

Va.
Broad, J. Harvel', c/o R. H. Adams, 11601

Clover, \X'. Los Angeles 34, Calif.
Brown, Raymond A., 80 Fremont St., Jersey City,

N.].
Brownlee, ]. I., ]r., 114 N.W. 10th St., Gaines-

ville, Fla.
Burton, Lewis R., 3429 Nation Ave., El Paso,

Tex.
Caros, A. N., 398th AAA AW Bn.-SP, Camp Fd-

wards, Mass.
Chapman, Jas. R., D-69th AAA Gun Bn.-M, Fort

Devens, Mass.

~ewman, E. c., 263-A W. 12th St., New York,
N.Y.

O'Sullivan. Curtis H., P.O. Box 356, Alameda,
Calif.

Paddenburg, John A., Hq., 50th AAA AW Bn.-
SP, APO 909, c/o PM, San Francisco, Calif.

Page, Benj. N., 4303d ASU, ~G Instr. Det., Box
158 Roswell, N. M.

Peppler, F. K., 6318 N. Winchester, Chicago, Ill.
Quayle, Thos. M., Hq., 216th AAA Group, Camp

Stewart, Ga.
Ritchie, Edw. L., 719th AAA Gun Bn., Ft. Lewis,

\\7ash.
Rowland, L. 0., 2366 Fifth Ave., New York 35,

N.Y.
Schaill, H. A., 9838 Hudson Rd., Rock Hill, Mo.
Shaver, W. F., Jr., 1800 Mission St., San Fran-

cisco, Calif.
Spengler, John T. H., Box 1379, AA & GM Br.,

l'AS, Fort Bliss, Tex. -
Strickland, Z. L., Jr., AA Staff-Con. AC, Mitchel

AFB, L. I., N. Y.
Sylvester, G. E., Hq., 443d AAA AW Bn., Fort

Devens, Mass.
Terzian, Edw. ]., 333 Parnassus Ave., San Fran-

cisco, Calif.
Tollini, Geo., 2522 Marlington Ave., Cincinnati

8, Ohio.
Twitchell, Richard M., Box 43, AA & GM Br.,

T AS, Fort Bliss, Tex.
Twomey, L. A., 550 W. Highland Ave., Sierra

Madre, Calif.
Urban, Paul J., 105 \Y!. 16th St., Hays, Kan.
\X'ard, Dennis R., Hq., 41st AAA Gun Bn., Fort

Dix, N.].'
Whitaker, Edwin H., 999th FA Bn., APO 468,

c/o PM, San Francisco, Calif.
Wilham, Roy 0., 742 Keenan Ave., Cincinnati

32, Ohio.
Wood, Oliver E., 3094 S. Woodrow St., Fairling-

ton, Arlington, Va.
Ziegler, L. E., Hq., 41st AAA Gun Bn., Fort Dix,

N.J.
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Beaman, Reuben).. Jr., 3446 Farrell Dr., Cincin-
nati 11, Ohio.

Bebert, Chas. ]., 1019 Hawthorn Rd., \\filming-
ton, ~. C.

Boyd, Ralph P., 398th AAA AW Bn.-Sp, Camp
Edwards, Mass.

Brown, Sam. Hq., 109th AAA Brigade, Armory,
5917 Brdwy., Chicago, III.

Browning. Robert W., Hq., 398th AAA AW Bn.-
SP, Camp Edwards, Mass.

Bruner, John L., 109 N. Morris St., Richmond
20, Va.

Butler, Jess L., Hq., 179th AAA Opns. Det., Ar-
mory, 5917 Brdwy .. Chicago, III.

Calkins, James E., 606 Knollwood Dr., Falls
Church. Va.

Campbell, John E., 9th AAA Gun Bn., Fort Bliss,
Tex.

Clancy, G. J., Jr. (USMC), 124 Cliff Dr., Laguna
Beach, Cali£.

Conlyn, A. G., 906 N. Fillmore St., Arlington,
Va.

Conlyn, Robert M., 718 Emerson St., N.E., Wash-
ington, D. C.

Connelly, Raymond J., Hq., 4th AAA AW Bn.-
M, Fort Meade, Md.

Covert, John R. M., 12 Murray Rd., Hicksville,
N.Y.

Cunningham, H. A., Jr., Box 495, AA & GM Br.,
TAS, Fort Bliss, Tex.

Daniel, Roy E., Jr., 305 McCaslin Ave., Sweet-
water, Tenn.

Davis, Donald D., 5651 Belmont Ave., Cincin-
nati, Ohio.

DePalo, Wm. A., TUSAG, APO 206-A, c/o PM,
New York, N. Y.

Evans, Belmont S., Jr., Box 626, AA & GM Br.,
l'AS, Fort Bliss, Tex.

Fadden, V. ).. Hq., 216th AAA Group, Camp
Stewart, Ga.

Feeney, Clinton, 1210 Montana St., El Paso, Tex.
Flint, B. P., Jr., Stu. Det., AA & GM Br., TAS,

Fort Bliss, Tex.
Fox, Elmer W., Box 2097, Boise, Idaho.
Gallowal', James C, Hq., 228th AAA Group,

Camp Edwards, Mass.
Geddis, H. A., Hq., 398th AAA AW Bn.-SP,

Camp Edwards, Mass.
Gilbert, Donald 1'., 21 Oregon Trail, Pittsburgh

34, Pa.
Glover, F. H., 80 Johnswood Rd., Roslindale 31,

Mass.
Grant, A. R., 3215 Idalia, EI Paso, Tex.
Gruhn, Robt. S., 180 E. Delaware PI., Chicago

11, Ill.
Harris, David, 8118 Chappel Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Hawkins, Clarence C, 41st AAA Brigade, Ft.

Dix, N. J.
Henry, Chas. E., Hq., 21st AAA Bn., APO 660,

c/o PM, San Francisco, Calif.
Hewitt, Rudolph A., 369th AAA Gun Bn., Camp

Edwards, Mass.
Hoffman, Milton S., 207 North St., N. Wey-

mouth, Mass.
Hollander, Wm. V., 208 Donnybrook Lane, Tow-

son 4, Md.
Holt, Arthur E., Qtrs. 133-U, 4 Weaver St., Ft.

Totten, L. I., N. Y.
Johnston, Robt. H., Hq., 76th AAA A W Bn.,

APO 59, c/o PM, San Francisco, Calif.
Keller, Harold W., Hq., 21st AAA AW Bn.-SP,

APO 660, c/o PM, San Francisco, Calif.
Kennedy, E. 1'., 145th AAA A W Bn., Camp

Polk, La.
Lanpher, R. A., Hq., 865th AAA AW Bn., APO

5, c/o PM, San Francisco, Calif.
Law, Wm. T., 43 Elm Dr., RD No.2, Verona,

Pa.
Live, Isaac C, 1179 Tinton Ave., Bronx 56, N. Y.
McCartney, Robt. W., 5700 St. Charles, EI Paso,

Tex.
Maki, Geo. E., 14415 Archdale Rd., Mich. NG,

Detroit, Mich.
Mannes, CO., ]r., Hq., 67th AAA Gun Bn., Fort

Bliss, Tex.
Marksteiner, Norman F., 5716 W. Eastwood

Ave., Chicago, III.
Maynard, John B., Jr., 402 Scott Ave., Van Horne

Park, El Paso, Tex.
Mueller, Conrad F., 851 Watson Ave., St. Paul

2, Minn.
~eeley, Lynn, 550 Siskiyou Blvd., Ashland, Ore.



:Guire, J. F., 6814 Randolph St., Radiant
railey, Landover, Md.
(Kuskie, Chester ]., 398th AM AW Bn.-SP.
Hq., Camp Edwards, Mass.

\briconda, A. F., Box 114, AA & GM Br., TAS,
Fort Bliss, Tex.
1f5hall, James E.. Jr., Box 111-, AA & GM
Br., l'AS, Fort Bliss, Tex.
acshall, Vernon 1'., C-398th AAA A\\7 Bn.-SP,
Camp Edwards, Mass.

(Jxwell, Edw. c., Hq., 715th AAA Gun Bn.-M,
Camp Stewart, Ga.

lell'in, Wm. L., 3543 Woodbridge Ave., Cleve-
land 9, Ohio.

,\(oOney, H. F., Hq .. 40th AAA Brigade, APO
I '13, c/o PM, San Francisco, Calif.
\loOre, Howard E., Hq., 4th AAA AW Bn.-M,

Fort Meade, Md.
~lorgan, John W., Hq., 109th AAA Brig., Ar-

mory, 5917 Brdwy., Chicago, Ill.
\(oriarty, Francis, Hq., 41st AAA Gun Bn., Fort

IDix, N. ].
~~uldoon. Jack D., PO Box 238, Henderson, Nev.
\aples, R. V., Hq., 398th AAA AW Bn.-SP,

Camp Edwards, Mass.
'\15On, Richard B., 39th AAA AW Bn., Fort

,
~leade, Md.

\emeth, S. A., Box 1165, All. & GM Br., TAS,
Fort Bliss, Tex.

t
\e.;~~.an,James '\i/., 104 Scott Ave., El Paso,

hrig, H. A., Hq., 4th 11.11.11.A W Bn.-M, Fort
Meade, Md.

Osgood, Basil R., Hq., 4th AAA AW Bn ..M, Fort
• Meade, Md.
,Paine, Lewis c., Jr., 191 St. Marks PI., Staten

'

Island, N. Y.
Parr, Elbert S., 2820 Lipscomb St., Fort Worth,

Tex.
Peters, Henry 1'., 19th 11.11.11.Gp., Fort Meade,

Md.
Phillipsen, E. R., Qtrs. 548.11., Fort Bliss, Tex.
Platten, Donald H., 1588 Bohland Ave., St. Paul

5, Minn ..
Powers, Rodney c., 146 Parkside Ave., Braintree,

Mass.
Rar, F., A.135th 11.11.11.AW Bn ..SP, Box 498,

Beloit, Kan.
Reilly, F. X., 33 Fruit St., Taunton, Mass.
Robinson, Norman A., 12301 Interlocken Dr.,

S.W. Tacoma 9, Wash.
Rose, Kirk M., 3429 10th Ave., West, Seattle

99, Wash.
Ross, Tipton S., 4313 Joan PI., Cincinnati 27,

I Ohio.
Rran, Daniel P., Repl. Clr. Det., Asst. Supply

Officer, Camp Stoneman, Calif.
Sanders, C. L., 5503 Walton Dr., Klamath Falls,

are.
Sarles, Theo., 41st 11.11.11.Gun Bn., Fort Dix, N. J.
Schuler, M. ]., 2912 N. Talman Ave., Chicago

18, Ill.
Scott, S. c., 70 Fremont St., Jersey City, N. ].

ISheehan, John J., 11 Rogers Ave., W. Somerville
44, Mass.

,Shockley, James W., Stu. Det., AOAC No.1, Box
I 1346, All. & GM Ctc., Fort Bliss, Tex.
.Shrake, Philip N., Apt. 1833-B, Meade Hgts.

Apts., Fort Meade, Md.
Simon, Lincoln E., 84 So. 14th St., Apt. 2, Rich.

I mond, Ind.
Sims, S. E., 449 E. 14th St., New York 9, N. Y.
Smith, Bowen N., Box 1374, AA & GM Br.,

T AS, Fort Bliss, Tex.
Snead, Jos. A., Hq. Div.-Arty., Fort Hood, Tex.
Snell, Daniel 1'., 839 Mondauck Ave., New Lon.

o don, Conn.
Sundberg, Edwin E., 1210 Florence St., El Paso,

Tex.
Sweeney, Robt. H., 327 Denniston Ave., Pitts.

burgh 6, Pa.
rTeichmann, H. F., Jr., 645 Elderwood Dr., RD

No.2, Bridgeville, Pa.
Thompson, James E., Hq. Btry., 216th 11.11.11.Gp.,

Camp Stewart, Ga.
.Townsend, L. B., Jr., Hq., 9th 11.11.11.Gun Bn.,

Fort Bliss, Tex.
Tuttle, Chas. F., Jr., 138-21 231st St., Laurelton

N.Y. '
Vanderlosk, Stanley, Hq. Btry., 398th 11.11.11.AW

Bn.-SP, Camp Edwards, Mass.

NOVEMBER-DECEMBER, 1950

\X'eiss. H. c., Stu. Officer Co., Arm'd. Sehl., For:
Knox. KI'.

\'';7eyant, \X;allace W., Hq., 4th AAA A\\7 Bn.-M,
Fort Meade, Md.

\X'heat. Parker. Med. Det., 398th AAA A\X' Bn.-
SP. Camp Edwards, Mass.

Wilkinson, Reading, Jr., TAS, Box 1471, Fort
Bliss. Tex.

\X'itty, S. E., Hq., 36th AAA Gun Bn., Fort Bliss,
Tex.

\\' oodward, S. S., 129 Dover Rd., \X'estwood,
Mass.

Wreidt, Niel M., Sp. Hq. Det.. 8465th ASU, I30x
5500, Albuquerque, N. Mex.

\X'rren, H. \X'., 510 Giddings AI'e., Grand
Rapids, Mich.

Yarborough, Marvin D., Hq., 4th AAA AW Bn.-
M, Fort Meade, Md.

Yates, Jack, Stu. Det., CIC Seh I., Fort Holabird,
Baltimore, Md.

Ziegler, Leo E., Hq., 41st AAA Gun Bn., Fort
Dix, N. J.

FIRST LIEUTENANTS

Alexander, Gary E., Hq., 41 st AAA Gun Bn.,
Fort Dix, N. J.

Anlauf, R. F., 2009 Lincoln Ave., St. Paul 5,
Minn.

Barron, John I., Hq., 224th AAA Group, Camp
Stewart, Ga.

Baumgartner, I. P., Hq., 46th AAA A \X' Bn.-SP,
Fort Bliss, Tex.

Bean, J. E., Jr., D-398th AAA AW Bn ..SP, Camp
Edwards, Mass.

Bisbee, John B., Jr., Med. Det., 398th AAA AW
Bn.-SP, Camp Edwards, Mass.

Boucher, L. A., B.398th AAA AW Bn ..SP, Camp
Edwards, Mass.

Boutin, E. R., D-398th 11.11.11.A W Bn ..SP, Camp
Edwards, Mass.

Branch, J. J., A.50th AAA AW Bn ..SP, APO
909, c/o PM, San Francisco, Calif.

Bridges, Jos L., 60th AAA AW Bn.-M, Ft. Scott,
Calif.

Briggs, R. D., Jr., 13 Glenwood Rd., Ridgewood
Park, New London, Conn.

Browning, R. G., 116 Chestnut St., Fairhaven,
Mass.

Butler, John R., A-709th AAA Gun Bn., Fort
Bliss, Tex.

Byrnes, Geo. ]., 32.37 82d St., Jackson Hgts.,
New York, N. Y.

Carlisle, W. B., A.96th 11.11.11.Gun Bn., APO 942,
c/o PM, Seattle, Wash.

Casey, H. 1'., Jr., 41st 11.11.11.Gun Bn., Fort Dix,
N.J.

Chaulk, K. G., A.238th 11.11.11.Gun Bn., Camp
Stewart, Ga.

Childs, Claude F., Hq., 41st 11.11.11.Gun Bn., Ft.
Dix, N.].

Christensen, Calvin H., 140 California St., Val.
lejo, Calif.

Clements, M. R., 16 Blueberry Rd., Buzzards Bay,
Mass.

Cobb, C B., Jr., FEC-Yokohama, APO 500, c/o
PM, San Francisco, Calif.

Connor, W. 8., C-398th 11.11.11.A W Bn.-SP, Camp
Edwards, Mass.

Coon, John Ellis, Hq., 865th 11.11.11.A W Bn.,
APO 5, c/o PM, San Francisco, Calif.

Coughlin, R. A., A.398th AAA AW Bn.-SP,
Camp Edwards, Mass ..

Cowell, D. H., 11 Kent Rd., Hingham, Mass.
Coyne, ]. V., 18 Bateman St., Roslindale 31,

Mass.
Craig, John S., A-97th 11.11.11.Gun Bn., APO 959,

c/o PM, San Francisco, Calif.
Cunningham, Elmo E., 4300 Pershing Dr., El

Paso, Tex.
Curley, Thos, ]., Hq., 216th 11.11.11.Group, Camp

Stewart, Ga.
Darby, H. J., 5529 Bosworth PI., Apt. 1, Cin.

cinnati, Ohio.
Des Rosiers, Ralph, B.398th AAA A W Bn ..SP,

Camp Edwards, Mass.
Dilley, Roy E., A-169th AAA AW Bn., Camp

Pickett, Va.
Dineley, R. L., Jr., Hq., 59th AAA AW Bn.-SP,

Fort Bliss, Tex.
Dobson, Wm. J., 31 Colorado Ave., Bridgeport

5, Conn.

Doyle, Ed\\'. J .. 14 Stup-esant Oval, Apt. l-e,
New York. N. Y.

Dryden. John F., 41st AAA Gun Bn., Fort Dix,
N.J.

Duggan. David F., D~8th AAA Gun Bn .. APO
301, c 0 PM, San Francisco, Calif.

Ferguson. L. P., 502d AAA Opns. Det., Fort
Custer, Mich.

Fort. Daniel M.,1058 Linden Ave., \X'ilmette, Ill.
Gallagher, John R., C.398th AAA AW Bn.-SP,

Camp Edwards, Mass.
Genta. Duilio 1414, Montevideo, Uruguay.
Glenn, Ray, AA & GM Br., TAS, Box 738 Fort

Bliss. Tex. '
Goddard, Frederick, Men's Dorm, SOCE, Ash-

land. Ore.
Gormally, Jas. F., D-705th AAA Gun Bn., Camp

Stewart. Ga.
Grimes, John R., A-26th AAA AW Bn.-SP, APO

24, Cnit 4, c/o PM, San Francisco, Calif.
Hammond, Norman C, 5 Westgate, Cambridge

39, Mass.
Hofmann. \X'erner A., D-507th AAA AW Bn

APO 75, c/o PM, San Francisco, Calif .. ,
Horner, John D., 1028 Murryhill Ave., Pitts-

burgh 17, Pa.
Johnson, R. E., 1824 19th St., N.W., Washington,

D.C.
Johnson. Reuben H., 41st AAA Gun Bn., Fort

Dix, 1'-:. ].
Jones, Varge B., 1356 Burney Lane, Cincinnati

Ohio. '
Kelley, Tom M., 41st AAA Gun Bn., Fort Dix,

N.J.
Klerekoper, M. R., 41st AAA Gun Bn., Fort Dix,

N.].
Klespis, A. ]., B-34th AAA A W Bn.-M, Fort

Bliss, Tex.
Lay, Jas. S., 9th AAA Gun Bn., Fort Bliss, Tex.
Leahy, John D., D-398th AAA A W Bn.-SP,

Camp Edwards, Mass.
Lichtenegger, S., Hq., 28th AAA Gun Bn., Fort

Bliss, Tex.
Lines, Clarence P., <>013th ASU, Fort Lawton,

Wash.
Littlejohn, John c., APO 970 (A.933d AAA

AW Bn ..M), c/o PM, San Francisco, Calif.
Lucas, August G., 103 Clara St., New Bedford,

Mass.
McCaughey, N. W., 88 W. Main St., Ayer, Mass.
McElroy, John D., 2949 Carlton Ave., N.E.,

Washington, D. C
Mcilwee, James W., Hq., 41st AAA Gun Bn.,

Fort Dix, N. J.
McMartin, Geo. M., 40~9th ASU, Camp Polk, La.
Mace, Chas. E., 43 Ohver St., Everett, Mass.
Major, Wm. G., Jr., D-713th 11.11.11.Gun Bn.,

Camp Stewart, Ga.
Mansell, R. F., 40-C School St., Lynn, Mass.
Martell, Wm. C, Hq., 35th 11.11.11.Brig., Fort

Meade, Md.
Merins, M. M., 611 Juanita Ave., Millbree, Calif.
Metzler, Edw. C, Jr., 31st AAA Brigade, Fort

Lewis, Wash.
Morrell, N. E., Med. Det., 398th AAA AW Bn.-

SP, Camp Edwards, Mass.
Munguia, R. V., 226 Leavell Dr., Van Horne

Park, EI Paso, Tex.
Murphy, Jos. 1'., 183 Belmont St., Belmont, Mass.
Ongirski, H. S., Hq., 709th 11.11.11.Gun Bn., Fort

Bliss, Tex.
Outler, H. M., Rt. 3, Box 226, Klamath Falls,

Ore.
Papatones, A. J., Stu. Det., All. & GM Br., TAS,

Fort Bliss, Tex.
Pardi, M. A., 2928 Brevard St., Brentwood.Pitts-

burgh, Pa.
Parker, Chas. G., 6207 York Rd., Baltimore 12,

Md.
Parker, Wm. R., 457th FA Bn., Fort Campbell,

Ky.
Petersen, John A., 125 Taunton St., Wrentham,

Mass.
Pichette, L. 0., 209 County St., 1'-:ew Bedford,

Mass.
Raudenbush, Jas. R., D-709th 11.11.11.Gun Bn.,

Fort Bliss, Tex.
Rehm, E. R., 724 Gum St., Kennewick, Wash.
Riley, 1'-:orman F., 141 Peckham St., New Bed-

ford, Mass.
Rodgers, Wm. W., Hq., 41st AAA Gun Bn., Fort

Dix,1'o:.J.
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U.S. NAVY & U.S.M,C.
Andeberg, E., Rear Admiral, 2247 "ROOSt., I'.~

Washington 8, D. C.
Ives, 1\l. R., 1st Lt., H&S Btry., 1st 90mm A

Gun Bn., Fl\1F, Camp Lejeune, N. C.

ANTIAIRCRAFT JOURNA

\Xlhitmarsh, J. A .• Jr., Hq .. 24th Div. Anil
APO 24, c/o PM, San Francisco, Calif.

Wziontka, Stan, C-867th AAA A\X' Bn
937, c'o PM, Seattle, Wash .. ,

WARRANT OFFICERS
Beckman, John E., 227 \\7. Robinson

Diego, Calif.
Brack, Thos. \\7., Hq., 216th AAA Group,

Stewart, Ga.
Carlson, Leonard A., 41st AAA Gun Bn

Dix, N. J .. ,
Clarke, Wm. E., Hq., 4th AAA AW Bn.,-M, FQ

Meade, Md.
Collins. Albert J., 1812 Bonita Ave., Berkel

Calif.
Harris. Bernard C, Hq .. 109th AAA Brig.,

mory, 5917 Brdwy., Chicago, III.
Hunter, \X'm. E., 288 Garden St., Englew

N.].
Jackson, Robt. H., Hq., 216th AAA Grou

Camp Stewart, Ga.
Jones, Edmund C, Hq., 4th AAA A\X' Bn ..

Fort Meade, Md.
McCarron, Wm. E., 5824 12th Ave., South, Mi

neapolis, Minn.
McMenamy, Jas. H., 2273 W. Dunlop St., Sa

Diego, Calif.
Paul, Geo. c., Hq., 216th AAA

Stewart, Ga.
Peterson, Clyde T., Hq., 216th

Camp Stewart, Ga.
Phillips, Robt. ]., Hq., 109th Brig.,

5917 Brdwy., Chicago, III.
Powell, Wm. H., Hq., 109th Brig.,

5917 Brdwy., Chicago, III.
Prescott, Frank L., Hq., 109th Brig.,

5917 Brdwy., Chicago, III.
Seiss, F. B., Hq., 709th AAA Gun Bn., Ft. Blis

Tex.
Smith, Arcie L., Hq., 4th AAA AW Bn-M, Fo

Meade, Md.
Smith, Henry M., Hq., 226th AAA Group, Fo

Bliss, Tex.
Trammell, Jos. E., Hq., 260th AAA Group, Camtt

Edwards, Mass.
Trott, H. \V., 4 Boltwood St., Jersey City, N. J

ENLISTED MEN
Abbott, C. S., 1\[fSgt., Hq., 4th AAA A W Bn..~

Fort Meade, Md.
Adcox, Geo. E., M/Sgt., Hq. Co., Hq. Bn

9829th TSU-CE-ERTC, Fort Belvoir, Va.
Cassel, Jos. H. (SFC), 423 W. Oak St., Palmy

Pa.
Chilson, Geo. H., 1\[fSgt., 6513th ASU, OR

lnstr. Gp., Presidio of San Francisco, Calif.
Duffy, Thos. H., Jr., M/Sgt., 705th AAA Gu

Bn.-Hq., Camp Stewart, Ga.
Gusler, E. K. (Cpl.), B-41lth AAA Gun Bn

1112 W. Third St., Marion, Ind.
Harrison, Wm. H. (Pvt.), 34th AAA AW Bn

SP, Fort Bliss, Tex.
Kennedy, Thos. c., Pvt., 1725 W. Wilson Ave

Chicago 40, Ill.
Mehl, Irving, Sgt., 591st MP Co., Fort Bliss, Tf
Morrison, Robert c., Pvt., D-96th AAA Gun Bn

APO 942, c/o PM, Seattle, Wash.
Mujica, A. J., M/Sgt., 424 E. 13th St., New '1'01

3,N. Y.
Rau, R. L., Sgt., Hq., 526th AAA Gun Bn., Fo

Devens, Mass. j
Shapiro, T. I., PFC, D-903d AAA AW Bn..~

Ft. Davis, Canal Zone.
Stopa, Andrew, Sgt., C-65th AAA Gun Bn., A

331, c/o PM, San Francisco, Calif.
Suter, Edwin, M/Sgt., Hq. Co., 6th Army, PI

sidio of San Francisco, Calif.

ROTC CADETS
Duffy, Thos. N., 221 16th Ave., Apt. 4, San Fra

cisco 18, Calif.
Triputti, Thos. J., 1565 W. 5th St., Brooklyn

N.Y.

Dexter, Harvey A., A-398th AAA AW Bn ..SP.
Camp Edwards, Mass.

Dressler. B. B., Hq., 109th AAA Brig., Armory.
5917 Brd\\1'., Chicago, III.

Ferguson, R. \\7., 11 Berwick Rd., Lexington 73,
Mass.

Ferreira, F. V., 82 Grinnell St .. New Bedford,
Mass.

Foss, Donald G., B-398th AAA AW Bn.-SP,
Camp Edwards, Mass.

Gainey, Maurice A., Jr., Hq .. 4th AAA A W Bn.-
M, Fort Meade, Md.

Gatley, V. R., Hq., 41st AAA Gun Bn., Fort Dix,
N.].

Gifford, \X'. J .. 65 Webb St., Weymouth, Mass.
Giorgi, Jos. A., 429 Quarry St., Quincy, Mass.
Glandorf, Jas. H., Hq., 68th AAA Gun Bn., APO

660, c/o PM, San Francisco, Calif.
Gradoville, Edw. J., C-60th AAA AW Bn., Fort

Scott, Calif.
Gravenstein. Edwin L., Hq .. 4th AAA A\V Bn.-

M, Fort Meade, Md.
Gunning, T. I., 3709 Fort Blvd., El Paso, Tex.
Hannon, L. J., Jr., 56 Sagamore St., S. Braintree,

Mass.
Hastings, E. B., 88 Amherst St., E. Orange, N. J.
Henderson, L. K., 25 E. \X'alnut St., Alexandria,

Va.
Hokansen, H. H., 46 Samoset Ave., Quincy, Mass.
Horan, J. T., C-398th AAA A W Bn.-SP, Camp

Edwards, Mass.
Hudson, M. N., Hq., 216th AAA Group, Camp

Stewart, Ga.
Kahn, Harry 1\1., Conway, S. C.
Kent, Robt. A., 516 Donmaton Blvd., Alexandria,

Va.
Larsen, Carl L., 391 Woodrow St., Daly City,

Calif.
Larson, Ralph W., Jr., Hq., 109th AAA Brig.,

Armory, 5917 Brdwy., Chicago, III.
Lucas, Manuel G., 83 Florence St., New Bedford,

Mass.
McQuoid, R. G., 1376 Missouri St., San Diego,

Calif.
Matles, S. A., 2090 Green St., San Francisco,

Calif.
Mattas, J. A., Hq., 41st AAA Gun Bn., Fort Dix,

N.J.
Meaney, L. J., 41st AAA Gun Bn., Ft. Dix, N. J.
Miehe, Wm. H., Jr., Hq., 4th AAA AW Bn ..M,

Fort Meade, Md.
Miller, Leo G., Jr., C-398th AAA AW Bn.-SP,

Camp Edwards, Mass.
Morin, Remi F., D-398th AAA AW Bn ..SP,

Camp Edwards, Mass.
Murray, Jos. E., Pleasant St., Rayham, Mass.
Payn, R. H., 510 Morgan Rd., Morningside, Md.
Peavy, Jack D., Hq., 4th AAA A W Bn.-M, Fort

Meade, Md.
Peterson, Arnold E., 550 N. 2d East, Logan,

Utah.
Phillips, Chas W., Hq., 4th AAA AW Bn.-M,

Fort Meade, Md.
Richmond, Thos. N., D-398th AAA AW Bn.-SP,

Camp Edwards, Mass.
Roberts, Jas. M., 1610 Elmwood Ave., Wilmette,

III.
Sanders, John H., Hq., 109th AAA Brig., Ar-

mory, 5917 Brdwy., Chicago, III.
Schier, R. N., B-398th AAA AW Bn.-SP, Camp

Edwards, Mass.
Schmid, B. K., Callery, Pa.
Shields, Jas. W., A-60th AAA AW Bn., Fort

Scott, Calif.
Silver, Oscar F., Jr., East Main St., Ashland, Ore.
Spadone, Donald, B-398th AAA AW Bn.-SP,

Camp Edwards, Mass.
Spaulding, Thos. J., A-398th AAA AW Bn.-SP,

Camp Edwards, Mass.
Stanley, Milton c., Box 404, Lakeview, Ore.
Strickland, H. W., Hq., 109th AAA Brig., Ar-

mory, 5917 Brdwy., Chicago, III.
Thomson, O. C, 510th AAA Opns. Det., APO

731, c/o PM, Seattle, Wash.
Torres, L. J., 1455 Foster, Chicago 40, III.
Townsend, Benj. 0., 2126 Connecticut Ave.,

N.W., Washington, D. C.
Trachy, L. J., C-398th AAA A W Bn.-SP, Camp

Edwards, Mass.
Troy, Wm. A., 3050 Alpine Terr., Cincinnati,

Ohio.
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Rojas, Manuel J., 2,94 40th A,'e .. San Francisco,
Calif.

Rose, Roger J., 41st AAA Gun Bn., Fort Dix,
N.].

Ryan, Daniel P., 112 Creed Ave .• Antioch. Calif.
Sachs, Morton, C-44?>d AAA A \Xl Bn .. Fort

Devens. Mass.
Scarborough, S. T., 268 N. Auburndale St., Mem-

phis, Tenn.
Schenker, Frederick W., 4097 \Xl. 229th, Fairview

Park. Ohio.
Shaw, Frank \\7 .. 107 Bradshaw Ave., Apt. D,

Van Home Park, EI Paso, Tex.
Shealy, John R., Leaders' Course, 4052d ASU,

AAA RTC. Fort Bliss, Tex.
Sherblom, H. G., 69th AAA Gun Bn., Fort

Devens, Mass.
Somers, Lee W., Hq., 21st AAA A\\7 Bn., APO

660, c/o PM, San Francisco, Calif.
Sovitski, Chas., Hq., 862d AAA A W Bn., APO

942, c/o PM, Seattle, Wash.
Spirko, James J., 228 Helen St., McKees Rocks,

Pa.
Stepanon, Edw. J., B-?>98th AAA AW Bn.-SP,

Camp Edwards, Mass.
Swieckowski, S. A., 41st AAA Gun Bn., Fort Dix,

N.J.
Thompson, Chas. R., 1025 E. 3d St., Port

Angeles, \X'ash.
Vernstrom, 1\1. J., 359 \X'inslow Ave., St. Paul 7,

Minn.
Warren, Ardis N., 188Y2 Morse Ave., Ashland,

Ore.
Webb, Lloyd E., 41st AAA Gun Bn., Fort Dix,

N.].
Wendling, D. E., B-865th AAA A W Bn.-SP,

APO 5, c/o PM, San Francisco, Calif.
White, Chas. L., D-450th AAA AW Bn.-M., Fort

Lewis, Wash.
Wiggins, Jos. D., 846 Arlington, Oakland, Calif.
Wilson, Harold D., c/o Mrs. W. E. Mackenzie,

Grapevine Rd., Rt. 3, Box 624, Vista, Calif.
Wilson, Raymond L., 3740 S. Asotin, Tacoma,

Wash.
Winter, Edw. J., 40th AAA Brigade, APO 713,

c/o PM, San Francisco, Calif.
Woodward, H. F., Jr., 352 Tremont St., Brain.

tree, Mass.
Wright, Earle S., A-398th AAA AW Bn.-SP,

Camp Edwards, Mass.
Young, Edw. S., 89 Middlesex Rd., Apt. 6,

Waltham, Mass.
Zenco, John, YMCA-Armq & Navy Br., 166 Em-

barcadero, San Francisco, Calif.
Zupan, Leo A., 154 "B" St., Ashland, Ore.

SECOND LIEUTENANTS

Abare, R. D., FEC, Hq., Yokohama, APO 500,
c/o PM, San Francisco, Calif.

Adams, Jas. E., Hq., 288th AAA Group, Camp
Edwards, Mass.

Anthony, Herbert L., Hq., 4th AAA A W Bn.-M,
Fort Meade, Md.

Berryman, A. H., 4611 College Ave., College
Park, Md.

Booher, R. C, D-50th AAA AW Bn.-SP, APO
909, c/o PM, San Francisco, Calif.

Bradley, Clarence E., 3116 18th St., N.W., Wash.
ington, D. C.

Bradley, Wayne H., C-4577 Blue Plains Dr.,
S.W., Washington, D. C.

Breedlove, A. R., Box 540, Connelly AFB, Waco,
Tex.

Brewton, L. R., FEC, Hq., Yokohama, APO 500,
c/o PM, San Francisco, Calif.

Bullock, Roy L., 728 Zenia St., S.E., Washington,
D.C.

Butler, Robt. A., 476 Green St., E. Weymouth,
Mass.

Cadoret, W. H., A-398th AAA A W Bn.-SP,
Camp Edwards, Mass.

Carlstrom, ]. H., Hq., 109th AAA Brig., Ar-
mory, 5917 Brdwy., Chicago, Ill.

Collins, N. G., Jr., Cas. Off. Pers. Ctr., Camp
Stoneman, Calif.

Cook, Donald c., B-753d AAA Gun Bn., APO
919, c/o PM, San Francisco, Calif.

Crowe, Thos. G., Hq., 109th AAA Brig., Armory,
5917 Brdwy., Chicago, III.

Delsman, Chas. H., Jr., 1149 Oak St., Ashland,
Ore.



ARTILLERY ORDERS
DA Special Orders Covering September 1 through Oc-
tober 31, 1950. Promotions and Demotions not included.

COLONELS

iley, D. J., to 8577th AAU W Army AA
Comd, Hamilton AFB, Calif.

::ender, A., to 8577th AAU E Army AA Comd
Stewart AFB, NY .. ,

. umenfeld, C. H., to 31st AAA Brig Ft Lewis
W'ash. "
utton, R. E., to 4052d ASU AAA and GM Cen
Ft Bliss, Tex. '

C1rdwell, E. F., to OC of S, W'ash, DC.
Connor, R. T., to 80th AAA Gp, Ft Devens,

Mass.
Jlughlin, W. L., to 8670th Admn Area Unit Off

I Gp, London, England.
Homes, W. H., to First A, NY-NJ Sub Area Hq

Ft Totten, i-\Y. '
Parker, T. W., to Fifth A, 10th Inf Div Ft Riley

Kans. ' ,
Russey, J. W., to 5108th ASU Mo NG Instr Gp

Jeflerson City, Mo. '
~n Francisco, F. J., to 4052d ASU AAA and

GM Cen, Ft Bliss, Tex.
Weddell, W. A., to 4052d ASU AA and GM

Cen, Ft Bliss, Tex.

LIEUTENANT COLONElS

Bonifay, L. A., to 5th AAA A W Bn Ft Sheridan
Ill. "

Chirico, C F., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch
Ft Bliss, Tex. '

Dutton, S. E., to 3461st ASU Sta Comp, Cp
Rucker, Ala.

Elmore, V. M., to Stu Det A Lang Sch Montere\!~~ '}'
,Enemark, W. A., to Third A 4th Inf Div Ft

Benning, Ga. '
England, S. P., to ARW AF Det 8658th AAU Da

Admn Area, Wash, DC.
Fairchild, J. c., to 8622d AAU AA Sch Bn

Carlisle Bks, Pa. '
Finkenaur, R. G., to 62d AAA A W Bn, Ft Hood,

Tex.
Heasty, C. 1:'., Jr., to OC of S, Wash, DC.
Hewitt, H., to 8577th AAU E Army AA Comd

Stewart AFB, NY. '
Hirsch, A. S., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch

Ft Bliss, Tex. '
Irvine, M. M., to Stu Det A War College, Ft

Leavenworth, Kans.
lsreall, L. E., to Third A 3444th ASU Cp Stewart

Ga. '
Jones, R. J., to Third A 3444th ASU Cp Stewart

Ga. '
Layton, M. M., to 4052d ASU AAA and GM

Cen, Ft Bliss, Tex.
McFreely, H. G., to Stu Det A War College, Ft

Leavenworth, Kans.
Moon, G. A., to 8575th AAU Office Chief AFF

Ft Monroe, Va. '
Murray, W. H., to 8577th AAU W Army AA

Comd, Hamilton AFB, Calif.
Paddock, R. L., to Third A 4th Inf Div Ft Ben.

ning, Ga. '
Patrick, F. H., to OC of S Wash DC
Pirkle, ~. L., to 3444th A5U Sta 'Comp, Cp Stew.

art, Ga.
Quirey, W.O., to 31st AAA Brig Ft Lewis

Wash. "
Rumph, R. W., to 8577th AAU E Army AA

Comd, Stewart AFB, NY.
Smith, P. E., to 8575th AAU Office Chief AFF

Ft Monroe, Va. '
\X'ard, T. P., to Fifth A 6th Armd Div, Ft Hood,

Tex.
Wilde~, G. B., to Second A 1st TC Tng Gp, Ft

EustIS, Va.
Wilkes, J. S., to 145th AAA AW Bn Cp Polk

La. "

NOVEMBER-DECEMBER, 1950

MAJORS

Aber, J: E., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch,
Ft BlIss. Tex.

Abston, A. A., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch
Ft Bliss, Tex .. '

Barkman, W. E., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty
Sch, ft Bliss, Tex.

Byrne, J. S., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch,
Ft Bliss, Tex.

Cannady, P. B., to Stu Det AA & Gm Br Arty
Sch, ft Bliss, Tex.

Carter, V., to 35th AAA Brig, ft Meade, Md.
Castle, E., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch Ft

Bliss, Tex. '
Caulder, B. 13., to Office Chief AfF, Ft Monroe,

Va.
Coe, K. c., to 3444th ASU Sta Comp, Cp Stew-

art, Ga.
Cranford, J. R., to Stu Det A Lang Sch Montere\!

Calif. '"
Cunningham, H. A., Jr., to Stu Det AA & GM

Br Arty Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.
Curtis, E. P., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch

ft Bliss, Tex. '
Dau~herty, L. S., to 31st AAA Brig, Ft Lewis,

Wash.
Davenport, C. M., Jr., to Stu Det AA & GM Br

Arty Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.
Davis, G. W., to 88th Abn AAA Bn, ft Camp-

bell, Ky.
Evans, B. S., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch

Ft Bliss, Tex. '
Evans, J. c., to 82d Abn Div, Ft Bragg, NC.
Eckstein, P. A., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty

Sch, ft Bliss, Tex.
flint, B. P., Jr., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty

Sch, ft Bliss, Tex.
Grant, A. R., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch

ft Bliss, Tex. '
Hennessy, ]. T., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty

Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.
Higgins, H. D., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty

Sch, ft Bliss, Tex.
Hollis, J. B., Jr., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty

Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.
Holmes, W. E., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty

Sch, ft Bliss, Tex.
Irvin, R., to 8575th AAU Office Chief AFF, Ft

Monroe, Va.
Jordan, L. .F., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch,

Ft Bliss, Tex.
Keenon, J. F., to 4052d ASU AAA and GM Cen

ft Bliss, Tex. '
Laing, J. A., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch

Ft Bliss, Tex. '
Lonsinger, R. W., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty

Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.
Lossen, H. L., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch

Ft Bliss, Tex. '
Maust, R., to Third A 4th Inf Div Ft Benning

G "a.
Montrone, A. ]., to 71st AAA Gun Bn Ft Bel-

voir, Va. '
Moomaw, O. A., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty

Sch, I:'t Bliss, Tex.
Moore, J. M., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch

Ft Bliss, Tex. '
Moyer, M. G., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch

ft Bliss, Tex. '
Myers, R. V., to detl in TC w/sta Wash, DC.
i-\elson, K. R., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch

Ft Bliss, Tex. '
Parker, J. c., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch

Ft Bliss, Tex. '
Rettgers, f. I., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch

ft Bliss, Tex. '
Robinson, J. L., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty

Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

Spengler, J. T. H., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty
Sch, Ft Bliss. Tex.

Stano, f., to 40nd ASU AAA and GM Cen Ft
Bliss, Tex. '

Tarver, T. H., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch
ft Bliss, Tex. '

Tyree, L. H., to 101st Abn Di\', Cp Breckinridge
Ky. '

Unger, J. P., to 4052d ASU AAA and GM Cen
f~ Bliss, Tex. '

Walker. J. W., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty
Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

Zimmerman, M. L., to Third A 4th Inf Div Ft
Benning, Ga. '

CAPTAINS
Anderson, ]. c., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Any

Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.
Aquilina, R. f., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty

Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.
Axelson, R. A., to 4050th ASU Sta Comp, ft Sill,

Okla.
Barr, J. G., to US Army Alaska, Ft Richardson,

Alaska.
Betts! G., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch, Ft

BlIss, Tex.
Buchanan, T. W., to 4052d ASU AAA and GM

Cen, Ft Bliss, Tex.
Burton, L. R., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch

Ft Bliss, Tex. '
Burton, R. A., to Hq ASA 8600th AAU Wash

DC. ' ,
Bond, J. B., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch

Ft Bliss, Tex. '
Brooks, E. R., Jr., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty

Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.
Bright, C. W., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch

Ft Bliss, Tex. '
Brindley, A. f., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty

Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.
Brogden, O. W., to 304th Comm Recon Bn Cp

Pickett, Va. '
Cabell, D. c., Jr., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty

Sch, ft Bliss, Tex.
Clarkson, R. L., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty

Sch, ft Bliss, Tex.
Coleman, ]. D., Jr., to Stu Det AA & GM Br

Arty Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.
Coonlt, W. ]., Jr., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty

Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.
Davoli, W. c., to 101st Abn Div, Cp Breckin-

ridge, Ky.
Deadwyler, W. H., to Stu'Det AA & GM Br Arty

Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.
DeFranco, T. J., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty

Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.
Dickson, Lon R., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty

Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.
Ernst, M. P., to Stu Det A Lang Sch, Monterey,

Calif.
Fame, G. H., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch

Ft Bliss, Tex. '
Felter, J. H., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch

Ft Bliss, Tex. '
Fowler, G., to Hq ASA 8600th AAU, Wash, DC.
Gadd, ~. G., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch,

ft BlIss, Tex.
Gardner, R. V., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty

Sch, ft Bliss, Tex.
Gillespie, B. S., Jr., to Stu Det AA & GM Br

Arty Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.
Godfrey, H. J., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty

Sch, ft Bliss, Tex.
Harris, V. c., to Fourth A 5th Inf Div, Cp Chaf-

fee, Ark.
Hawthorne, F., Jr., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Any

Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.
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Furman, H. \\7. C, 10 SIU Det AA & GM Br
Sch. Ft Bliss, Tex.

Gould. R. C, 10 SIU Det A Lang Sch, Monte
Calii.

Haisley, P. D., to Stu Det AA & GM Br
Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

Halloran, ]. V., to Hq \\7est Army AA Co
Hamilton AFB, Calif.

Hatch, D. B., to Stu Det Army Lang Sch, Mo
rer, Calif.

Heaser, W. ]., Jr., to Stu Det AA & GM Br A
Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

Hibbard, P. H., to Stu Det AA & GM Br
Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

Hickenlooper, P., to Fourth A Sth Armd Di\",
Chaffee, Ark.

Huff, ]. R., to Third A 4th Inf Di\', Ft Benni~
Ga.

Jackson, A. F., to Third A Inf Cen, Ft Benni'1
Ga.

Kane, R. V., 10 40S2d ASU AAA and GM Cl!lft
Ft Bliss, Tex.

Kelson, M. 1., to Third A Inf Cen, Ft Benni~
Ga.

Klitch, E. M., to Stu Det A Lang Sch, Monter
Calif.

Latimer, H. D., to Stu Det AA & GM Br ArQ
Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

Levan, C ]., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty S
Ft Bliss, Tex.

Lukes, F. T., 10 Stu Det A Lang Sch, Monter
Calif.

McCracken, B. 0., to Stu Det AA & GM Br A
Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

McKean, A. S., to 101st Abn Div, Cp Brecki
ridge, Ky.

Markee, J. E., Jr., to Fourth Army AA Tng C
FI Bliss, Tex.

Martin, J. B., Jr., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Ar?j
Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

Mayes, ]. ]., 10 80th Abn AAA Bn, Ft Beast
NC

Middleton, C 1., to 31st AAA Brig, Ft !.e\l."
Wash .. v..t

Morton, ]. C, to'Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty ~lf
Ft Bliss, Tex.

O'Donnell, N. J.. to Stu Det AA & GM Br A
Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

Palmer, C C, to 8th Inf Tng Regt, Cp Brecki
ridge, Ky.

Papatones, A. J.. to Stu Det AA & GM Br A
Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

Parker, F. C, III, to Stu Det AA & GM Br A
Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex. j

Price, J. T., Jr., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Art}"
Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

Rasmussen, J. A., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Ant
Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

Reidy, W. J., 10 Slu Del AA & GM Br Arty SGh,
Ft Bliss, Tex.

Shuflala, G. J., to Slu Det A Lang Sch, Montere1l
Calif.

Smith, W. R., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch,
Ft Bliss, Tex.

Stogner, H. D., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Art!
Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

Stuckey, ]. W., to Stu Det AA & GM Br A
Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

Wood, R. 1., to Stu Dee AA & GM Br Arty Sc
Ft Bliss, Tex.

SECOND LIEUTENANTS
Clark, ]. J., Jr., to Stu Det AA & GM Br A1

Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.
Coates, ]. M., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sc

Ft Bliss, Tex.
Cooper, W. T., 10 11th Abn Div, Ft Campbel

K~ .
Dotson, J. T., to AA & GM Br Arty Sch, Ft Bliss

Tex. Il

Eastwood, C M., to 11th Abn Div, Cp Campbe ....
Kr.

Gaugush, T. P., to Stu Det AA & GM Br A
Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

Geller, S. I., to Stu Det A Lang Sch, Monter
Calif.

Hayes, E. T., to Third A 82d Abn Div, Ft Bra
NC

Hemming, H. G., to Third A Inf Cen, Ft
ning, Ga.

Hiscock, J. M., to Stu Det A Lang Sch, Monter
Calif.

FIRST LIEUTENANTS
Albro, I. C, to 60th AAA A W Bn, Ft Scott,

Calif.
Ambrazavilch, M. E., to 8th Inf Div, Ft Jackson,

SC
Bezich, V. W., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty

Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.
Bougher, D. S., to Stu Det A A& GM Br Arty

Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.
Bunch, ]. B., to Hq ASA 8600th AAU, Wash,

DC
Chaplesky, M. P., to 88th Abn AAA Bn, Ft

Campbell, Ky.
Coyle, M. J., 10 11Sth CIC Det Sixth Army, San

Francisco, Calif.
Darrow, E. A., to 712Sth Joint Task Force III,

Los Alamos, NMex.
Davis, H. A., Jr., 10 AA & GM Cen, Ft Bliss,

Tex.
Dingeman, R. E., to AA & GM Cen, Ft Bliss,

Tex.
Douglas, 1. M., 10 Stu Dee AA & GM Br Arty

Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex ..
Doyle, A. 1., 10 Stu Del AA & G M Br Arty Sch,

Ft Bliss, Tex.
Dunlap, B. J., 10 Sixlh A, 40lh Inf Div, Cp

Cooke, Calif.
Ettinger, G. M., to 101st Abn Div, Cp Breckin.

ridge, Ky.

Ruth, F. D., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch,
Ft Bliss. Tex.

Schmidt, W. T., to AF Ln Pit Sch, Connally AFB.
Tex.

Semmens, e. P .. to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty
Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

Semmens, G. 1.. to Stu Del AA & GM Br Arty
Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

Sherrels, D. e., to 691h AAA Gun Bn, FI Bliss,
Tex.

Simon. D. E., to SIU Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch,
Ft Bliss. Tex.

Sims, L. H., Jr., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty
Sch, FI Bliss, Tex.

Sisak. ]. G., 10 Slu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch,
Ft Bliss, Tex.

Skockle}', ]. W., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty
Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

Small, E. ]., 10 Stu Det Ai\. & GM Br Arty Sch,
Ft Bliss, Tex.

Smilh. B. N., 10 Slu Det AA & GM Br Arly Sch,
Ft Bliss. Tex.

Smilh. \X'. J., 10 Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch,
Ft Bliss, Tex.

Sobke, 1., to Slu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch, Ft
Bliss, Tex.

Spalding, B. D., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty
Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

Slewarl, L. F., 10 Slu Det AA & GM Br Arly Sch,
FI Bliss, Tex.

Swann, J. E., 10 11 Sth CIC Det Sixth A, San
Francisco, Calif.

Sweers, P. e., Jr., to Slu Det AA & GM Br Arty
Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

Thaxlon, H. e., 10 Slu Dee AA & GM Br Arty
Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

Thompson, O. H., to 1st Cml Tng Bn, Edgewood
Arsenal, Md.

Thorne, J. H., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch,
Ft Bliss, Tex.

Tillery, G. G., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch,
Ft Bliss, Tex.

Touart, A. ]., to Slu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch,
Ft Bliss, Tex.

Tufte, e. 0., to Third A Inf Cen, Ft Benning, Ga.
Via, H. F., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch,

Ft Bliss, Tex ..
Walker, A. S., to Stu Dee AA & GM Br Arty Sch,

Ft Bliss, Tex.
Waterman, J. G., to Fourth Army AAA Tng Cen,

Ft Bliss, Tex.
While, G. 0., 10 Slu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch,

Ft Bliss, Tex.
Wilke, R. G., 10 Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch,

Ft Bliss, Tex.
Wilkinson, R., Jr., 10 Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty

Sch, FI Bliss, Tex.
Wilson, 1. A., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arly Sch,

Ft Bliss, Tex.
Wood, F., 10 Slu Det AA & GM Br Arly Sch, FI

Bliss. Tex.

Healy, J. D., Jr., 10 Sru Det AA & GM Br Arty
Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

Hibbard, A. W., to 8Yi'th AAU E Army AA
Comd, Slewart AFB, i\'Y.

Hill, L G., Jr., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty
Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

Hoddinott, G. R., 10 Stu Det AA & GM. Br Arly
Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

Hulse, e. T., 10 Third A 4th Inf Di\', FI Bennin.~.
Ga.

Igershemier, M., 10 Stu Det AA & G~[ Br Arty
Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

Jackson, H. R., 10 4054th ASU AA & GM Br
Arty Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

Janson, D. G., to Fourth Army AAA Tng Cen,
Ft Bliss, Tex.

Jemmott, A. H., Jr., to Stu Det AA & GM Br
Arty Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

Kennedy, W. D., Jr., 10 Slu Det AA & GM Br
Arty Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

King, ]. B., 10 Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch,
Ft Bliss, Tex.

Kissam, R. V., Jr., 10 Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty
Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

Kolesar, A. M., to Stu Del AA & GM Br Arty
Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

Kressin, H. R., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty
Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

Lochrie, W. R., 10 Stu Det AA & GM Br Art}'
Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

Lowe, H. A., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch,
Ft Bliss. Tex.

McCants, L, to AF Ln Pit Sch, Connall}' AFB,
Tex.

McCarthy, M. R., 10 Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty
Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

McClanahan, J. L, 10 Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty
Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

McCra\'ey, ]. L., to Slu Det AA & GM Br Arty
Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

McCartney, R. W., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Art}'
Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

Mcinerney, M. V., to 2332d ASU Pa NG Instr
Gp, Indian Town Gap, Pa.

McKenna, J. ]., 10 Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty
Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

Malloy, W. J., to Hq East Army AA Comd, Slew.
art AFB, NY.

Mariconda, A. F., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty
Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

Marshall, J. E., Jr., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty
Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

Marvin, E. A., to Hq ASA Hawaii 8624th AAU,
Ft Shafter, TH.

Marx, G. H., 10 Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch,
Ft Bliss, Tex.

Meyers, e. H., Jr., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty
Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.

Minch, H. G., to USMA, West Point, NY.
Moore, G. M., to 11Sth CIC Det Sixlh A, San

Francisco, Calif.
Morgan, R. S., to 3Sth AAA Brig, Ft Meade, Md.
Myers, W. R., to Slu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch,

Ft Bliss, Tex.
Nemeth, S. A., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty

Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.
Newman, J. W., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty

Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.
Norris, A. B., Jr., to Office Sec of Def, Wash,

De.
Paskley, W. A., Jr., to Stu Det AA & GM Br

Arty Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.
Pavick, P. D., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch,

Ft Bliss, Tex.
Pavy, L. D., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch,

Ft Bliss, Tex.
Penzkofer, e. B., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty

Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.
Pickens, R. G., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Art}'

Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.
Ratcliffe, J. J., to 101st Abn Div, Cp Breckin.

ridge, Ky.
Ray, B. e., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch, Ft

Bliss, Tex.
Reid, S. L., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch, Ft

Bliss, Tex.
Robinson, J. L., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty

Sch, Ft Bliss, Tex.
Roe, W. L., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch,

Ft Bliss, Tex.
Routh, R. K., to Stu Det AA & GM Br Arty Sch,

Ft Bliss, Tex.
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